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rime Minister Narendra
P
Modi on Wednesday turned
the deportation of Christian
Michel, the alleged middleman in the C3,600-crore
AgustaWestland chopper deal,
as the final weapon on the last
day of campagning against the
Congress in the Rajasthan
Assembly polls, saying Michel
will now reveal the secrets of
the political master he had
served.
“I had mentioned the
VVIP helicopter case, I spoke
about it, about the letter written by Sonia Gandhi. After BJP
came to power, we looked for
the files, we dug around. They
had hidden it away. But one
middleman finally was caught
after years of digging,” Modi
said at an election rally in Pali.
Modi, who also addressed
rallies in Sumerpur in Pali district and in Dausa, alleged the
Gandhi family have been
enjoying privileges for four
generations. He claimed the
Government’s “win” in the
apex court on Tuesday was the
“victory of the honest”.
On Tuesday, the Supreme
Court allowed the IncomeTax Department to reopen the
tax assessment of Congress
president Rahul Gandhi and
his mother Sonia Gandhi for
2011-12 in connection with the
National Herald case.
“Now I will see how you
escape... Look at the courage of
a ‘chaiwala’ who took those
running country for four generations to the court’s door,”
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Modi said in Sumerpur in a reference to his “chaiwala” roots.
Referring to the deportation of Michel, he said, “The
entire family is shivering. The
‘raazdar’ (one who hides
secrets) will speak up and they
don’t know whose name he will
disclose… It was a matter of
thousands of crore so they are
in a state of panic.”
Continuing his attack on
the Congress, Modi said in
Dausa the Congress is a confused party with confused leadership.
“They don’t know the difference between Kumbharam

and Kumbhkaran,” he jeered,
referring to Rahul Gandhi’s
gaffe on Tuesday when he mistakenly referred to the Ashok
Gehlot Government starting
the “Kumbhkaran” lift project
instead of saying “Kumbharam”
project.
Modi said such a confused
leadership cannot be good for
the party or the country. “They
do not have leader, policy and
intention,” Modi said.
The Congress, he asserted,
has lost the election and is now
contemplating who to hold
responsible for its defeat.
Continued on Page 4
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ours after he was deportH
ed to New Delhi from
Dubai, Christian Michel,
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ccusing Prime Minister
A
Narendra Modi of being
the “protector, benefactor and
promoter” of AgustaWestland
and its parent company
Finmeccanica, the Congress
on Wednesday demanded a
CBI probe into Modi’s role in
“exonerating” the Italian
defence and aerospace major
which was blacklisted by the
then UPA Government.
The party in a statement
said the BJP and the Prime
Minister are “latching” on to
Christian Miche for a “smear

campaign” against Opposition
leaders.
AICC chief spokesperson
Randeep Surjewala alleged that
facing “imminent defeat” in
State polls, Modi and the BJP
Government are seeking to
“weave a web of lies” and construct a “mesh of deception to

hoodwink” the people of India
in the chopper scam case.
In his rally in Rajasthan on
the last day of campaigning
before the State elections on
Friday, Modi referred to the
extradition of Michel saying,
“The Government has brought
the middleman involved in a
helicopter scam from Dubai.
He served politicians and will
now disclose secrets.”
“While the BJP and PM
Modi are seeking fake credit
without being subjected to
investigation by the CBI for
their own complicity and connivance, they are latching on to
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everal issues were discussed
by political parties during
the Telangana Assembly election campaign to win hearts
and minds of voters. While
Chief
Minister
K
Chandrasekhar Rao tried to
ride on Telangana sentiments
and his Government’s numerous welfare schemes for various
sections, the Opposition
People’s Front highlighted
issues, like the family rule,
alleged corruption, farmers’
distress and failure of the
Government in keeping its
promises on the job front.
The BJP, which is the third
corner of the electoral fight,
was falling back on its tried and
tested formula of trying to
polarise the voters by raising
issues like alleged minority
appeasement by the major parties and reservation quota for
Muslims.
A cursory look on the
issues in the campaign:
Telangana sentiment
No election speech of caretaker Chief Minister and
Telangana Rashtra Samiti
supremo K Chandrasekhar Rao
was without reference to the
role he and his party played in
more than a decade long move-

S

ment for separate Telangana.
He continued to contrast
this with the dillydallying by
then ruling Congress and
antagonistic role of the TDP. He
was also trying to use the sentiments to quest the right of the
Chief Minister of neighbouring
Andhra Pradesh and TDP
president N Chandrababu
Naidu to interfere in Telangana
politics.
“Will you allow a man to
come here who tried every trick
to obstruct Telangana State,” he
asked creating apprehensions
that if the Opposition alliance
“Praja Kutami” or People’s
Front wins it will be remote
controlled by Rahul Gandhi in
New Delhi and Chandrababu
in Amarvati at the cost of
Telangana pride.
While the TRS was seeking

Christian Michel for committing a smear campaign against
Opposition leaders. The truth
of Christian Michel is already
out in the open,” he claimed.
Surjewala alleged the statement made by Michel’s advocate Rosemary Patrizi Dos
Anjos after his detention in July
had “clearly brought out” that
the Modi Government and its
agencies were forcing him to
sign a false confessional statement naming UPA chairperson
Sonia Gandhi in return for
complete exoneration from any
charge whatsoever in the case.
Continued on Page 4

accused and middleman in
the AgustaWestland VVIP
chopper deal scam, was on
Wednesday produced before a
Delhi court which allowed his
five-day custodial interrogation. The CBI had sought a 14day police remand.
Michel will again be produced in the court on
December 10. Michel was produced before Special CBI Judge
Arvind Kumar, who allowed
discussion between him and
his advocate for five minutes.
Michel landed in the national
Capital around 11 pm on
Tuesday. He was then taken to
the CBI headquarters at the
Lodhi Road here at 1.30 am.
In its remand application,
the CBI submitted that the custodial interrogation of accused
Christian Michel is required to
unearth the deep-rooted conspiracy and to identify his
accomplices, including the IAF
officials, bureaucrats and
politicians, who were instrumental in changing the decisions,
which
made
AgustaWestland eligible to

participate in the bidding
process and ultimately bagged
it. The CBI submitted the
accused has to be confronted
with a number of documents.
The counsel for CBI submitted that investigation
revealed that Michel had
entered into as many as 12 contracts through two of his firms,
namely Global Trade
Commerce Ltd, London, and
Global Services FZE, Dubai,
with
Finmeccanica,
AgustaWestland, Westland
Helicopters, UK among others
to legitimise the illicit commission on the procurement of

VVIP helicopters by the
Ministry of Defence, India.
The CBI also submitted
that an amount of Euro 42.27
million was paid by the
Westland Group Companies to
the firms of accused Christian
Michel as kickbacks without
undertaking any work against
the receipt of such amount.
The counsel for the
accused vehemently opposed
the remand application saying
there is no need for police custody and none of these documents has been produced in
any international court.
Continued on Page 4
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support from the farmers, the
dominant force in rural
Telangana citing 24 hours free
power supply and schemes like
investment support and free
insurance for farmers as its
major success, Congress-TDP
alliance was trying to run
down the claims of TRS. KCR
also point out in every meeting
that his Government had fulfilled the promise of waiving C2
lakh loans of every farmer.
Congress president Rahul
made frequent references to
suicide by 4,500 farmers during TRS rule due to the distress
and for not getting the minimum support price. KCR has
promised another loan waiver
of C1 lakh on returning to
power benefiting 4.2 million
farmers.
Continued on Page 4
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he Reserve Bank of India
(RBI) on Wednesday
expectedly kept interest rates
unchanged at 6.5 per cent but
held out a promise to cut them
if the upside risks to the inflation do not materialise. All the
six members of the monetary
policy committee voted for a
hold on the rates.
The RBI also coaxed banks
to lend more in order to support the slowing economy.
The central bank lowered
retail inflation projection to
2.7-3.2 per cent for the second
half of the current fiscal, citing
normal monsoon and moderate food prices.
It retained its GDP forecast
for the current fiscal at 7.4 per
cent and said growth will accelerate to 7.5 per cent in first half
of 2019-20.
Commenting on the RBI’s
policy announcement, the
Ministry of Finance said
assessment of the RBI with
regard to growth and inflation
is same as that of the
Government.
India Inc too said RBI’s status quo decision was on expected lines in view of headwinds,
though it sought more measures by the RBI to improve the
credit flow to the economy.
Detailed report on P10
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ugitive liquor baron Vijay
F
Mallya on Wednesday took
to social media with an offer to
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suspected cylinder blast
A
killed a 32-year old technician and injured three others
during an experiment in the
aero-dynamics laboratory of
the Indian Institute of Science
(IISc) here on Wednesday,
police said. Four technicians of
a private start-up company
were involved in some experiment at the laboratory when an
explosion occurred suddenly
around 2.20 pm, they said.
Technician Manoj from
Mysuru died on the spot while
three others suffered injuries.
The injured have been
admitted to a private hospital

where their condition is said to
be stable, police said.
Though the nature of
explosion and its cause are yet
to be established, it is suspected that the incident occurred
due to a blast in a cylinder containing some gas, they said.
Assistant Commissioner
of Police Niranjan Raj Urs told
PTI that the start-up company,
Super wave Technologies
Private Limited, was having a
tie-up with the IISc for carrying out experiments pertaining
to its research.
“Forensic experts would
ascertain the actual cause of the
accident but it seems like a
cylinder blast,” he said.
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hree Ministers of the
Shivraj Singh Chouhan
Cabinet did not turn up in the
Cabinet meeting convened here
on Wednesday. Besides,
Minister Suryaprakash Meena,
who has been denied ticket,
attended the meeting.
Those who chose not to
turn up at the last Cabinet
meeting of this Government
include Cabinet Ministers —
Kusum Mahdele and Maya
Singh and Minister of State
Harsh Singh.
Both Maya Singh and
Kusum Mahdele, were denied
tickets over non-performance
as MLAs. Though Singh did
not go public with her dissent
over denial of ticket, Mahdele
had expressed resentment over
C M Y K

the denial and had even prepared to contest as an independent but the party managed
to stop her in the eleventh hour.
Surya Prakash Meena, the

Mishra briefed the media about
cabinet meeting at CM House,
he was posed with a query on
absence of ministers Maya
Singh and Kusum Mahdele. I

CW^bTfW^RW^bT]^cc^cda]d_Pc
cWT[Pbc\TTcX]V^UcWXb6^eTa]\T]c
X]R[dST2PQX]Tc<X]XbcTab:dbd\
<PWST[T<PhPBX]VWP]S<X]XbcTa^U
BcPcT7PabWBX]VW
MoS was also not given ticket
was present in the last cabinet
meet of this government.
Interestingly Meena reportedly apprehensive of a possible
ticket denial had written a letter to the party days ahead of
announcement of candidates,
wishing not to contest poll.
Later, as the Public
Relations Minister Narottam

am not sure as I had no communication with the two leaders, replied the minister.
Flaying Congress for hurling criticism on the cabinet
meet, Mishra claimed the meet
was convened to address urgent
issues including food-grain
procurement, outbreak of Zika
and other diseases, and availability of fertilizers.

"The cabinet offered in
principal approval to various
decisions taken earlier including those on school education,
reservation for women and
the disabled, Commercial tax
notifications, inclusion of temple priests and caretakers in
Sambal yojana, pension of patwaris, on MoU regarding
Indore-Manmad rail link, formation of Jan Swasthya
Samvardhan Board, loan of Rs
1700 cr for Dept of Energy and
others."
CM Shivraj has directed
Agriculture
minister
Gaurisankar Bisen to visit New
Delhi to discuss availability of
fertilizers in MP with the
Centre, Mishra added claiming
mandi officers have been
directed to address onion and
garlic procurement issues.
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aunching a scathing attack
L
on Congress over EVM
related hue and cry, Chief
Minister Shivraj Singh
Chouhan here on Wednesday
claimed that the Election
Commission was harshest with
the BJP at times was inhuman
over adherence to poll code.
Speaking to the media at
CM House before leaving for a
three-day leisurely trip to
Bandhavgarh in Umaria,
Chouhan came down heavily
on Congress accusing the
grand old party of raking up
question marks on Election
Commission since the day of

polling and continuing crying
foul afterwards.
Jyotiraditya Scindia wrote
to EC at 3 pm on November 28
and wrote again after polling,
he said adding the Congress
has resorted to battery of baseless allegations in MP polls.
"For them (Congress), Election
Commission is dishonest.
Government employees and
officers and dishonest and even
police is resorting to partisan
behaviour," Chouhan added.
“In fact, the EC was the
most stringent with the BJP
during campaigning over poll
code implementation and at
times the commission seemed
inhuman,” alleged Chouhan

referring to demise of his old
friend and colleague Raghuveer
Dangi in Vidisha claiming the
EC denied him permission to
take part in his funeral on
November 27 saying he can't
enter any other constituency
than his own before polling.
"But I did not complain on
this," he added saying the
Congress is persistently
attempting to put the commission in the dock.
"Unsure of its win, the
Congress is trying to prepare an
alibi by questioning EVMs and
also wants to pressurize the
administration by continuously crying foul," said the Chief
Minister accusing Congress of

pay back 100 per cent of “public money” to various Indian
banks and urged the
Government to accept his offer,
days ahead of a United
Kingdom court’s decision on
his plea not to extradite him
to India.
The 62-year-old former
Kingfisher Airlines boss, who
has been on bail in the UK on
an extradition warrant since his
arrest in April last year, is
fighting extradition to India on
charges of fraud and money
laundering allegedly amounting to around C9,000 crore.
A ruling in the case is
expected at Westminster
Magistrates’ Court in London
on December 10, but the businessman stressed that the
extradition issue was a “separate” matter which will take its
“own legal course”.
“The most important point
is public money and I am
offering to pay 100 per cent
back. I humbly request the
banks and Government to take
it. If payback refused, why,” he
questioned in one of his posts
on Twitter.
Continued on Page 4
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spreading lies on Whatsapp.
Chouhan ducked queries
on a book 'Democracy at Risk'
earlier written by BJP
spokesperson GVL Narasimha
Rao questioning veracity of
EVMs. Preface of the same was
authored by party patriarch LK
Advani. On BJP's chances in
MP polls, Chouhan claimed
that the party was heading for
a splendid win.
Commenting on his campaigning in Rajasthgan and
Telangana, CM Shivraj claimed
there was an atmosphere in
favour of the BJP in Rajasthan
and added the party plans to
emerge in a decisive role in
Telangana.
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ith an objective to create
awareness within the
MSME and Start Up industry
of Madhya Pradesh about the
need to adopt digital technologies in order to stay relevant, Competitive and ahead
keeping global competition
and need for improvising as per
the time & demand of market,
Confederation of Indian
Industry – Madhya Pradesh
organised an Fourth Edition of
CII Tech Know Edge 2018
here on Wednesday.
While welcoming the participants Rajesh Khare,
Chairman, CII Madhya Pradesh
State Council said that as a
developmental institution working towards India's overall
growth, CII places utmost
importance towards the development of MSMEs which manifests itself in the advisory, consultancy, business facilitation
and specialized services deployed
by CII for enhancing the competitiveness of Indian MSMEs.As
an endeavour to this, CII
Madhya Pradesh took an initiative in 2015 towards highlighting the Technology related subjects for industries in state. And
I am extremely happy to inform
that today is the Fourth edition
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BI Life Insurance has taken
a step to enable better eduScation
and standard of living for

of TECH-KNOW-EDGE organized in the series.
Pankaj Agrawal, Principal
Secretary, MSME addressed
the gathering and said that it’s
important to leverage the lowcost technologies at this juncture and Government of MP is
fully committed to support
the MSME’s in the same.

Anurag Shrivastava,
Managing Director, Netlink
Ltd Moderated the programme
and said that the companies
that are driving operations
excellence through technology
transformation are making significant improvement in terms
of their business performance
in the long term.

“Your customers are on
WhatsApp so your business
needs to be there too. WhatsApp
Business gives small businesses
a formal presence and offers
tools that make messaging with
customers more efficient,” said
Pragya M Mehrishi, WhatsApp.
Chandramouli Vemuru,
Chief Operating Officer, RXIL

- Receivables Exchange of India
Ltd and Bhaumik Shah, Business
Head, Capital World Platform
Pvt Ltd addressed the Session on
‘Digitalised Fund Raising
Options’ which was well appreciated by the participants.
Abhishek
Gupta,
Chairman, CII – Bhopal Zone
proposed the vote of thanks.

tribal girls residing at Saraswati
Niliyam Tribal Girls Hostel in
Guna. The insurer will be taking care of the cost of education
and overall welfare of all girls
residing in the hostel. Ravindra
Kumar, President, SBI Life
Insurance handed over the
cheque to Saraswati Niliyam
Tribal Girls Hostel in the presence of Ashwani Kumar Shukla,
Regional Director SBI Life
Insurance, Kajal Shah, AVP –
HR, SBI Life Insurance and BN
Khandelwal, President from
Sewa Bharti.SBI Life has made
the donation to Sewa Bharti –
a not-for-profit entity devoted
to the service of poor, deprived
and tribal living in the remote
regions of Madhya Pradesh.
Speaking at the occasion,
Ravindra Kumar, President,
SBI Life Insurance said, “We at
SBI Life believe that education
is the first step in developing
any community and society at
large. An educated youth is
capable of bringing in healthy
changes not only in the community but also plays a vital role
in reforming the society.
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n the 64th Under-17 School
National Boys and Girls
IBoxing
Championship the
players of Madhya Pradesh
State Boxing Academy have
performed spectacularly and
have bagged four medals.
These medals include a gold
medal and three bronze
medals.The championship was
held in Guwahati, Assam in
which the players of Boxing
Academy showcased their
immense talent.
In the championship, boxing player Aman won gold
medal in 81 kilograms of
weight. While Abhinav
Bhargava scored 66kg and
Anand Yadav bagged one
bronze in 48kg category and
Mahi Lama won bronze medal
in 60kg category in women category.
With this performance,
these players have qualified for
the Khelo India contest. This
contest will be held in Pune.
Along with the Academy's
player, Surabhi Yadav, 50 kg,

Bhumi Singh 52 kg and
Awadheesh Gautam qualified
for the Khelo India competition in 70 kg weight category.
Here on Wednesday, the
medal winners of boxing
championship met the Director
Sports and Youth Welfare SL
Thoussen. The sports director
expressed happiness over the
performance of the players
and congratulated them on
their brilliant performance in
the National boxing championship.
He said that the players of
Madhya Pradesh are regularly
exhibiting their talent at different sports platforms. He
said that not only at national
level, but on international platforms, the players have bagged
medals. He encouraged the
winners to showcase similar
performance in future championships.
The players are getting
training in boxing game from
the Chief Coach of the Madhya
Pradesh Boxing Academy,
Roshanlal, and the international coach of Cuba Romain
Romero Drake.
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ehangirabad police have
booked a Hoshangabad
Jbased
miscreant for threatening
a Class 10 student for making
her obscene photographs viral
on Tuesday.
The miscreant identified as
Surendra Purohit was booked
by Jehangirabad police who initially developed friendship with
the victim took obscene photographs and later threatened
her using the photographs.
In her complaint victim
stated that she became friend
with Surendra over social
media and later they became
good friends and used to talk
over phone.
On November 13, the
accused came to the state capital and took obscene photograph with the victim and
acted indecently.
Later, he started to pressurize the victim to meet him
but the victim refused after
which the miscreant threatened
her for making the photograph

CWTeXRcX\X]XcXP[[h_a^eXSTS\^]Th
QdcPRRdbTSR^]cX]dTSWXbST\P]S
P]SWPaPbbTSWTaPUcTafWXRWbWT
R^]UXSTSc^cWTUP\X[hPQ^dccWT
PRRdbTSP]SPR^\_[PX]cfPb[^SVTS
fXcWcWT_^[XRT2PbTfPbaTVXbcTaTS
Qh_^[XRTP]SUdacWTaX]eTbcXVPcX^]
WPbQTT]bcPacTS

viral.
The accused introduced
himself as Babai Hoshangabad
resident and based on the complaint the police have registered
case against the miscreant and
started search for the accused.
Meanwhile in another
Jehangirabad police have
booked a miscreant for blackmailing a class 9 girl using her
obscene photograph; accused
works at shop of victim’s father,
said police.
Police said that the accused
Shahwez used to work at the

?P]XRVaX_b1PaaPX
B`dPaTPUcTaQ^Sh
U^d]SX]RP]P[
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anic prevailed at Barrai
square after a body was
found in the morning inside
a canal; identification of the
deceased is yet to be established, said police, Katara
Hills police have started
investigation.
According to the police,
the body was spotted by
Bhagwat Patel in the morning
at around 7.30 am and
informed the Piplani police.
After spotting the body police
was informed and on the
receipt a team reached the spot
and started investigation.
Police said that in the initial investigation nothing
which could help in establish-

P

ing the identity of the deceased
was found. During the investigation police have not found
any visible injury mark over
the body. The body was more
than 24 hours old.
SHO Katara Hills KL
Dangi said the circumstantial
evidences suggest that the
deceased died around 24 hours
around but reason behind the
death remained unknown.
The possibility of deceased
was poisoned and dumped
could not be ruled out but
nothing could not be ascertained as the post mortem
report is awaited.
The deceased was in the
age group of 30-35 years and
came to work in the state
capital.

shop of victim’s father and
would visit the house frequently
where he took obscene photographs of the victim and
blackmailed her using the photographs.
The victim initially provided money but accused continued to demand and harass
her after which she reported the
family about the accused and a
complaint was lodged with the
police.
Case was registered by
police and further investigation
has been started.

PX\c^QTbfPRWRWW
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he streets of Bhopal are
being painted with 3-D
T
paintings and graffiti art. With
a view to make Bhopal the
cleanest city of the country during Swachchh Sarvekshan
2018, the Bhopal Municipal
Corporation (BMC) has taken
this creative step.
BMC is creating a high
level attraction on the walls of
the main roads, rivers and
lanes and other places of the
city.
The work of making graffiti and three designations is
being done. Following the
instructions given by BMC
Commissioner
Avinash
Lavaniya the senior officers of
BMC are regularly monitoring
the cleanliness management
in the city.
Under the ongoing cleanliness drive for Swachch
Sarvekshan 2018, the graffiti art
and 3 D paintings are being

created at over bridge of Royal
market. The artists are making
the over bridge look tremendously beautiful and creative.
This is not all,
But the artists are creating
the paintings at Gandhi Nagar
Police Station Wall, Govindpura
Bus Stop, Piplani etrol Pump,
Ayodhya Bypass,
Wall of Union Carbide factory, JP Nagar, Dial 100 office
located at Bhadbhada Road,
and wall of New Jail of city.
Besides, the paintings re created at Savarkar Setu and Chetak
Bridge as well.
The graffiti art and 3 D
paintings have changed the
entire look of the walls of the
marked locations making it
look more colourful and bright.
Different designs inspired
from nature and landscapes are
being portrayed at these walls.
Moreover, the citizens are
appreciating the art a lot done
by the artists and the efforts
taken by BMC in this direction.
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ashtriya Hindi Olympiad
2018’, a very exceptional
R
competition which calls for a
lot of dramatically Hindi language, skilful Hindi learning,
Quiz, competitions and precision were organised recently by
the Hindi Vikas Manch, New
Delhi.
In this National level
Olympiad two teachers from
Campion School Bhopal
Sushma Saxena and Amber
Abid were felicitated by Hindi
Vikas Manch Coordinator
Kapil Sharma and National
President Rajesh Vats with
‘Rachnatmak
Pratibha
Shikshak Samman 18’ for their
effort to encouraged the school
students towards the importance of Hindi language in
this era.
This Felicitation programme was organised recently in Indore press club MTH
compound, Indore Madhya
Pradesh.
This Rashtriya Hindi
Olympiad 18 results were

CWXbUT[XRXcPcX^]_a^VaP\\TfPb
^aVP]XbTSaTRT]c[hX]8]S^aT?aTbb
2[dQ<C7R^\_^d]SCWXbAPbWcaXhP
7X]SX>[h\_XPS 'aTbd[cbfTaT
STR[PaTSYdbc]^fX]fWXRW2P\_X^]
bRW^^[bcdST]cb0aRWXc=Pad\P]RWX
Ua^\BcS8G_TaU^a\TSTgRT[[T]cP]S
WT[SUXabcaP]ZfXcWV^[S\TSP[
declared just now in which
Campion school students
Archit Narumanchi from std
IX performed Excellent and
holds First rank with Gold
medal and Certificate of
Appreciation, Manu Gupta std
IX holds second rank with
Silver medal and Certificate of
Appreciation and other students Ayan Chatterjee, Ansh
Singh Sirvaiya, Arjun Saxena,
Aniket Kuklkarni from std IX,
Anunay Sharma from std X,
Deepanshu Agrawal and
Samarth Garg holds Certificate
of Appreciation.
Every Year Hindi Vikas

Manch, New Delhi organizes
this Olympiad Competition
for school students in order to
motivate them to overcome
stage fear and showcase their
talents in Hindi language.
Principal Fr Athnas Lakra,
SJ, Vice-Principal Fr Amritlal
Toppo SJ, Management
Committee member Mahendra
Kothari and all the teachers of
Hindi Department congratulated both the teachers Sushma
Saxena and Amber Abid and all
the students to give their best
wishes for their upcoming best
performances in next upcoming competitions.

24>)B18<dcdP[ 0DQ\IROORZ%XGGKDLQ-DSDQ'RQ
5d]SbPUTbcP\^]V
_a^SdRcbX]\PaZTc T
?a^UTbb^aBPc^eXbXcb
1dSSWXbc\^]PbcTaXTb
bcd_PbX]BcPcT
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he Buddha preachings are
followed by many people in
Japan. But it is to be reach to
youngsters,” said Professor
Riyojun Sato. Professor of
Taisho University, Tokyo, Japan
Riyojun Sato visited Sanchi
Buddhist University here on

68A8B7B70A<0Q 17>?0;

shwani Bhatia, Managing
Director and CEO of the
A
SBI Mutual Fund, said that
there has been 27 per cent
growth in the industry in past
four years, while the growth of
banking sector is only 12 to 15
per cent.
While talking to ‘The
Pioneer’ here on Wednesday,
Bhatia said that with the
growth in the economy, financial sector grows maximum
and mutual fund grows with
fast pace.
This is global trend. With
the increase in financial literacy, people would move away
from bank to asset management, he added.
To a query, Bhatia said that
SBI Mutual Fund is the safest
among other products in the
market.
He further said, “We
believe in ‘SLR’- Safety,
Liquidity and returns.
Customers are quite happy
with us. We have an extensive
research, which is the best.”
He stated that at present
there are 12 branches of the
SBI Mutual Fund in Madhya
Pradesh and Chhattisgarh and
soon we would have two more
branches.
We “believe that the places
where the SBI have regional
offices, there should be our
office,” he added.

Talking about his companies much sought after
schemes, Bhatia stated that SBI
Bluechip, SBI Small Cap and
SBI Focused equity are quite
popular among the customers
and with this SIP flow is
increasing fast.
We hope that in next two
years, IPOs would the SBI
Mutual Fund would be issued.
The conventional investment practice was in gold and
real estate. But the mutual
fund is the fastest growing
market now and people are
going away from the conventional methods.
There are several benefits
of the mutual funds including
taxation, indexation and capital appreciation, he said,
adding that the SBI Mutual
Fund has strong distribution
network in the countr y.
Recently, the company has
added 6,600 new Independent
Financial Advisors (IFAs), he
added.

Wednesday.
Riyojun a resident of Tokyo
Japan in 1959 studied with the
second batch of the Buddhist
Studies Department of Delhi
University. Sato is on a visit to
Madhya Pradesh.
He is visiting various
Buddhist temples, monasteries,
sites and stupas in Madhya
Pradesh. On his visit at the university he met students as well
as the faculty members.
In the same series of his
visits, he also reached Sanchi

Stupa. After stupa, he reached
the University of Sanchi and
visited the university's Buddhist
Studies Department and met
students and teachers and
shared his experiences. He told
the students how Buddhist
philosophy reached Japan via
Tibet, China.
He told that he would try
to share about Sanchi
University with the University
of Buddhist Studies in Japan.
It is to be noted that
Professor Sato has undertak-

en intense archaeological
study of almost all the sites of
India associated with Lord
Buddha. During this visit, he
also visited places of Badami,
Vijayanagar, Anjata-Ellora,
Gujarat and Kashmir where
Buddhist sites are established.
He has written two books
on Gautam Buddha - "The
Mahabodhi Temple at Bodh
Gaya" and "Life of Buddha".
These days they are doing
extensive research on many
stories related to Lord Buddha.

5^[ZSP]RTPacXbcb_aTbT]cRd[cdaP[_a^VaP\\T^]cWTR^]R[dSX]VSPh^UcWaTTSPh8]cTa]PcX^]P[³0SeT]cdaT=Tgc´TeT]cPc1^Pc2[dQX]1W^_P[^]FTS]TbSPh
?X^]TTa_W^c^

$OWKRXJKHYHU\SRVVLEOHFDUHDQGFDXWLRQKDVEHHQWDNHQWRDYRLGHUURUVRURPLVVLRQVWKLVSXEOLFDWLRQLVEHLQJVROGRQWKHFRQGLWLRQDQGXQGHUVWDQGLQJWKDWLQIRUPDWLRQJLYHQLQWKLVSXEOLFDWLRQLVPHUHO\IRUUHIHUHQFHDQGPXVWQRWEHWDNHQDVKDYLQJDXWKRULW\RIRUELQGLQJLQDQ\ZD\RQWKHZULWHUVHGLWRUVSXEOLVKHUVDQGSULQWHUVDQGVHOOHUVZKRGRQRWRZHDQ\UHVSRQVLELOLW\IRUDQ\
GDPDJHRUORVVWRDQ\SHUVRQDSXUFKDVHURIWKLVSXEOLFDWLRQRUQRWIRUWKHUHVXOWRIDQ\DFWLRQWDNHQRQWKHEDVLVRIWKLVZRUN$OOGLVSXWHVDUHVXEMHFWWRWKHH[FOXVLYHMXULVGLFWLRQRIFRPSHWHQWFRXUWDQGIRUXPVLQ'HOKL1HZ'HOKLRQO\5HDGHUVDUHDGYLVHGDQGUHTXHVWHGWRYHULI\DQGVHHNDSSURSULDWHDGYLFHWRVDWLVI\WKHPVHOYHVDERXWWKHYHUDFLW\RIDQ\NLQGRIDGYHUWLVHPHQWEHIRUH
UHVSRQGLQJWRDQ\FRQWHQWVSXEOLVKHGLQWKLVQHZVSDSHU7KHSULQWHUSXEOLVKHUHGLWRUDQGDQ\HPSOR\HHRIWKH3LRQHHU*URXS·VZLOOQRWEHKHOGUHVSRQVLEOHIRUDQ\NLQGRIFODLPPDGHE\WKHDGYHUWLVHUVRIWKHSURGXFWV VHUYLFHVDQGVKDOOQRWEHPDGHUHVSRQVLEOHIRUDQ\NLQGRIORVVFRQVHTXHQFHVDQGIXUWKHUSURGXFWUHODWHGGDPDJHVRQVXFKDGYHUWLVHPHQWV
3ULQWHG DQG SXEOLVKHG E\ $JKD $EGXO 4D\\XP RQ EHKDOI RI &0<. 3ULQWHFK /LPLWHG DQG 3ULQWHG DW ´6+5, %$/$-, 35,17(56µ +LQGL 0DLO %KDZDQ 3ORW 1R 1DWLRQDO 3UHVV $UHD %KRSDO ²  03  DQG SXEOLVKHG DW  6DLI &RPSOH[  QG )ORRU 03 1DJDU =RQH  %KRSDO 03  7HOHSKRQH  0RE 
(GLWRU&KDQGDQ0LWUD51,5HJQ1R03(1*5HJG1R/%3/21$,5685&+$5*(RI5H(DVW&DOFXWWD5DQFKL%KXEDQHVZDU1RUWK/HK:HVW0XPEDL $KPHGDEDG6RXWK%DQJDORUH &KHQQDL&HQWUDO.KDMXUDKR'HOKL2IILFH1R%HKLQG*XODE%KDZDQ %DKDGXU6KDK=DIDU0DUJ1HZ'HOKL 3KRQH
&RPPXQLFDWLRQ2IILFH)6HFWRU12,'$*DXWDP%XGK1DJDU833KRQH 0XPEDL2IILFH'HYHQGUD$GKLNDUL0RELOH1R /XFNQRZ2IILFHWK)ORRU6DKDUD6KRSSLQJ&HQWUH)DL]DEDG5RDG/XFNQRZ7HOHSKRQHV
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iplani police have nabbed
hief Electoral Officer VL
one absconding miscreant CKantha Rao said that the
P
wanted in attempt to murder information about a large
case in Chhatarpur along with
his aide and recovered two
country-made pistols and two
live cartridges from their possession at Haithaikheda on
Wednesday.
Two miscreants were
nabbed after police received a
tip off regarding the miscreants and when they were
searched two country-made
pistols and two live cartridges
were recovered.
The absconding accused
who was identified as Akash
Yadav (25) was having a
reward Rs 3000 and was
booked by Civil Lines
Chhatarpur for attempt to
murder.
The accused nabbed
along with Akash was identified as Manish Yadav (24)
who hails from Chattarpur
and was staying in Habibganj.
After the preliminary
investigation Piplani police
have registered a case under
section 25 and 27 of the Arms
Act against the two accused.
More crimes would be
confessed in the further investigation and the source from
which the two bought
weapons would be searched.
Details of the other
crimes would be searched as
it is possible that the accused
had committed crime when
he remained absconding.
The main accused Akash
was booked under sections
294, 323, 394, 511, 324, 307,
120B, 506 and 34 of the IPC
and later when the accused
remained absconding a
reward of Rs 3000 was
declared for providing whereabouts of the accused in the
month of July this year.
The details of the two carrying weapons for crime or
selling would be investigated,
said police. Chhatarpur
police would be informed
and details of other crimes
and further investigation by
Chhatarpur police would be
done.

number of postal ballots being
found in the Police
Headquarters canteen was
received through the media.
The investigation of the
above matter was conducted
by the Director General of
Police, Madhya Pradesh and
Collector/ District Election
Officer, Bhopal.
In the investigation it was
found that three polled sealed
postal ballot papers were kept
at the Police Homeguard
headquarters canteen table
on which their mail is also
kept for both entry and distribution.
The ballot papers have
now been given to the
Returning Officer of
Govindpura area.
Till date 124 postal ballots
(in khaki envelopes) were
provided in one lot to the ASI
posted at the District

nnoyed over Uttar Pradesh
Chief Minister Yogi
A
Adityanath’s ‘Bajrangbali v/s

Commandant Homeguard
office on the basis of address
instead of giving it to the concerned homeguards separately, despite the fact that each
envelope had the names of the
concerned Home Guards
imprinted on it and was supposed to be distributed to the
concerned persons.
The Homeguard office
has been negligent in keeping

=@dYWUbR_TiµcWbUU^
SQ\U^TUb_^gY\T\YVU
U^fYb_^]U^dbU\UQcUT
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reen calendar-2019 has
been prepared for awareG
ness of environment and
wildlife conservation by the
Madhya Pradesh Tiger
Foundation Society.
The calendar is being given
to the educational and other
appropriate institutions of the
state. Important days are
depicted with a green leaf in the
calendar.
Students will get information about the upcoming wild
life and environment days from
the calendar.
The calendar will help the
students and other related institutions celebrate programmes
related to important days as
they will get related information well in advance.
Attractive pictures of 12
important bird species found in

<RJL¶VUHPDUNRQ
%DMUDQJEDOLYV$OL
VWLUVKRUQHWV¶QHVW

Madhya Pradesh have been
displayed on the calendar.
These images are provided free
of cost by the wildlife painters
of the country.
Posters related to wildlife
conservation are also being
made available to the educational institutions by the
Society. The first three posters
of the winners of the poster
competition organized during
the Wildlife Conservation
Week have been printed in the
first phase.
The poster made by Rohit
Shukla that indicated the need
for conservation of tigers had
bagged the first prize. In the
words of the Conservation
Scientist, it is called a 'Tiger is
an Umbrella Species' which
means the tiger provides protection like an umbrella to the
various components of environment with its presence.

the postal ballots safe and providing them to the concerned
homeguards promptly for
which action is being taken
against one ASI, one constable and one homeguard.
The Home Department
has issued instructions to the
District
C ommandant
Homeguard Bhopal to send
the postal ballots to the concerned Home Guards.

Ali’ remark during electioneering in Indore, several minority
office-bearers and workers of
Bharatiya Janata Party have
resigned in Madhya Pradesh.
Around two dozen office
bearers of the BJP including the
minority cell members and
workers have quit membership
to the party against Yogi
Adityanath’s remarks during an
election rally in Rau assembly
constituency recently.Indore
long considered a saffron citadel
according to BJP minority cell
members has around six lakh
Muslim voters out of the total
electorate of 26 lakhs. Indore-1,
Indore-5 (that include Muslim
dominated Khajrana aea), Rau
and Mhow have sizable Muslim
population.
Among those who resigned
from the party include BJP Rau

nagar vice president, Sonu
Ansari, vice president of
Maharana Pratap mandal,
Danish Ansari, a member of
BJP city working committee,
Anis Khan, Riyaz Ansari -both member of Indore BJP
minority cell and Aman
Memon, a mandal vice president.In all, close to two dozen
minority persons have resigned
including eight office-bearers
and the rest being party workers from different areas in
Indore.Almost all those who
have resigned echo similar sentiments claiming why not talk
on BJP’s development instead of
dragging caste and religion into
p o l i t i c s
unnecessarily.Confirming the
development, BJP Minority Cell
state vice president Nasir Shah
said that he would write letters
to party chief Amit Shah and
state head Rakesh Singh briefing
them about the public sentiments and party workers’ views
on the matter on Wednesday.

0SbW^^cX]VWXcb6fP[X^acaPUUXR
WPaScaXVVTab W^daYP\
?=BQ 6F0;8>A

ommuters in the city
remained stuck in traffic
jam for close to 10 hours as
traffic was diverted to facilitate
the shooting of an ad film.
The resulting congestion
had a spilling effect on the
vehicular movement throughout the city.
The worst affected were
the school children who were
stuck in the traffic in the
morning as well as in the
afternoon.
The shooting for a bike
company began at the Ram
Mandir Road at eight in the
morning and continued till 4
in the afternoon.
All the roads leading to
Ram Mandir were blocked
with police and the bouncers
of the ad company diverting
traffic as they found convenient. Some commuters asked

C

0[[cWTa^PSb[TPSX]V
c^AP\<P]SXafTaT
Q[^RZTSfXcW_^[XRT
P]ScWTQ^d]RTab^U
cWTPSR^\_P]h
SXeTacX]VcaPUUXRPb
cWThU^d]S
R^]eT]XT]c
the Sub-Inspector of the police,
who was in charge why no
prior information was given
about the traffic diversion to
which he replied that the police
had the right to divert traffic
as and when required.
The police and the bouncers also forced all the shops in
the vicinity to shut down.
Even devotees were stopped
from coming to the Jain
Mandir and the Ram Mandir,
both situated in the area.
It has also been reported

that some bouncers misbehaved with the commuters, eve
assaulting two bike riders.
The spokesperson of the ad
company later said that the
altercation ensued after the
bike riders had repeatedly beaten the bouncers.
As news reached the SP,
Navneet Bhasin, he asked the
Traffic DSP Vivek Singh to
reach the spot and remove the
barricades. Speaking to the
media persons, Vivek Singh
said that one of the conditions
in the permission for the shooting was that there won’t be any
traffic jam.
He added that the situation
had worsened due to the construction works that are going
on at various places.
Pankaj Pandey, ASP Crime,
who is also in charge of the traffic said that the traffic planning
for the shooting is being done
by the TI of the area.
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he Rajasthani tunes and the
over whelming perforT
mance by the folk dancers was
all about a delightful
Wednesday evening at Bhopal
Haat. Enjoying shopping at
National Handloom Expo
2018, the shopaholics of the
city took pleasure of colourful
Rajasthani folk dances.
Giving a splendid performance at National Handloom
Expo 2018 the performers
enthralled the audience.
A huge crowd of
Bhopalites was gathered at
Bhopal Haat not only to shop
but to watch the spectacular
performance.
As many as 10 artists performed brilliantly before the
audience. Starting off with
the Ghoomar dance, the performers took away the hearts
of the spectators.
The colourful and the
sparkling costumes of the
dancer added much charm in
the performance.
The dancers then spread
the colours and fizzy shades of
R ajasthan with Bhawai.
Bhawai is a traditional dance
of Rajasthan which is only
performed by the women
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dancers.
This was not all for the
audience to enjoy the evening,
but the atmosphere became
even more pleasing when the
dancers performed Mayur
Dance. Dressed as peacocks
the dancers added zest in
their performance.

Later they performed
group dances on Rajasthani
folk music and songs, that
even the audience tapped their
feet along.
The performances made
even more worthwhile watching with the dance over the
songs that are based on stories

?X^]TTa_W^c^

taken from folklore and
mythology and special dances
are performed during Holi.
The audience was mesmerized. It was a spectacular
performance and the audience
enjoyed every bit of it, by
watching the show rapturously.
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Bulandshahr: Of the seven
people from Naya Bans named
in an FIR on cow slaughter related to the mob violence here, two
are pre-teens, one does not stay
in the village and a fourth was
away at a Muslim congregation
40 kilometres away, angry villagers said on Wednesday.
The FIR is based on a complaint filed by Bajrang Dal's district convenor Yogesh Raj, the
main accused in the violence
that broke out Monday after
cow carcasses were found
strewn in a jungle, killing a
police inspector and a 20-yearold man, police officials said.
Raj has been absconding
since Monday.

Bulandshahr/Lucknow: A
Bajrang Dal leader absconding
after mob violence over alleged
cow slaughter that killed a
police inspector and a youth in
Bulandshahr surfaced in a
video clip on Wednesday,
claiming innocence.
The western Uttar Pradesh
unit of the right-wing organisation has also claimed that its
Bulandshahr
convener
Yogesh Raj was not involved in
the violence, but said he should
surrender.
The Bajrang Dal suggested
that the probe should be conducted by the Central Bureau
of Investigation, and not the
State police.
The police, who arrested
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Police is investigating the
violence that led to Inspector
Subodh Kumar Singh and
Sumit Kumar dying of gunshot
injuries on the basis of two FIRs
— one on cow slaughter and
the other on violence.
Naya Bans village, less than
three kilometres from
Chingrawati where the violence
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Bengaluru: India's heaviest
satellite GSAT-11, that would
boost broadband services in the
country, was successfully
launched by an Arianespace
rocket from French Guiana in
the early hours of Wednesday,
the Indian Space Research
Organisation (ISRO) said.
Blasting off from the
Ariane Launch Complex in
Kourou, a French territory
located along the northeastern
coast of South America, at
02:07 am (IST), the Ariane-5
vehicle injected the GSAT-11
into orbit in a flawless flight of
about 33 minutes.
"ISRO's heaviest and mostadvanced high throughput
communication satellite
GSAT-11 was successfully
launched from the spaceport in
French Guiana during the early
hours today," the Bengaluruheadquartered Indian space
agency said.
The ISRO hired Ariane-5
rocket as its own geosynchronous satellite launch vehicle
GSLV MK III can only haul
satellites that weighs upto 4
tonnes.
GSAT-11 has been
described as India's "richest
space asset" by the ISRO.

Prime Minister Narendra
Modi lauded the ISRO on the
successful launch and called it
a "major milestone" for the
country's space programme,
which would transform the
lives of crores of Indians by
connecting remote areas.
"Congrats to @isro for the
successful launch of GSAT-11,
which is the heaviest, largest
and most-advanced high
throughput communication
satellite of India," he tweeted.

took place, is the focal point of
the cow slaughter FIR. All
seven named are from the village and all are Muslims.
According to the villagers, a
10-year-old Class 5 student and
a 12-year-old Class 6 student are
on the list. The two, who can't
be identified because of their
minor status, are cousins.
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“Keeping in view the facts
and circumstances, submissions made by the parties, I
deem it fit to grant 5 days police
remand of the accused.
Accordingly, the accused is
remanded to police custody for
5 days. The CBI shall get the
accused medically examined, as
per rules. The accused shall
also be entitled to get assistance
from his advocate during interrogation. The CBI will permit
counsel for accused Aljo k
Joseph or his associate Vishnu
Sankar Sriram Parakkat to
assist the accused between 10
am to 11 am and from 5 pm to
6 pm on each day, Special CBI
judge Arvind Kumar noted in
his order.
Michel’s counsel had also
filed an application for bail but
sought his application to be
kept pending.
CBI sources, meanwhile,
said, Michel expressed anxiety
last night after which he was
examined by doctors who
administered him medicines.
Subsequently, his mood was
elevated and remained jolly
through the day. However, he
has not been cooperative during the quizzing despite intense
grilling by the agency sleuths
after he reached the agency
headquarters.
Amid the grilling, he slept
barely for two hours. After the

3TbTacTSeXTf^UPbRW^^[RP\_dbX]1d[P]SbWPWa^]FTS]TbSPh

"Their names should be
removed from the FIR which
accuses them of cow slaughter.
Just look at them," said the
father of the Class 5 student,
pointing to the children.
The 42-year-old, who lost
his right foot during a motorcycle accident six years ago,
said the children stay at home.
medication to cure his anxiety,
he was subjected to intense
grilling about money trail and
identification of documents in
the mega scam.
Sources said he was
allowed to sleep for two hours
between 4 am and 6 am on
Wednesday before being provided with breakfast. After 6
am, he was again questioned by
the officials of the Special
Investigation Team of the CBI
before being produced in the
special court at about 4 pm.
The sources said he is
being served normal food from
the CBI canteen and provided
bottled mineral water.
Michel’s lawyer Aljo k
Joseph who was national incharge for legal department of
Indian Youth Congress was
expelled later in the
evening by the Congress that
claimed he appeared as the
lawyer of the accused in his
personal capacity.
The
British
High
Commission on its part
sought consular access to
Christian
Michel
on
Wednesday, a day after the
British national was brought
here from the UAE to face the
law enforcement agencies in
the
C3,600-crore
AgustaWestland chopper deal.
A spokesperson of the
High Commission said information has been sought from
the Indian authorities urgently on Michel’s “circumstances”
and that the British
Government is in contact with
his family.

?C8

"I was summoned to the
police station in Siyana on
Tuesday. I was told the names
(of the children) are in the FIR.
I was made to wait for three
hours and told that 'kaptan saahab' (local police chief) would
enquire about something. But
nothing happened and I
returned home," he said.
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Raipur: A BSF sub-inspector
was allegedly found using a
laptop computer outside a strongroom housing Electronic
Voting Machines in Bemetara
district of Chhattisgarh, officials
said Wednesday.
Vikram Kumar Mehra,
belonging to the 175th battalion
of the Border Security Force, was
removed from duty at the strongroom at Mandi after the
Congress raised the issue of
security of EVMs, they said.
Congress leaders late
Tuesday evening raised objection over the alleged use of laptop computer by the BSF man at
the strongroom following which
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“Even Christian Michel’s
sister had come out and reiterated the coercions of falsely
naming Opposition leaders as

local officials swung into action,
Bemetara Collector Mahadev
Kawre told PTI.
The laptop allegedly being
used by Mehra was seized in
front of representatives of political parties, he said, adding the
sub-inspector was removed
from security duty and another
official was posted in his place.
Prima facie it was found the
SI was using the laptop in the
guardroom outside the strongroom, he said. The laptop and
its contents were being checked
by a team of officials, including
technical experts, Kawre said,
adding further action will be
taken accordingly.
PTI
a ticket of exoneration of
Christian Michel,” he said. He
claimed that never before in
the history of India has a
Prime Minister been found
“complicit” in gaining “false
evidence” against Opposition
leaders to seek “revenge”.
Surjewala also said it is
time the CBI investigated the
Prime Minister for his alleged
role in “exonerating”
AgustaWestland
and
Finmeccanica instead of “weaving a fake story” to deflect
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“The Congress’ ‘gaaje-baaje’
company thought the BJP was
finished in Rajasthan. Now
they are saying they are losing
due to infighting and rebel
candidates,” he said.
He said in Dausa that four
generations of “naamdars”
(dynasts) had shown no concern for tribal communities.
Modi has often referred to
Gandhi derisively as “naamdar”.
“Their family is everything
for Congress. The 125 crore
people of the country is our
family,” he said.
Making a point to mention
khadi, for which Dausa is famous,
he said the Gandhi family had
shattered Mahatma Gandhi’s
khadi dream. “Mahatma Gandhi
worked to make khadi selfreliant, but the fake Gandhi family obliterated it,” he said.
Predicting a win for the BJP, he
said people in the desert State
were clearly in favour of the party
coming back to power.
“Those singing Raag Darbari in
New Delhi will not come to know
about the direction of wave flowing,” he said.
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In reference to some Indian
media reports claiming that his
offer is linked to an expected
ruling in the extradition case on
December 10, he added: "Usual
nonsense! I have made settlement offers since 2016."
After weeks of silence,
Mallya shot off a series of
tweets since the early hours of
Wednesday to defend the loans
he had acquired from various
banks as a means of keeping his
now-defunct Kingfisher Airline
afloat.
"Airlines struggling financially partly because of high
ATF prices. Kingfisher was a
fab airline that faced the highest ever crude prices of USD
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drought hit Palamu. Herds of
blue bulls and langurs are raiding crops of potatoes, tomatoes,
brinjals, maize and gulping it
and destroying it with all glee.
The helpless farmers are a
mere spectator to this crop loss.
Baijnath Mahto a noted farmer
of village Sukri under Chainpur
block said, “It is too big and
hard times for us. We have lost
paddy.
And these herds of blue
bulls and langurs have made
our lives miserable. Blue bulls
attack our veggies at night
while langurs are free to do this
24X7.” “Our veggies are
destroyed and eaten by them
right before our eyes. We can’t
do anything. We just drive
them way but this is no solu-

tion. The herds of blue bulls
and langurs cross over from
one place to another. They
create identical problems
everywhere,” lamented Mahto.
Everyone fears to touch
them. Nilgai has this suffix
‘gai’ and this sends down the
shivers in the spines while
langurs are seen as ‘Hanuman
ji’. Mahto said, “We are
caught in a no win situation.
We are to suffer and curse
ourselves.”
Problem of this nature is
too acute in villages like
Karakat, Sukri, Booree Beer,

Ulmaang etc under Chainpur
block. About a dozen villages
falling each in Bishrampur,
Paton,
Hussainabad,
Chhaterpur
and
Mohammadganj blocks face
similar problems.
Deputy Commissioner
Palamu, Shantanu Kumar
Agrahari said, “We will ask the
forest department here to take
some measures to contain the
spree of damages of crops by
these wild life.
Blue bulls and langurs
come under wild life protection
act. We will see that forest officials push them into Palamu
tiger reserve where these two
will have plenty of feed and
habitat.”
Divisional Forest Officer
(DFO) Medininagar Kumar
Ashish said, “There is a great
menace of these two animals.
These are harming farmers. We
are paying crop compensation.”

140/barrel. Losses mounted
and that's where banks money
went. I have offered to repay
100 per cent of the principal
amount to them. Please take it,"
reads one of his posts.
Making a reference to his
liquor group United Breweries,
Mallya said that "India's largest
alcoholic beverage group" had
contributed "thousands of
crores" to the state exchequer
over the years. "Kingfisher
Airlines also contributed handsomely to the states. Sad loss of
the finest Airline but still I offer
to pay Banks so no loss. Please
take it," he said.
In a further lament against
the Indian government and
media, he adds: "Politicians
and the media are constantly
talking loudly about my being
a defaulter who has run away
with PSU Bank money. All this

is false. Why don't I get fair
treatment and the same loud
noise about my comprehensive
settlement offer before the
Karnataka High Court. Sad."
Mallya's tweets came hours
after alleged AgustaWestland
VVIP chopper deal middleman
Christian Michel was brought
to India from Dubai, the first
successful extradition since
India initiated similar proceedings against alleged economic offenders like Mallya,
Nirav Modi and Mehul Choksi.
Mallya is fighting his extradition from the UK to India in
a trial which opened in London
on December 4 last year. The
UK's Crown Prosecution
Service (CPS), arguing on
behalf of the Indian government, has attempted to lay out
a prima facie case of fraud
against Mallya and establish

there are no bars to him being
extradited to face Indian courts
over the allegations relating to
loans made out to erstwhile
Kingfisher Airlines.
In separate legal proceedings, the businessman had lost
an appeal in the UK's Court of
Appeal earlier this year against
a UK High Court order in
favour of 13 Indian banks to
recover funds amounting to
nearly 1.145 billion pounds.
The banks, led by State Bank of
India (SBI), have since been
pursuing ways of recouping the
debt as part of a worldwide
freezing order.
In one of the most recent
orders in the case last week,
they had acquired the court's
permission to pursue any surplus funds from the sale of a
luxury yacht formerly owned
by Mallya.

ilgais (blue bulls) and langurs have trebled the misN
eries of the farmers in the
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While the KCR and his
Irrigation Minister T Harish
Rao had gone to town with
their claims of realising the
dream of Kaleshwaram lift
irrigation project on river
Godavari, the Congress countered saying the TRS regime
only redesigned an old project, inflating the cost from Rs
40,000 crore to Rs 90,000
crore to benefit his family.
In this context Rahul used
a new name for KCR as “Khao
Commission Rao” (East the
Commission Rao). The
Congress also charged corruption in projects like
Mission Bhagiratha of drinking water supply and Mission
Kakatiya of irrigation tanks.
Though separate State
was expected to bring economic benefits to the locals,
many pointed out most of
TRS contracts were awarded
to same contractors from
Andhra who ruled the roost
in the past.
Jobs were one of the three
pillars of movement for separate Telangana but KCR
failed to keep it turning the
youth against his Government
so much so that he could not
dare visit Osmania university, once the hub of the movement.
Now he has promised
monthly unemployment
allowance of Rs 3016 if he
returns to power.
While Congress leaders
were questioning TRS performance on job front, K
Taraka Rama Rao, son of
KCR and the second most
powerful man in the
Government said the
Government created 200,000
jobs in private sector every
year.
For Opposition leaders,
one of the major talking

points was the domination of
KCR family in the
Government and the party.
“While Telangana youth
remain unemployed only
KCR family benefited from
Telangana State,” said Rahul.
He also questioned how assets
of KCR’s son jumped by 400
per cent in last four years.
While the wide range of
welfare schemes and sops of
KCR had something for every
section of society, grouses
remained. It was a mixed
bag. Aarogyasri or scheme of
free medical treatment for
the poor introduced by YS
Rajasekhar Reddy was in the
news recently as the private
hospital stopped attending
the patient because the government had failed to clear
their dues of Rs 1,200 crore.
While minorities were
happy with setting up of more
than hundred residential
schools for boys and girls, they
were bitter that KCR could not
deliver on promise of increasing quota from 4 to 12 per
cent for them. KCR blamed
the Central Government led
by Narendar Modi for it.
Biggest complaint of
women was not getting due
representation in political
process as KCR did not
include a single woman in his
Cabinet. In the rural areas the
grouse was that once power
women’s self help groups were
completely ignored and were
not given any financial assistance.
But KCR projected relatively less crime against
women, safe and secure environment as one of his biggest
achievements. Constitution
of She Teams of police in
Hyderabad and other major
cities to deal with the issues
like eve teasing and sexual
harassment was referred to as

four people after Monday's
violence, reported no further
arrests till the evening.
Uttar Pradesh police
chief OP Singh suggested there
was “conspiracy” behind the
violence.
With lakhs of people collected for a 'Tabligi Ijtema', a
congregation of Muslims, 40
km from Mahaw village where
the cattle carcasses were found,
police also succeeded in containing what could have been
a communal riot, he told PTI.
Security was visibly
reduced but tension persisted
in Chingrawathi, Mahaw and
Naya Bans villages of
Bulandshahr's Siyana tehsil on
Wednesday.
PTI
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Hyderabad: Uttar Pradesh
Chief Minister Yogi
Adityanath on Wednesday
said if BJP forms
Government in Telangana it
would work towards
respecting the people's sentiments by renaming
Hyderabad as 'Bhagyanagar'
and Karimnagar district as
'Karipuram'.
Addressing election rallies in Karimnagar district
and B odhan town of
Nizamabad district, Yogi
said: "If BJP comes to power
in Telangana, then the BJP
will work towards renaming
Karimnagar
into
'Karipuram' and respect
your sentiments.
PTI
attention from the “imminent
defeat” in five States.
The ruling BJP had said
on Tuesday that the extradition in the case from the UPA
era is a diplomatic victory for
India and could spell
“serious trouble” for the
Congress’ “first family”, referring to Gandhis. It also
asserted that the development
was an unequivocal affirmation of the Modi Government’s
“seriousness in fighting corruption”.
big success.
Similar ensuring better
law and order, modernising of
police force with better
weapons, mobility and communication systems, no communal riots and curfew free
atmosphere were also highlighted as Government’s
achievement.
All India Majlis-eIttehadul Muslimeen, a major
Muslim political force in the
State cited it as the reason for
its direct and active support to
TRS in this election.
Congress-TDP countered
it by saying that KCR was
hand in glove with Modi as he
supported every major decision of the BJP Government
at the Center. They warned
that KCR would not hesitate
to support the BJP in the next
Parliamentary elections or
after that.
For the BJP the major
issue in the State was the clout
of MIM over the ruling TRS.
All the big wigs of the BJP
including Modi asked the
people whether they want a
Chief Minister who was a
puppet in the hand of MIM.
However it was seen more
as an exaggeration of MIM’s
influence to create a fear in
the minds.
The other issue through
which BJP president Amit
Shah and Uttar Pradesh Chief
Minister Yogi Adityanath
tried to polarise the voters
was the issue of 12 per cent
reservations for Muslims.
Even Modi tried to create a
scare saying it will be a treachery with the nation and will
be at the cost of Dalits, backward classes and scheduled
tribes (read Hindus).
Yogi also tried to import
the idea of renaming of historic places and cities in his
own state to Telangana by
promising to rename
Hyderabad as Bhagyanagar.
Issue of cow protection also
figured in BJP manifesto.
Party promised to distribute
10,0000 cows and set up cow
shed in every mandal.

their bid to reach out to the
people of the society,
Ithenelderly
Aam Aadmi Party (AAP)
Government on Wednesday
launched the Mukhyamantri
Tirth Yatra Yojana — which
offers free travel packages on five
religious circuits for senior citizens from the national Capital.
The scheme, approved by the
Cabinet in July, was launched by
Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal
at the Delhi Secretariat.
Speaking on the occasion,
Kejriwal said, "Our mission is
to give good education to the
students of Delhi, our mission
is to provide better health facilities and services to all and now
our mission is to provide the
best transport to the people.
"Our Government respects
elders and senior citizens.
He said that no society or
country can progress until and
unless it gives respects to its
senior citizens."
The scheme is applicable
for citizens above 60 years and
the Government will bear the
expense of C77000 pilgrims
every year. Kejriwal said that
the Yojana will enable 1100
senior citizens from each
Assembly Constituency of
Delhi per year to undertake
free pilgrimage, the expenses
for which will be borne by the
Delhi Government
The pilgrimage will be for
any of the following routes —
Delhi-Mathura-VrindavanAgra-Fatehpur Sikri-Delhi.
Delhi-Haridwar-RishikeshNeelkanth-Delhi, Delhi-AjmerPushkar-Delhi,
DelhiAmritsar-Bagha BorderAnandpur Sahib-Delhi, DelhiVaishno Devi-Jammu-Delhi
"No Income Criteria for
availing the scheme and a certificate from the area MLA
regarding the residence of the
applicant in MLA’s constituency is mandatory. The applicant
should not be an employee of
Central/State/local Government
or autonomous bodies, a Press
statement from Chief Minister
office (CMO) quoted.
The journey will be performed through Indian
Railways. The applicants will
have to fill online form at
www.editstrict.delhigovt.nic.in,
which has been developed with
the help of nic, Delhi State
Centre.
Voter Card, Self
Declaration as per proforma,
Certificate regarding proof of
residency from area MLA
Medical Certificate are required
for the applicant.
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special CBI court in
Panchkula has summoned
A
former Haryana Chief Minister
Bhupinder Singh Hooda and
senior Congress leader Motilal
Vohra in the Associated Journals
Limited (AJL) land case.
Both of them have been
asked to appear before the CBI
special court on January 3, 2019.
The development comes after the
CBI filed a chargesheet against
Hooda and Vohra last week in
connection with the alleged irregularities in the re-allotment of an
institutional plot in Panchkula to
the AJL, which is allegedly controlled by Congress leaders.
The central agency, which
filed the chargesheet, has alleged
that the re-allotment of the plot
has caused a loss of Rs 67 lakh to
the exchequer. The CBI has
charged the then Haryana Chief
Minister Hooda, who was also
the chairman of the Haryana
Urban Development Authority
(HUDA), the then chairman of
the AJL, Vohra, and the company under the Indian Penal Code
(IPC) sections related to criminal conspiracy and the provisions
of the Prevention of Corruption
Act. In the chargesheet, the CBI
has alleged that the AJL was allotted a plot of land in Panchkula in
1982, on which no construction
took place till 1992.
The HUDA had subsequently taken back the possession of the plot. The same plot
was re-allotted to the AJL at its
original rates in 2005 by allegedly violating the laid down norms
by the then HUDA chairman,
Hooda, the CBI chargesheet
alleged.
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eeking to put to rest the
controversy over EVMs in
Sagar,
the
Election
Commission on Wednesday
rejected the Congress' charge
of "suspicious arrival" of the
voting machines in an
unmarked bus to the district
treasury office. It said the bus
which was pointed out as
“unmarked” (without any
number) by the Congress,
was officially requisitioned
from the local municipality in
Sagar on November 15 itself.
The EC also showed that the
C ongress candidate had
signed the punchnama for
the safe deposit of the EVMs
in the district treasury office.
In its complaint to EC,
Congress MP Vivek Tankha
had claimed that 48 hours
after the closing of polls in
Madhya Pradesh, a school
bus bearing no number plate
and carrying EVMs reached
the Sagar district collector's
office. "This incident is a clear
case of certain parties and
individuals engaging in corrupt practices to manipulate
the outcome of the recently
concluded election," Congress
had said.
"There has not been any
tampering whatsoever with

S
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the machines. The responsible
Nayab Tehsildar and Assistant
Returning Officer Rajesh
Mehra have been suspended
for the delayed submission of
the machines," the EC said.
The C ommission also
removed Vikas Singh, returning officer of Khurai constituency and placed Tanvi
hooda in his place.
According to EC, Naib
Tehsildar and Mehra were
given the duty to bring these
reserved EVMs and deposit
the same.
"These machines were
brought were brought in four
vehicles, three bearing numbers MP-15-A-4636, MP-15BA-0559, MP-15-40GA-0970
and one without any number
belonging to the local municipality which had been requisitioned for election duty. 50Bus, 26-CUs and 42 VVPAT
in Khurai constituency were

deposited on November 30 in
the district treasury office,
Sagar. A verification of the list
of these deposited machines
has been done by tallying
their numbers with the overall list of the reser ved
machines and no discrepancy
is noticed," the EC said in its
order.
Earlier, Tankha had

claimed, "The objective of
this was ostensibly to deposit
these machines with the office
of the collector. These
spare EVMs were to be
deposited two hours after the
polls and not after two days.
This happened in the Khuria
seat from where the State
Home Minister is contesting
the polls."
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he Election Commission on
Wednesday ordered the
T
removal of Superintendent of
Police of Telangana's Vikarabad
district over the arrest of
Congress' A Revanth Reddy as
police observer found his detention "unwarranted".
An official communication
issued by Telangana Chief
Electoral Officer Rajath Kumar
in Hyderabad said, "The
Election Commission of India
has ordered the transfer of T
Annapurna, IPS, SP Vikarabad,
immediately and posted Sri
Avinash Mohanthy IPS (RR

2005) in place of her with
immediate effect."
It is also directed that
Annapurna's services are not
utilised for election purpose, the
order said. The commission
has also directed that
Annapurna be attached to the
police headquarters, EC officials
said. The observers are deployed
by the EC to keep an eye on various issues related to elections.
In the early hours of
Tuesday, the Vikarabad police
had taken Telangana Pradesh
Congress Committee working
president Reddy into preventive
custody citing law and order
issues.

Reddy's arrest came ahead
of Chief Minister K
Chandrasekhar Rao 's meeting
at Kodangal. Reddy had given
a Kodangal bandh call and
asked the party workers to stage
protests across the constituency
against the visit of the chief minister.
He was let off, but only after
Rao's meeting at Kosigi in the
Assembly segment got over.
Condemning the police action,
Congress president Rahul
Gandhi had said the Telangana
Rashtra Samithi government
resorted to it "due to fear of
defeat." Telangana goes to polls
on December 7.
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New Delhi: The Supreme Court
on Wednesday approved the
Centre's draft witness protection
scheme and asked all the States
to implement it till Parliament
comes out with a legislation.
A bench headed by Justice
A K Sikri said they have made
some changes in the scheme.
The issue of witness protection scheme had cropped up
earlier when the top court was
hearing a public interest litigation (PIL) seeking protection
for witnesses in rape cases
involving self-styled preacher

Asaram Bapu.
During the hearing on
November 19, Attorney General
K K Venugopal had told the
apex court that the draft scheme,
which has now been finalised,
would be made into a law "in
due course", but till then the
court should direct the States to
start implementing it.
The top court was also told
by advocate Gaurav Agrawal,
who is assisting the court as an
amicus curiae in the matter, that
the Government has finalised
the draft witness protection

scheme after discussing it with
all the States.
The draft witness protection
scheme, finalised in consultation
with the National Legal Services
Authority (NALSA) and Bureau
of Police Research and
Development (BPRD), has three
categories of witnesses based on
the threat perception.
In April this year, the Centre
had informed the top court
that it had framed a draft witness
protection scheme and it was
circulated among the states and
Union Territories administration

for comments.
The court had asked the
Centre to finalise the scheme
after getting response from the
States and Union Territories.
The court had said that
witness protection scheme can
be implemented for at least sensitive cases and the Ministry of
Home Affairs could come out
with a comprehensive plan. The
draft of the Witness Protection
Scheme, 2018 states that it is the
first attempt at the national-level
to holistically provide for the
protection of the witnesses,
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rmy Chief General
Bipin Rawat on
A
Wednesday urged girl
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he Federation of Hotel and
Restaurant Associations of
T
India (FHRAI) on Wednesday
accused two major online travel
aggregators (OTAs) of allegedly
offering 'illegal' discounts that, it
said, were harmful to hoteliers and
customers in the long run.
Citing violation of the legal
pact, the FHRAI has now put
MakeMyTrip and GoIbibo on
notice and also threatened to hold
a nationwide protest against OTA
entities.
Terming as 'unethical' and
'exploitative' business practices by
the OTAs, the FHRAI in a statement issued here alleged, "The
biggest industry concern is that
after securing discounted rates
from a hotel, the OTAs further discount it on their online platforms
without our consent. This damages
our reputation and distorts the
market scenario."
FHRAI Vice President and
Hotel and Restaurant Association
of India, Western India, president
GS Kohli pointed out that they
(OTAs) have a clause in their
agreement forbidding hotels from
discounting their own rates but are
themselves free to do so, besides
demanding exorbitant commissions, hosting illegal and unlicenced Bed & Breakfast accommodations.

<^aTcWP]#_TaRT]c
^UcWTa^^\X]eT]c^ah
PePX[PQ[T^]cWT>C0bXb
X[[TVP[[h^_TaPcTSCWT
b^RP[[TS11bPaT
^_TaPcX]VfXcW^dceP[XS
[XRT]bTbUa^\[^RP[^a
BcPcTPdcW^aXcXTb
—S K Jaiswal, vice president
(North), FHRAI
The OTAs commissions range
from 18-40 per cent, adversely hitting the revenues, business and
livelihood of the hotel industry, he
alleged.
"An immediate solution to the
issues that threaten our livelihood,
investments and businesses is
extremely necessary and call for an
active dialogue with the OTAs,"
added FHRAI Joint Secretary
Venkada Subbu.
The FHRAI also called the
OTAs move to provide Bed &
Breakfast (B&B), motels or accommodations even when they were
unlicensed on their platforms as
"illegal", which disrupt the business
of the organised hotels.
"More than 40 per cent of the
room inventory available on the
OTAs is illegally operated. The so
called B&Bs are operating without
valid licenses from local or State
authorities. Since these operators do
not have to pay for licences and the
statutory fees, they are cheaper by
default. This disrupts the spirit of a
level playing field by pitting the fly
by night operators against the organised sector and is also a huge loss to
the exchequer," S K Jaiswal, Vice
President (North), FHRAI alleged.

students from Jammu
& Kashmir to study
hard and compete for
Army's 'Super 30'
coaching programme
and build their career
through good education.
Making this point
here while interacting
with 18 girl students
from various schools
°85H>D0;B>
in the Valley, he said
there is no other place
F0=C?A>6A4BB
like Kashmir when it
comes to scenic beauty
0=3
and a sublime environ34E4;>?<4=C8=
ment. "But, terrorism
has vitiated the atmosC74E0;;4HC0:4
phere," he said.
"Unlike Kashmir,
C78B<4BB064
you do not see bunkers
in Delhi or gun-toting
5A><74A40=3
security personnel
C4;;C74?4>?;4
everywhere. People
roam here at night in
peace. The Kashmir C74A4C70C6D=B
Valley also had peace
0A4=>C6>>3±
and people in Srinagar
even used to go for
strolling in parks at
night or for a movie, but it's not there anymore," he said.
Rawat reiterated that infiltrators come from Pakistan
to our side and create trouble and said if you also want
progress and development in the Valley, take this message from here, and tell the people there that guns are
not good. Various militant outfits have been trying to
radicalise the youths in Kashmir valley by using different means including online propaganda.
During the interaction, the Army Chief asked the students about their aspirations and while some said they
wanted to become civil servants or police officers or doctors, only a single student said she wanted to be a teacher.
Rawat told them that the Army runs "Kashmir Super30" — a free, special coaching programme for students
to prepare them for entrance examinations for admission
to IITs and NITs.
He also said the Army is working with NGOs to have
a similar programme for medical examination aspirants.
"So, work hard, compete for 'Super 30' for engineering career,
and for NEET exam too, once we have it in place," he said.
The Army had earlier this year signed an MoU with
a state-run firm and the National Integrity Educational
Development Organisation (NIEDO) for medical aspirants, under which selected students will be provided with
free residential coaching for the National Eligibility-cumEntrance Test (NEET).
The students, ranging from class 7-11 arrived here
on Monday and have visited the Red Fort, Rajghat and
Connaught Place market in Delhi, and will see the Hazrat
Nizamuddin Dargah and take a Metro ride before heading to Chandigarh, an official accompanying them said.

which will go a long way in eliminating secondary victimisation.
The witnesses, being eyes
and ears of justice, play an
important role in bringing perpetrators of crime to justice, the
draft noted. "This scheme
attempts at ensuring that witnesses receive appropriate and
adequate protection. This will go
a long way in strengthening the
criminal justice system in the
country and will consequently
enhance national security scenario," the draft said.
PTI
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New Delhi: CBI Director Alok
Verma and Special Director
Rakesh Asthana were fighting
like "kilkenny cats", exposing
the country's premier investigating agency to "public
ridicule", the Government told
the Supreme Court on
Wednesday while justifying
the decision to divest Verma of
his duties.
Attorney General (AG) K
K Venugopal also told the
bench headed by Chief Justice
Ranjan Gogoi that the
Government was well "within
its right to intervene" and send

both officers on leave by divesting them of their powers. The
top law officer also asserted
that "only the God knows
where and how this fight
between the two top officers
would have ended" if the government would not have taken
the action which was aimed at
restoring the public faith in the
CBI.
"The Government was
watching with amazement. The
two top most officers were
fighting like kilkenny
cats...Dispute between the CBI
Director and Special Director
was pulling down integrity and
respect of premier institution,"
Venugopal told the bench, also
comprising Justices S K Kaul
and K M Joseph.
"fight like a Kilkenny cat"
refers to an old Irish story

0\aP_P[XRP[[TS[XPaRWTPcTa
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New Delhi: Continuing
its crackdown on the
embattled Amrapali
Group, the Supreme
Court on Wednesday
ordered attachment and sale of the realty firm's five-star
hotel, cinema hall, malls and factories across India, calling
it "a worst kind of cheater" and "a perfect liar" for not complying with the court's direction.
The top court also ordered attachment of four swanky
corporate offices of Amrapali Group situated in Noida and
Greater Noida, and asked the Debt Recovery Tribunal
(DRT), Delhi to auction them.
The top court gave a window to the firm's directors and
their family members to return home-buyers' money, if they
have it, by December 10. It asked the firm to explain by
next week the diversion of around C3,000 crore of homebuyers money for other purposes. A bench of Justices Arun
Mishra and U U Lalit issued notice to the Amrapali Group
CMD Anil Sharma and its directors, Chief Financial officer and statutory auditor Anil Mittal, asking them why a
criminal case for breach of trust should not be lodged against
them. "You (Amrapali Group) are a worst kind of cheater
in the world. You have cheated the home buyers all along
and now you want to sell the facilities created for them. The
facility area created for the home buyers is not a charity you
have done to them," the bench said after it was told that
the real estate firm wants to sell a nursery school, an open
space and a nursing home to raise funds.
PTI

about two cats who fought to
the death and ate each other up
such that only their tails were
left. It is often used figuratively
of two people who are vehemently opposed in attitudes or
opinions to the extent that
they will never agree and will
spark fire off each other whenever they meet.
The AG further submitted
that the two top officers, Verma
and Asthana, were "fighting
against each other and went
public which exposed CBI to
public ridicule."
Referring to media reports,
he said that their public fight
gave print and electronic media
"a field day". "It was the duty of
the Government to ensure that
confidence of public in this premier institution is restored," he
said.
PTI
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New Delhi: Delhi is facing "severe
problems" due to unauthorised construction and encroachment which can
be gauged from the fact that the special task force (STF) has already cleared
as much as 28 lakh square metre of
such area, the Supreme Court said on
Wednesday.
A bench headed by Justice Madan
B Lokur was informed that the STF,
constituted in April following the apex
court's order to oversee enforcement of
laws on illegal construction and monitor the removal of encroachments
here, has also cleared about 3,202 sq mt
of roads, streets and footpaths.
The bench, also comprising
Justices Deepak Gupta and Hemant
Gupta, was told that so far the STF has
received around 7,000 complaints out
of which about 3,400 complaints have
been dealt with and efforts were being
made to recruit additional staff for the
task force so that they could do their
works expeditiously.
PTI
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New Delhi: Uttar Pradesh
Government told the Supreme
Court on Wednesday they have
paid 80 per cent money, C51.89
lakh, to Delhi-based School of
Planning and Architecture
(SPA) which is entrusted with
the task of preparing a vision
document for protection of
Taj Mahal.
The State Government told
a bench of Justices Madan B
Lokur, Deepak Gupta and
Hemant Gupta that the balance
amount as per the terms of reference would be released shortly to SPA which would soon
come out with the document.

Advocate Aishwarya Bhati,
appearing for Uttar Pradesh,
said that besides this, remuneration of about C6 lakh for
three experts who have worked
with SPA in the exercise, has
also been sanctioned.
On November 29, the apex
court had told the Uttar Pradesh
Government that the vision
document should be made public once it is finalised as there is
"nothing secret" about it.
The SPA had told the court
that process of preparing the
document would be completed within a "few days" and as
per terms of reference, they

would submit it to the State
Government.
The Centre had also
informed the court that first
draft of heritage plan for Taj
Mahal, which is to be submitted to the United Nations
Educational, Scientific and
Cultural
Organisation
(UNESCO), was ready and it
would be finalised within eight
weeks.
The top court had earlier
asked the authorities to take a
larger perspective on issues of
pollution and green cover while
preparing a vision document,
saying there would not get a

"second chance" to preserve the
Taj Mahal.
The top court, which has
been monitoring development
in the Taj Trapezium Zone
(TTZ) to protect the Taj, had
earlier slammed the Centre,
Uttar Pradesh Government
and TTZ authority for their
failure to restore the pristine
glory of Taj Mahal.
The TTZ is an area of
about 10,400 sq km spread
over the districts of Agra,
Firozabad, Mathura, Hathras
and Etah in Uttar Pradesh
and the Bharatpur district of
Rajasthan.
PTI
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New Delhi: Prime Minister
Narendra Modi will inaugurate
the Bogibeel Bridge — the
longest rail-road bridge in the
country — on December 25,
coinciding with the birth
anniversary of late prime minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee, a
senior railway official said on
Wednesday.
The 4.94-km Bogibeel
Bridge is the country's longest
rail-road bridge, connecting
the south bank of the
Brahmaputra river in
Dibrugarh district of Assam
with Silapathar in Dhemaji
district, bordering Arunachal

Pradesh.
"The prime minister will
inaugurate the bridge on
December 25, which is also
obser ved as the Good
Governance Day by the government," the official told PTI.
While the then prime minister, H D Deve Gowda, had
laid the foundation stone for
the bridge in January 1997, the
work had started only in April
2002, after Vajpayee laid the
foundation stone for the project, along with the then railway
minister, Nitish Kumar.
The first freight train
passed through the bridge on

December 3 after several deadlines for the completion of the
project were missed in the
past 16 years.
The bridge, which has
three-lane roads on top and two
railway tracks below, is part of
infrastructure projects planned
to improve the logistics along
the border in Arunachal
Pradesh. This includes the construction of a trans-Arunachal
highway on the north bank of
the Brahmaputra and new road
and rail links over the mighty
river and its major tributaries
such as the Dibang, Lohit,
Subansiri and Kameng. PTI

New Delhi: The Supreme
Court on Wednesday observed
it was "extremely unfortunate"
that Jharkhand Government
has not yet prepared an action
plan for urban homeless and
said that the State should do it
soon so that such people were
"spared the vagaries of winter
season".
A bench headed by Justice
Madan B Lokur was informed
that except states of Jharkhand
and Jammu & Kashmir, all
other states and union territories have finalised action plans
for urban homeless for the winter season. When the bench,
also comprising Justices Deepak
Gupta and Hemant Gupta,
asked Jharkhand's counsel about
it, the lawyer said he has
received instructions only this
morning and sought a days time
to apprise the court about it.
"It appears that the state of
Jharkhand has no plan for the
winter. This is extremely unfortunate. We expect the state of
Jharkhand to prepare a plan
within next couple of days so
that urban homeless are spared
the vagaries of winter season,"
the bench said. The counsel
appearing for Jammu &
Kashmir said as per 2011 census, the number of urban
homeless in the State was
around 250 and provisions
have been made to provide
blankets and other facilities to
them.
PTI
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0LFKHO¶VWHVWLPRQ\LQWKH$JXVWD:HVWODQGFDVHFDQVWHP
WKH&RQJFUXVDGHRQ5DIDOHDQGSXWLWLQDWRXJKVSRW

7

KH H[WUDGLWLRQ RI $JXVWD:HVWODQG
´IL[HUµ&KULVWLDQ0LFKHOLVQRGRXEW D
PDVWHUVWURNHRIWKH0RGL*RYHUQPHQW
FRQVLGHULQJWKDWLWKDVEHHQXQGHUFRQVWDQW
DWWDFNIRULWVLQDELOLW\WREULQJEDFNVFDP
VWHUVZKRKDYHIOHGWKHFRXQWU\MHZHOOHU
1LUDY0RGLKLVUHODWLYH0HKXO&KRNVLDQG
IRUPHU.LQJILVKHUFKLHI9LMD\0DOO\DEHLQJ
FDVHVLQSRLQW%XWQRZWKDWKHKDVEHHQ
HVFRUWHGRXWRI'XEDLXQGHUWKHZDWFKIXO
H\HVRI1DWLRQDO6HFXULW\$GYLVRU $MLW'RYDO
QROHVVWKH0RGL*RYHUQPHQWKDVVRPH
WKLQJWRVKRZIRULWVHIIRUWVZKLFKEHJDQ
ZLWKDGHSRUWDWLRQSOHDDVHDUO\DV
DQGFRXQWHUEDUEVRIQRWKDYLQJHQRXJKJDOO
WRJRDIWHU9,3DEVFRQGHUV,WZLOOKHOSEROVWHUKLVHOHFWLRQSODQNRIIUHHLQJWKH
FRXQWU\RIFRUUXSWLRQDQGEULQJLQJHUUDQWVWRERRN$QGWKLVVFDPKDVWKHVFDOH
WRFDSWXUHH\HEDOOV³0LFKHOLVDFFXVHGRISD\LQJDIHZKXQGUHGFURUHVDV
EULEHWRSROLWLFDOOHDGHUVDQGSOD\LQJDURXQGZLWKWHQGHUJXLGHOLQHVDIWHUSDOP
LQJRIIEXUHDXFUDWVRIWKHWKHQ*RYHUQPHQWIRUVHDOLQJWKHFRQWUDFWRIEX\LQJ
99,3KHOLFRSWHUVIURP$JXVWD)XUWKHUDVWULDOFRXUWSURFHHGLQJVLQ,WDO\SURGXFHG
WKHFRPPXQLFDWLRQEHWZHHQ0LFKHODQGDQRWKHUPLGGOHPDQ*XLGR+DVFKNHLW
LPSOLHGWKDWILYHSHUFHQWRIWKHGHDOYDOXHRICFURUHZDVWRJR´7KH)DPLO\µ
DQGWKDW0LFKHOVKDUHGSUR[LPLW\ZLWKWKHWKHQ&RQJUHVVSUHVLGHQW6RQLD*DQGKL
7KRXJK0LFKHOGHQLHGHYHUPHHWLQJ6RQLDVD\LQJWKDWWKHFRQIHVVLRQZDVH[WUDFW
HGIURPKLPLQH[FKDQJHIRUUHOLHIDKDQGZULWWHQQRWHE\+DVFKNHGRHVPHQ
WLRQRQH´$3µOHDGLQJWRVSHFXODWLRQ,QVKRUWWKLVFDVHKDVWKHSROLWLFDOPDJQL
WXGHWRSXWWKH&RQJUHVV· ILUVWIDPLO\LQWKHGRFN
,QWKHFKDUJHGDWPRVSKHUHLQWKHUXQXSWRWKHJHQHUDOHOHFWLRQVRI
WKHUXOLQJ%-3VHHPVWRKDYHVWROHQWKHPDUFKRYHUWKH&RQJUHVVWHPSRUDULO\
7KHQHZ&RQJUHVVFKLHI5DKXO*DQGKLKDVRYHUWKHSDVWIHZPRQWKVEDGJHUHG
WKH0RGLUHJLPHRYHUWKH5DIDOHGHDODQGJUDWLI\LQJ D´IULHQGO\µFRUSRUDWHE\PDN
LQJLWDQRIIVHWSDUWQHUDWKRPH+HKDVHYHQOLQNHGLWWRIDUPHUV·XQUHVWDQGIXHO
SULFHVLVVXHVWKDWFDQJHQHUDWHDSHUFHSWLEOHFRPPRQZDYHLPSO\LQJWKDWWKH
0RGLUHJLPHZDVIRUWKHVXLWERRW DQGQRWIRUWKHFRPPRQPDQ%XW5DIDOH
UHPDLQHGVZLUOLQJLQDVHDRIWHFKQLFDOLWLHVWKDWZHUHREVHUYHGRUQRWREVHUYHG
DQGQRZD\FRXOGLPSOLFDWHRQHSHUVRQRUHYHQWKHV\VWHPRIZKLFKWKH83$
WRRZDVRQFHSDUWRILQWKHILUVWURXQGQHJRWLDWLRQV+RZHYHUWKH$JXVWD:HVWODQG
GHDOSRLQWVWRVRPHEHQHILFLDULHVE\LPSOLFDWLRQDQG0LFKHOWKHUHIRUHKDVEHFRPH
WKH%-3·VSURYHUELDOVWLFNWREHDWWKH&RQJUHVVZLWK3DUWLFXODUO\DWDWLPHZKHQ
WKH&RQJUHVVLVLQFRDOLWLRQPRGHJDWKHULQJDVPDQ\DOOLHVDVLWFDQIURPWKH
2SSRVLWLRQWREXLOGDSRODULW\EHIRUHWKH/RN6DEKDSROOV2IFRXUVHWKH&RQJUHVV
LVEODPLQJWKH0RGL*RYHUQPHQWIRUXVLQJWKH&HQWUDOSUREHDJHQFLHVWR´WDU
JHWWKH*DQGKLVDQGWDUQLVKWKHLPDJHRIWKH2SSRVLWLRQµ6RQLDDQG5DKXO*DQGKL
DUHDOUHDG\XQGHUWKH,7VFDQQHULQWKH1DWLRQDO+HUDOGFDVH%XWLIWKH$JXVWD
SUREHLVSXVKHGWKURXJKWRLWVORJLFDOHQGWKH&RQJUHVVFRXOGEHVWXFNLQDSLFN
OHDQG0RGLFRXOGDSSHDUWREHPXFKFOHDQHUE\FRPSDULVRQ,WZRXOGDOVRKHOS
FRPPRQSHRSOHWKUHDGWKLVWRWKH%RIRUVPHPRULHVDQGEXONXSWKH%-3QDU
UDWLYHRIWKH&RQJUHVVILUVWIDPLO\UHFHLYLQJNLFNEDFNVZKLOHLWZDVKHOPLQJWKH
*RYHUQPHQW0LFKHO·VDOOHJHGOLQNVWRWKH&RQJUHVVZLOODOVRJLYHWKH%-3HQRXJK
GRXJKWRNHHSWKHDQWLFRUUXSWLRQEDOOJRLQJDQGNHHSWKH&RQJUHVVRQWKHGHIHQ
VLYHSDUWLFXODUO\IURPEXLOGLQJDQHPEDUUDVVLQJFDPSDLJQDURXQG5DIDOH1RZ
WKDWWKH6WDWHHOHFWLRQYHUGLFWVDUHEXWGD\VDZD\WKH$JXVWDVWRU\FRXOGVWLOO
GLPWKH&RQJUHVVLPDJHHYHQLILWZHUHWRFUHGLWDEO\ZLQDWOHDVWWZR6WDWHV,I
WKH&RQJUHVVHYHQE\PLVFKDQFHGRHVQ·WGHOLYHUDVH[SHFWHGLWZRXOGVXUH
O\EHWKHQOHIWZLWKQRIDFHVDYHUVDQG$JXVWDFRXOGWDNHLWEDFNWRVTXDUHRQH

9VRgjhVZXYe

*6$7LVWKHEXONLHVW,QGLDQVDWHOOLWHVHQWLQWRWKHRUELW
,WVKRXOGHQKDQFH,QGLD¶VFRPPXQLFDWLRQVFDSDELOLWLHV
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KH  (XURSHDQ 6SDFH $JHQF\·V
$ULDQH5RFNHWOHIWWKHVKRUHVRI
6RXWK$PHULFDYDXOWLQJWKH*6$7
VDWHOOLWHLQWRWKHRUELW7KLVPDVVLYH
VDWHOOLWHZHLJKLQJNLORJUDPVLVWKH
KHDYLHVWREMHFWVHQWLQWRWKHVSDFHE\
WKH,QGLDQ6SDFH5HVHDUFK2UJDQLVDWLRQ
,652 $QGJLYHQWKDWZHLJKWLVDWDSUH
PLXPZKHQLWFRPHVWRVSDFHWKLVVDWHO
OLWHLVORDGHGZLWKWHFKQRORJ\7KHSUL
PDU\SXUSRVHRIWKLVVDWHOOLWHLVDFRP
PHUFLDO RQH ³ LW ZLOO GUDPDWLFDOO\
HQKDQFHWKURXJKSXWIRU,QGLD·V'LUHFW
7R+RPH '7+  VDWHOOLWH EURDGFDVWHUV
DQG DOORZ WKHP WR QRW RQO\ EURDGFDVW
PRUHFKDQQHOVLQ+LJK'HILQLWLRQEXWDOVRSUHSDUHIRUWKHQH[WJHQHUDWLRQ
RIGHILQLWLRQRQWHOHYLVLRQVZKLFKLV.EURDGFDVW$WWKHVDPHWLPH*6$7
ZLWKLWVLPSURYHGEDQGZLGWKFDSDELOLWLHVVKRXOGDOVRHQDEOH,QGLDQDLU
OLQHVWRSURYLGHVDWHOOLWHOLQNHG,QWHUQHWVHUYLFHVRQERDUGSODQHV
,652PXVWEHFRPPHQGHGIRUODXQFKLQJWKH*6$77KLVDGYDQFHG
VDWHOOLWHSURJUDPPHSXWVLWZD\DKHDG RIDOOEXWDIHZ*QDWLRQVLQWKH
ZRUOGDV,QGLDFDQGHVLJQDQGGHYHORSVXFKDGYDQFHGVSDFHPLVVLRQV,I
WKHUHLVRQHVPDOOQHJDWLYHLWLVWKHIDFWWKDW,QGLDKDGWRKLUHDQ$ULDQH
URFNHWWRFDUU\WKLVSD\ORDGDVRXU*HRV\QFKURQRXV/DXQFK9HKLFOH *6/9
URFNHWV\VWHPLVQRWFDSDEOHWRFDUU\VXFKDODUJHREMHFWLQWRWKHVSDFH
%XWWKHZRUNEHLQJSXWLQE\WKHURFNHWVFLHQWLVWVDW,652ZLOOKRSHIXOO\PHDQ
WKDWZLWKLQWKHQH[WIHZ\HDUVWKHQH[WJHQHUDWLRQRIKHDY\*6$7VDWHOOLWHV
VKRXOGEHDEOHWRODXQFKDQ,QGLDQURFNHWDOWKRXJK*6$7DQG
³WKHQH[WLQWKHVHULHVRIKHDY\ZHLJKW*6$7PLVVLRQV³ZLOOFRQWLQXH
WRXVHWKH(XURSHDQ$ULDQHYHKLFOH7KDWVDLGWKHFRPPHUFLDOEHQHILWVRI
WKHVHKHDY\VDWHOOLWHVDUHKXJH'7+SURYLGHUV DQG'7+VXEVFULEHUVLQGL
UHFWO\ ZLOOSD\KXJHVXPVRIPRQH\WRXVHVDWHOOLWHVOLNH*6$7ZKLFK
DUHDOVRHVVHQWLDOIRU,652WREHDEOHWRIXQG,QGLD·VPRUHDGYDQFHGVFL
HQWLILFPLVVLRQVVXFKDV&KDQGUD\DDQDQG0DQJDO\DDQLQDGGLWLRQWR,QGLD·V
DPELWLRQVRISXWWLQJDPDQLQWRVSDFH,QGLDPLJKWGHSHQGRQLPSRUWLQJ
VRPHFUXFLDOWKLQJVIRULWVVXUYLYDOSDUWLFXODUO\RLOEXWLWVVSDFHSURJUDPPH
LVDPDWWHURISULGHDQGDSRLQWRIHQY\RIWKH:HVWPDUNHGE\RIIHQVLYH
FROXPQVDQGFDUWRRQVHYHQLQUHVSHFWDEOHQHZVSDSHUVVXFKDV7KH1HZ
<RUN7LPHV,QGLDKDVFRPHDORQJZD\IURPWKHILUVW$33/(VDWHOOLWHWKDW
ZDVFDUWHGRQWKHEDFNRIDELF\FOHDQGZKDWHYHURWKHUIODZVWKLVQDWLRQ
KDVZHKDYHDVSDFHSURJUDPPHWKDWLVRQHRIWKHEHVWLQWKHZRUOG

%

$UFKDHRORJ\DQGSROLWLFV
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V^^S_aT_PaPcX^]c^QaX]V\X[[X^]b^Uc^daXbcbc^8]SXP³bQ^aSTaQdcXcXbbPS[h\XbcPZT]
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hina has lately become very fond
of archaeology though it is mainly a ‘political’ archaeology. On
December 1, Xinhua published
an article titled: ‘Qinghai-Tibet
Plateau first conquered by humans at least
30,000 years ago.’ Does this mean that China
conquered Tibet much earlier than thought?
History books tell us that the People’s
Liberation Army (PLA) entered Eastern
Tibet on October 7, 1950.
The news agency explained the earlier
‘occupation’: “Thousands of stone artifacts
recovered from a paleolithic site in the Tibet
Autonomous Region (TAR) in southwest
China indicate that humans might have conquered one of the highest and most ecologically-challenging places on the globe.”
A total of 3,683 stone artifacts have been
discovered from the 30,000-40,000-year-old
site, including blades, flakes, chunks and
tools, the last of which range from scrapers,
awls, choppers, notches and burins. Though
the environment then was much warmer and
more humid, Gao, a researcher from the
Institute of Vertebrate Paleontology and
Paleoanthropology, Chinese Academy of
Sciences (CAS), admitted that humans did
not settle down permanently on the plateau
at that time.
Xinhua concluded: “Most agree that the
discovery enormously prolonged human history on the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau with indisputable archaeological evidence.”
Another article in Science mentioned a
location where the CAS team found pieces
of stone artifacts, pottery shards as well as animal bones. It was in a village in Nyingchi in
the TAR. What is interesting (and worrying)
is that these researches come close to the disputed Indian border. The same phenomenon
is happening elsewhere on the Indo-Tibet
border. For example, in Ngari Prefecture of
Western Tibet. China is probably trying to
establish its political bonafide in the region.
Last month, Xinhua reported: “Chinese
archaeologists have excavated more than 20
tombs thought to be around 2,000-year-old
in southwest China’s TAR”. The conclusion
was: “ancient tombs provide clues to mysterious civilisation in Tibet.”
The idea is to prove that Tibet has not
always been Buddhist (which is true), sidelining the importance of the religious Buddhist
hierarchy, particularly the Dalai Lama. In early
July, a project was launched by Sichuan
University — Huo Wei, head of the School of
History and Culture of the university
announced that “more than 70 artifacts have
been found in these tombs in Peyang Tunggar
[Dungkar] ruins [near Tholing, the capital of
the former Guge Kingdom], including bronze
mirrors, fabric, pottery, and accessories. We
found millet in a pottery cup and tea in a
wooden box, which are believed to date back
between the Han Dynasty and Jin Dynasty.”
Huo explained: “The discoveries showed
that there was a long stage of civilisation in the
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Peyang Tunggar region, and the
civilisation had close ties with the
surrounding areas. Before
Buddhism was introduced to
Tibet in the seventh century,
there was a period called
Shangshung culture according to
historical recordings.”
Why is it important for
India? It appears that Beijing is
going to duplicate in Ngari what
it did in Nyingchi area and the
excavations give China a political legitimacy — it is the first theoretical step, the road infrastructure leading to the border and a
string of model villages are the
next practical stages.
Moreover, three new airports will soon be constructed in
these frontier areas — Lhuntse
(in Lhoka prefecture, north of
Arunachal), Tingri (in Shigatse
City, close to the Nepal border)
and Purang — which is located
at the tri-junction with Nepal
and India on way to the KailashManasarowar yatra in Ngari
prefecture. But that is not all.
A few days ago, China Tibet
News reported that the TAR’s
Preserving Institution of
Cultural Relics had completed
some archaeological work on
Relics of the Qing (Manchu)
Dynasty at Yatung in the
Chumbi Valley, near Sikkim, an
area which witnessed the
Doklam incident last year.
The so-called occupation
of the Chumbi Valley by the
Manchus is a new way to
rewrite history and show that
these areas close to the Indian
border have always belonged to
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China …and are part of the Silk
Road, dear to Chinese
President Xi Jinping.
The website speaks of “an
irreplaceable section of South
Asian corridor on the Silk Road,
Yatung Custom Relics has been
recognised as the witness of the
Central Government’s [Beijing]
valid ruling over Tibet and
China's claim on sovereignty.”
‘Valid’ ruling is a new term,
at a time when nobody disputes
China’s occupation of Tibet any
longer. The TAR ordered the
‘repairing-for-salvage work’ of
the relics and the TAR Cultural
Relics Bureau set up a joint
expert group and conducted a
field research, “during which six
buildings and roads linking the
buildings have been discovered.”
The press release mentioned: “The whole relics were
filled with collapse piles, and a
large number of porcelains, iron
and bronzes were unearthed,
too. Analysis on layout, scale and
interior structure of these buildings has preliminarily shown
that they have been used as
working offices, dormitories for
workers and garrison, the
Temple of Guan Yu, customs
clearance place, as well as daily
goods trading center.”
Did the Manchus ever
occupy the Chumbi Valley?
Nobody has heard of this
before. China now wants to preserve the ‘evidence’ and conserve the relics. The Yatung
County’s Communist Party
committee and the Yatung
County Government jointly

formulated an Emergency
Protective Repair Plan with
working priorities for the
preservation.
Chinese ‘experts’ affirmed
that the Yatung Custom Relics
“carries a lot of historical memory. Preserving the relics has
significant practical and historical significance to study border culture, develop patriotism, carry forward fine traditions, safeguard national unity,
as well as develop local tourism
and economy.” A good preparation to bring millions of
tourists (soon by train) to
India’s border! But there is
another angle omitted by
Xinhua and its other associate
websites.
India had a beautiful Trade
Agency in Yatung. The building belonged to the
Government of India. It was
visited by the Prime Minister of
India in September 1958. It was
destroyed by the Chinese PLA
after the 1962 war. Did not the
Yatung Relics Committee look
for the vestige of Indian presence in Tibet? Their approach
then seems rather selective!
The Yatung Relics Department
should be asked to excavate the
area and open it to pilgrims,
passing through the Chumbi
Valley on their way to the
Kailash Yatra. But perhaps the
Wuhan consensus does not
allow such requests. Rules of
engagement should be fair.
(The writer is an expert on
India-China relations and an
author)
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Sir — This refers to the article,
“Semi-finals before the 2019
face-off ” (December 5) by
Kalyani Shankar. In terms of
personality and stature, there
can be no comparison between
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
and Congress chief Rahul
Gandhi. Having said that, the
Congress scion has been able to
make inroads into the people’s
mind by aggressively increasing
his social media presence and
raising crucial issues like the
Rafale deal, demonetisation,
farmers’ issues, among others.
But a question arises: Are
these efforts enough to pose a
serious challenge to Modi’s leadership? The jury is still out.
Coming to the ongoing elections
to five States, Rajasthan seems to
be a forgone conclusion. The
Congress will register a big win.
And if the grand old party is
able to make a comeback either
in Madhya Pradesh or even in
Chhattisgarh, even a 2-0 result
will act as a moral booster for
Rahul Gandhi and his party in
particular. The twin wins will
surely give more teeth to the
Congress to ask for a bigger
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E^U]`\_i]U^d*DXU^Ug`QbQTYW]
WXbaTUTabc^cWTPacXR[T°>UY^QbP]ST\_[^h\T]c±
=^eT\QTa"Qh?aPUd[[6^aPSXP0RR^aSX]Vc^
;PQ^da1daTPdbSPcP8]SXPRaTPcTS^][h "$[PZW
Y^QbX]! $X]R^\_PaXb^]c^# ([PZWX]! "P]S
]X]T[PZWX]! CWXbbW^fbcWPcX]bcTPS^UVa^f
X]VbTeTaP[[XeT[XW^^SbfTaT[^bcX]8]SXP^]PSPX[h
QPbXb8]SXPP[b^[^bc$$Y^Qb_TaSPhX]cWT[PbcU^da
hTPab>]cWTQPbXb^UcWXbaT_^acP3T[WXQPbTSRXeX[
b^RXTchVa^d_?aPWPa_aTSXRcTScWPcT\_[^h\T]cX]
8]SXPfX[[bWaX]ZQhbTeT]\X[[X^]Qh!$fWX[T_^_
d[PcX^]fX[[Va^f]Qh%\X[[X^]8]bcTPS^U_a^cTRc
X]V[PQ^daX]cT]bXeTbTRc^ab[XZTUPa\X]Vd]^aVP]XbTS
aTcPX[\XRa^P]Sb\P[[T]cTa_aXbTbcWPc\^bc[hR^]
caXQdcTc^RdaaT]c[XeT[XW^^SbfTPaTV^X]VVPVP^eTa
RP_XcP[X]cT]bXeTcTRW]^[^Vh
FWX[TT\_[^h\T]cc^_^_d[PcX^]aPcX^bc^^SPc
$'%_TaRT]cX] ((#XcP[Pa\X]V[hRP\TS^f]c^$!#
_TaRT]cX]! %D]T\_[^hTS_Tab^]baTRTXeTPWP]S
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pound of flesh in the proposed
mahagathnadhan against Prime
Minister Modi.
Bal Govind
Noida

<UQTVb_]dXUVb_^d
Sir — This refers to Army Chief
Bipin Rawat’s statement that
the Army is not yet ready to

b^\TP[[^fP]RTUa^\cWTbcPcTX]cWTR^d]caXTb[XZT
cWTDBQdccWTaTXb]^bdRWbTRdaXchX]8]SXP8]SXP
]TTSbP_PaPSXV\bWXUcUa^\\PRa^P]SRP_XcP[X]cT]
bXeTc^\XRa^P]S[PQ^daX]cT]bXeTcTRW]^[^Vhc^aT[XTeT
XcbT[U^Ud]T\_[^h\T]c
BdYXc3T
:^[ZPcP

send women on the frontline for
combat duties. To quote Nelson
Mandela, “It always seems
impossible until it is done.”
It is the lack of opportunities and awareness that deters
most Indian women from joining the Army and other defence
services. Even their parents are
not informed and, hence, their
dreams get buried inside their
hearts.

To accelerate the pace of
development, it is obligatory
for the Government to eradicate
such stereotypes from the society and promote more recruitment of women in the Indian
Army. It must be remembered
that it is not always necessary to
be great to make a start in
order to be great.
Tushar Anand
Kolkata

1WWbQfQdY^W`b_R\U]c
Sir — This refers to the editorial, “Farmers’ plank” (November
3). Farmers protest in Delhi,
Mumbai and elsewhere bring
fore the grim reality that they are
furious, and rightly so.
Their aggression is understandable. They had voted for the present Government with the belief
that it would address agrarian
distress.
Things as they stand today
are worrisome as farmers’ suicides have seen a massive rise.
Besides, their problems have
worsened. Farm incomes have
been affected by slower output
growth, higher costs and
increased vulnerability to climate change. The policies
announced by the Government,
like loan-waivers and Minimum
Support Price for their crops
have not yielded results. Years of
crippling debt, drought and
falling income have cast a shadow over the future of Indian
farming.
Satya
Via email
BT]Shh^daUUTTSQPRZcc^)
[TccTabc^_X^]TTa/V\PX[R^\

P]P[hbXb
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LQWHULQ'HOKLLVQRZQRORQJHUZKDWLWXVHGWREHZKDW
ZLWKVRPHRIWKHUHVLGHQWVVWLOOXVLQJIDQVDQGPRVWFLWL
]HQV\HWWRGRQZRROOHQV7KHUHDUHQRWHOOWDOHVLJQVWKDW
'HFHPEHUKDVDUULYHG(YHQUHWDLOVWRUHVVHOOLQJFXVWRPDU\ZRROOHQ
FORWKHVKDYHEHHQFDXJKWXQDZDUHDVVDOHVKDYHXQGHUVWDQGDEO\
SOXPPHWHG7KLVVWDWHRIDIIDLUVKDVEHHQDOPRVWHQGRUVHGDQG
PDGHRIILFLDOZLWKWKH,QGLDQ0HWHRURORJLFDO'HSDUWPHQW ,0' FRQ
ILUPLQJWKDWWKLVZLQWHUZRXOGEHZDUPHUWKDQXVXDO
&RQVLGHULQJWKDWODVWZLQWHUZDVDOUHDG\WKHWKLUGFRQVHFX
WLYHZDUPRQHKRSHVZHUHULGLQJRQWKLV\HDUWREHQRUPDO%XW
JRLQJE\SUHGLFWLRQVPDGHE\ZHDWKHUH[SHUWVDQG,0'WKLVPD\
QRWEHVR/DVW\HDUWRRPHDQWHPSHUDWXUHVIRU-DQXDU\)HEUXDU\
ZHUH&KLJKHUWKDQWKHQRUPDORI&7KHVHUL
RXVQHVVRIWKHIHHEOHZLQWHUVHDVRQFDQEHXQGHUVWRRGE\WKHIDFW
WKDW)HEUXDU\LWVHOIZDVWKHWKZDUPHVWPRQWKLQWKHODVW
\HDUV7KLVGHFLGHGO\FOHDUVKLIWLQWHPSHUDWXUHVLVGXHWR
LQFUHDVLQJOHYHOVRISROOXWLRQDQGWKHUHVXOWDQWVSLNHLQDYHUDJHPHDQ
WHPSHUDWXUH
$VZHVSHDNRISROOXWLRQWKH1DWLRQDO*UHHQ7ULEXQDOKDG
UHFHQWO\OHYLHGDCFURUHILQHRQWKH'HOKL*RYHUQPHQWIRU
LWVLQDELOLW\WRUHLQLQWKHSROOXWLRQOHYHOVWKDWZHQWWKURXJKWKH
URRI:HDUHTXLWHKDSS\ZLWK´YHU\SRRUDLUGD\VµIRUWKHSDVW
WZRPRQWKV7KDQNVWRUDJLQJWR[LFILUHVLQWKH0XQGNDZDVWH
GXPS\DUGWKHVLWXDWLRQLVVORZO\EXWVXUHO\JHWWLQJRXWRIKDQG
$SHUWLQHQWTXHVWLRQWKDWQHHGVLQWURVSHFWLRQLV:DVWKHOHY\
LQJRICFURUHWKHRQO\WKLQJWKDWWKH1*7FRXOGGR"'RHV
PRQH\LISDLGVHWWKLQJVULJKW",IWKLVEHWKHFDVHDQ\RQH
FDQJHWDZD\E\SROOXWLQJWKHHQYLURQPHQW6DGO\ZHKDYHQR
DQVZHUVWRWKHVHTXHVWLRQV
,QVWHDGWKH1*7FRXOGKDYHVHWDQH[DPSOHRIVRUWVDQGERRVW
HGWKHPRUDOHDQGFRQILGHQFHRIWKH0XQGNDUHVLGHQWVE\FRP
SHOOLQJWKH6WDWHLQIUDVWUXFWXUHWRH[WLQJXLVKWKHVHILUHVLQUHFRUG
WLPH,QIDFWLWFRXOGKDYHDVNHGWKH'HOKL*RYHUQPHQWWRXVHWKH
VDPHCFURUHWRHQJDJHSULYDWHSROOXWLRQKDQGOLQJFRPSDQLHV
WRGHSOR\KHOLFRSWHUVWRVSUD\VSHFLDOILUHH[WLQJXLVKLQJDJHQWVWR
TXLFNO\EULQJWKHILUHWRDKDOW8QIRUWXQDWHO\WKHEHOLHIRIWKHDXWKRU
LWLHVWRPRYHDFFRUGLQJWRWKHVORZDGPLQLVWUDWLYHWHPSODWHPHDQV
WKDWZKHQGHFLVLYHDQGIDVWDFWLRQVDUHQHHGHGWKH*RYHUQPHQW
LVVHHQWREHVORZDQGLQHIIHFWLYH³WKHUHVXOWDQWVXIIHUHUVDUH
WKHHQYLURQPHQWDQGWKHFLWL]HQV
7KHEODPHDOVROLHVVTXDUHO\DWWKHGRRUVWHSRIWKH'HOKL
*RYHUQPHQWZKLFKKDVOLWHUDOO\GRQHQH[WWRQRWKLQJWRVHJUH
JDWHJDUEDJH7RWDNHWKHH[DPSOHRIWKH0XQGNDZDVWHGXPS
\DUGRQFHDJDLQDYLVLWWRWKHSODFHSUHVHQWVDGHSUHVVLQJVFH
QDULRDQGUHLQIRUFHVWKHVDGUHDOLW\DVWRZK\,QGLDPD\QHYHU
PDNHLWWRWKHOLVWRIELJJHUQDWLRQVZKRKDYHDUHVSRQVLEOHDQG
VRSKLVWLFDWHGZDVWHVHJUHJDWLRQSROLF\DQGPRUHLPSRUWDQWO\
DSROLF\WKDWLVIXOO\LQDFWLRQ7KH0XQGNDZDVWHGXPS\DUGLV
DPL[HGEDJRIGLVFDUGHGVSRUWVVKRHVWRQQHVRISODVWLFPDU
EOHGXVWZDVWHDQGEURNHQEDWKURRPSODVWLFILWWLQJV7KHOLVWLV
HQGOHVV&OHDUO\WKHUHH[LVWVQRRQJURXQGDJHQF\ZLWKTXDOL
ILHGSHUVRQQHOZHDULQJKHDOWKSURWHFWLYHJHDUVLIWLQJWKHJDUEDJH
,QVWHDGWKHUHDUHEDUHIRRWHGFKLOGUHQULIOLQJWKURXJKWKHZDVWH
ZKRGRQRWZHDUPDVNVDQGLQKDOHWR[LFVXEVWDQFHVVXFKDV
SODVWLFEXUQLQJVPRNHDQGDVEHVWRVGXVW
:LWKFRQGLWLRQVVXFKDVWKHVHLWLVQRWVXUSULVLQJWKDW'HOKL
LVXQDEOHWRSUHVHQWWRLWVSHRSOHFOHDUDLUGD\V3HRSOHZKRDUH
XQOXFN\HQRXJKWREHVWD\LQJQHDUWKHGXPSLQJ\DUGVDUHJHWWLQJ
VXEMHFWHGWR\HDUURXQGVXSSO\RISROOXWHGDQGWR[LFDLU,IWKH1*7
DQGDVVRFLDWHGDXWKRULWLHVGRQRWUHFWLI\WKHVHFRQGLWLRQVRQDZDU
IRRWLQJYHU\VRRQVFKRROWLPLQJVZLOOKDYHWREHFKDQJHGWRWKDW
WLPHRIWKHGD\ZKHQWKHDLUTXDOLW\LVEHWWHUWKDQLQWKHPRUQLQJ
0RUHRYHUWKHHOGHUO\ZLOOKDYHWROHDYHWKHFLW\LIWKH\QHHGEHWWHU
OLIHDVWKLVSXQLVKLQJSROOXWLRQOHYHOVZLOOHYHQWXDOO\WD[WKHIUDJLOH
KHDOWKRIRXUVHQLRUFLWL]HQV
/DFNRISULRULW\LQWDFNOLQJSROOXWLRQLVWKHNH\GHWHUPLQDQW
DVIDUDV'HOKLLVFRQFHUQHG6DPSOHWKLV7KH1*7DQGWKHVSH
FLDOO\DSSRLQWHGSROOXWLRQFRQWUROSDQHOVRIWKH*RYHUQPHQWDUH
FKDVLQJWKHVXEMHFWRIYHKLFXODUSROOXWLRQDQGEDQQLQJWKRVHYHKL
FOHVWKDWDUHPRUHWKDQDVSHFLILF\HDUROGEXWDUHWXUQLQJD
WRWDOEOLQGH\HWRPHWKDQHVSHZLQJPRXQWDLQVRIZDVWHWKDWDUH
RQILUHJLYLQJRXWWR[LFVPRNH+RZFDQWKHDXWKRULWLHVEHVR
PL[HGXSZLWKWKHLUSULRULWLHVLVDP\VWHU\2QHFDQXQGHUVWDQG
LIWKH*RYHUQPHQWPDNHVDPRYHWREDQYHKLFOHVLIDUREXVWDQG
HIIHFWLYHSXEOLFWUDQVSRUWV\VWHPLVLQSODFHEXWWKDWLVVWLOOQRZKHUH
WREHVHHQ0HDQZKLOH'HOKLLWHVZLOOKDYHWRPDNHGRZLWKD
ZDWHUHGGRZQYHUVLRQRIWKHZLQWHUVHDVRQDQGZHDUPRUHPDVNV
WKDQZRROOHQV
7KHZULWHULVDQHQYLURQPHQWDOMRXUQDOLVW
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e wrote as Baba Nagarjun in Hindi but
is revered as Vaidyanath Mishra ‘Yatri’
in Maithili. Much has been written
about the poetic contribution by this
veteran bilingual writer. The truth, however, is that he was not only a poet par excellence
but also a distinguished novelist who did a great deal
to democratise Maithili language and, particularly,
its literature through his creative works. Yatri is often
referred to as a people’s poet. Accordingly, he chose
to write in a language spoken by the ordinary people and took his subject matter from the life and experiences of those common men and women whom
authors before him largely ignored.
His first collection of poems called Chitra, published in 1949, has been read, understood and interpreted as a path-breaking work in Maithili literature.
It manifests a definite kind of rupture with the way
in which poetry was written by preceding poets, who
employed ornate poetic diction and focussed on various kinds of myths and conventions for their poetic practices. Yatri preferred to chart a different trajectory altogether. So, he parted ways from his predecessors in no uncertain terms and went ahead to
refine and elevate colloquial idioms of the Mithila
region by writing highly entertaining, engaging and
socio-politically transformative kind of poetry.
Equipped with enormously useful literary tools and
techniques, such as irony, wit, humour and sarcasm,
Yatri inaugurated what is usually termed as the radical and modernist trend in Maithili literature.
However, he never forgot to present a stringent critique of the ill-effects of the idea of modernity itself.
A poem, Param Satya, of this collection
unequivocally highlights the tenets of what are called
progressive thoughts. It is seen as an indicator of the
fact that Yatri did not have inhibitions to exhibit his
indebtedness to Marxist ideas, which supposedly had
tremendous influence on the formation of his creative consciousness. Such influences, indeed commitments to an ideological persuasion for certain
kinds of socio-political transformation, are both
enabling and disabling for a wonderfully gifted and
insightful author of his stature. These enabled him
to openly repudiate both in terms of language and
content stereotypical conventions perpetuated by the
apparently privileged previous poets. It is also disabling in the sense that ideologically-oriented poetry tends to lose sight of the fact about literature, primarily meant to maintain an autonomous status and
avoid overtly occupying political space, which
inevitably turns out to be selective, rather exclusive
in its approach and reach.
His second collection of poems namely,
Patrahina Nagna Gaachha, was published in 1967
and it brought the prestigious Sahitya Academy
Award for Yatri the following year. This collection
consists of 43 poems. They narrate the misery and
misfortune, insult and humiliation, trial and tribulation of the people from the periphery because of
the aggressive and unbridled onslaught of the
processes of industrial modernisation. It subtly indicates the consistent decline and decadence of villages,
migration of villagers to the urban centres, and distasteful indulgence of city-dwellers that caused innumerable problems to the disadvantaged. It indeed
embodies the disturbing menace which the so-called
idea of progress has generated in the name of industrial development. The very title of the poem reminds
us that the notion of industrial growth is inherent-
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ly antithetical to the health and happiness
of trees and in turn to the sustenance of
our environment. Yatri was critical of the
bandwagon of modernity that went horribly wrong despite its vociferous claims
to be a harbinger of progress and prosperity all around.
However, in no way was he willing to
either romanticise or glorify traditional
rural structures. In fact, he was extremely critical of some of the prevailing systems of pre-modern set-up. Being a
keen observer of the existing realities and
a highly discerning mind to make sense
to their contemporary relevance, Yatri
walked a tightrope, aiming to bring out
the kind of changes required for a harmonious and peaceful co-existence between
nature and human beings. Yatri wrote as
many as 12 novels of which three were
written in Maithili. Drawing upon the tradition of novel-writing by Harimohan Jha,
he decided to delve much deeper into the
issue of incompatibility in marriage with
all the subsequent catastrophic consequences in the first two novels, such as
Paro and Navaturia. The first one unfolds
the entire story in the first-person narrative by protagonist Birju, who narrates the
unimaginable sort of suffering and pathos
of his cousin, Paro. Through his narration,
he brought to fore the inexplicably inhuman practice of child marriage prevalent
in the then Mithila region. Older men with
riches and wherewithal used to get married with young girls with consent and
complicity of their fathers who, because
of their abject poverty, could not resist the
temptation of monetary gains out of such
murky marital deals.
To ensure the successful completion
of those material transactions, a person
called ghatak was always available. This
person would arrange meetings between
the two parties belonging to the bride and
the bride groom respectively. And he
made sure that marriage took place
according to the set terms and conditions.
The unfortunate fact was that most of such
marriages were destined to get doomed

as was that of Paro. Emotionless, aged husbands, who were actually agents of cruelty, tortured young brides. They knew
nothing about expressing love and affection, generated not only anger, bitterness,
disappointment and frustration, but also
downright hatred for them and hostility
for the very institution of marriage. Yatri
appeared to ruthlessly expose the brutalities committed against young girls in an
unequal relationship that mark such
incompatible marriages.
Moreover, the novel mentions the
mutual attraction, sacrosanct love and a
fine understanding between two cousins.
Paro very categorically acknowledges
her wish that marriage between brothers
and sisters would be extremely wonderful. Both Birju and Paro nurture beautiful wishes for each other but remain alert
to the limitations and restrictions that the
social code of conduct imposes upon
them. This novel rightly raised many eyebrows. A number of readers and critics
disliked what they thought to be the theme
of incest. This part caused such furore that
it was discussed much more for the controversy it generated than for the social
problem it so successfully raised.
Nonetheless, it was an innovative
attempt to deal with the issue of incompatibility in marriage. With tremendous
poise and poignance, Yatri unfolded the
reprehensible behaviour of utterly insensitive, irresponsible and indeed absolutely cruel men against their own wives, who
due to irresistible kinds of social pressures,
were compelled to make many compromises to unsuccessfully save the failed
marriages.
His second novel, Navaturia, built
upon the same theme of incompatibility
so pervasive in the then marital relationships of the region. He was keen on
demonstrating that young and energetic
minds need to come together to sensitise
society, sometimes even resorting to
tough measures if persuasive means fail
to deliver that. The way youngsters come
forward and prevent an ugly marriage

between a 60-year-old man and a young
girl, Visesari, who finally got married with
a young boy with a progressive outlook,
shows the pre-occupation of the novelist
with making a significant statement
about the indispensability of a concerted
activism for the resolution of the problem
of incompatibility in marriage. Besides,
Yatri also tried to re-awaken the collective consciousness of the young generation that can effectively protest against the
unjust practices of the older generation in
order to free young women from the
shackles of an entirely suffocating system
of marriage.
His third and last novel in Maithili,
Balchanma, was about a dynamic hero
who came from the socio-politically
backward caste. Yatri’s engagement with
democratising Maithili literature was
explicit and at its peak in this novel, which
focussed on the enterprising character of
people from the periphery. It also emphasised on the need for a mass movement
along democratic socialist lines to sharpen the sense of camaraderie among the
poor and exploited for the sake of encouraging them to participate in the decisive,
democratic struggle for a just socio-political order devoid of poverty, exploitation
and oppression of any kind.
By and large, his oeuvre evidently
presented a serious kind of indictment
of those regressive traditions and
counter-productive modern tendencies which proved to be a disaster for the
downtrodden as was pretty much evident from his scathing critiques of not
just obscure socio-cultural practices but
also emergent modernity which ended
up creating numerous problems for the
masses. His creative endeavours were
mainly governed by the democratic
principles dealing as they do with the
fundamental question of justice, aiming
equality in human relations and the
establishment of an egalitarian society
in our country.
(The writer is Assistant professor of
English at Rajdhani College, Delhi)
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ith Delhi’s air quality slipping
again to the severe category,
a series of desperate emergency measures, such as ban on construction activities and restrictions on
traffic, has been imposed in the capital. The Supreme Court-appointed
Environment Pollution Control
Authority is even considering a drastic ban on the use of non-CNG vehicles if air quality continues to deteriorate. Delhi is just a case in point. As
many as 14 Indian cities figure in the
notorious list of the world’s 20 ‘most
polluted’, putting an entire generation
of Indians at serious health risk.
Unfortunately, current policies
seem to be working on two fronts —
knee-jerk emergency measures (mostly coming from apex court directives)

W

and long-term plans to shift to electricity. But make no mistake, rolling out
electric vehicles (EVs) will take several decades. And Indian cities do not
have the luxury of waiting for 50 years
to see EVs become a reality. We need
breathable air now! The need is for an
immediate policy intervention to phase
out the most polluting vehicles while
bringing about a rapid shift to cleaner
gaseous fuels, such as LPG and CNG.
BS-VI norms must be implemented immediately: Even among
petrol and diesel run cars, the most polluting are the ones that adhere to 10year-old emission standards. Replacing
the current fleet of BS-IV vehicles by
BS-VI compliant ones rapidly can
bring about significant improvement in
air quality. BS-VI norms can reduce
PM 2.5 matter from diesel-run cars by
80 per cent and nitrogen oxides by 70
per cent. Nitogen Oxide emissions too
will reduce by 25 per cent in petrol-run
vehicles after the implementation of BSVI norms while sulphur emissions are
expected to come down from 50 parts
per million to 10 ppm.
It was only last month that the

Supreme Court had directed the
Union Government to ensure that
only BS-VI vehicles are sold in the
country from April 1, 2020. The
Government must set clear targets to
achieve this goal, and look for ways
for faster implementation by offering
incentives and tax breaks to manufacturers to upgrade their technology. It
is claimed that implementing these
new norms will require an investment
of nearly $0.013 trillion for new
technology and upgradation of vehicles in inventory. However, the cost
of unhealthy citizens owing to loss of
man-hours worked on the national
economy, at three per cent of the $2.6
trillion GDP, is still larger.
Shift to quickly deployable
gaseous fuels: Instead of single-mindedly chasing the target of shifting to
EVs, we need to look for some lowhanging fruits immediately. Switching
public transport to CNG in 2001 had
helped Delhi significantly improve its
air quality in the initial years. However,
these gains were offset by the rising
number of private vehicles on the roads.
It is necessary to convert a large num-

ber of private vehicles to gaseous fuels
as well. Again, focussing on CNG will
be another myopic act. Auto LPG is
another viable and quickly deployable
option for private vehicles.
In fact, auto LPG has several
advantages over CNG. Globally, auto
LPG is the third most commonly used
automotive fuel after petrol and diesel;
and seven of the 10 largest car manufacturers produce LPG-powered cars.
Auto LPG occupies meagre space in car
boots and can be transported in cylinders via lorries to reach distant outposts
for quick accessibility. Rapidly shifting
to a mix of these two gaseous fuels is
a much easier task than shifting to EVs,
and can bring about an immediate
improvement in air quality.
The Government needs to incentivise vehicle owners who convert to
auto LPG and CNG. Incentives, such
as subsidising conversion costs and permit-free usage, can prompt a number
of users to make the shift to cleaner
fuels. One important policy intervention urgently required is changing the
existing system of type approval by
agencies like Automotive Research

Association of India. The prohibitive
approval cost, which is as high as C4
crore every three years, has been
extremely detrimental to the CNG and
LPG retro fitment industry. Type
Approval Validity must be made perpetual in line with European norms as
there is absolutely no logic for the same
vehicle to undergo the same cost prohibitive tests every three years.
Focus on two-wheelers:
According to a recent report by the
Indian Institute of Tropical
Meteorology, Pune, under the Ministry
of Earth Sciences, emissions from the
transport sector rose by a whopping 40
per cent between 2010 and 2018 in the
NCR region. The total emission of the
deadly particulate matter (PM 2.5) was
found to have increased by 15 per cent
over these eight years, with the transport sector accounting for 42.230 gigagrams of emission every year. Notably,
more than 40 per cent of the vehicular pollution in Delhi comes from twowheelers. Across the country, twowheelers account for more than 75 per
cent of the vehicular population.
Unfortunately, most policy inter-

ventions fail to address this significant
cause of pollution. Two-wheeler pollution cannot be addressed by EVs in
the long run. Much like four-wheelers,
we need to start pushing two-wheelers
towards cleaner fuels. Here again, auto
LPG makes for the most viable alternative with a Two Wheeler Conversion
Kit available at an affordable price of
about C5,000-5,500 along with a convenient side fitment of LPG tank.
Reward clean commuters: One
of the most interesting examples is
that of several European countries,
such as France, Belgium,
Luxembourg and Italy, that offer tax
breaks to those cycling to work. The
idea of rewarding sustainable commuting behaviour is reaping rich dividends. For example, over 400,000
Belgians, or nine per cent of the
country’s workforce, receive a cycling
reimbursement based on kilometres
cycled to and from work. India can
take a leaf or two out of these success stories and start incentivising its
citizens who opt for green transport.
(The writer is Director-General,
Indian Auto LPG Coalition)
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he saffron proliferation in
Bengal is a direct outcome
of a crumbling red fort. And the
Trinamool Congress will never
allow the “CPI(M) harmads” to
resurrect into a “saffron jallads
(butcher)”, Mamata Banerjee
said on Wednesday.
The Bengal Chief Minister
was addressing a rally at
Bajkul in East Midnapore
where she told a huge crowd
that “the CPM’s harmads who
had once unleashed a reign of
terror in your area — eliminating tens of innocent people who left their homes never
to come back — are now
entering the saffron camp to
rise their ugly heads once
again. They will have to be
stopped once again.”
Alleging that the CPI(M)
was supplying manpower to the
BJP and the Bengal unit of the
Congress was playing a catalyst
to this Mamata’s Bengal would
never back a party that was

T

responsible for driving away
the Bengalis from Assam.
“They are trying to capture
Bengal. But why will the people
here vote for them when their
party is driving away Bengalis
from Assam in the name of
Nation Register for Citizens.
Out of 40 lakh people who are
in NRC’s rejection list, 23 lakh
are Hindu Bengalis,” Mamata
said asking “will you still back
the BJP which is victimising
your brothers there in Assam?”
The BJP divide people on
the basis of caste, language and
religion and their Government
in Gujarat was driving away the
Biharis. Attacking the BJP
Government for slapping
demonetisation “that ruined the
economy” Mamata said “the
people from Bengal — particularly from Malda, Murshidabad,
Midnapore North and South 24
Parganas who had gone to BJPruled States like Gujarat and
Maharashtra are now coming
back not only out of fear of persecution but also because they

have lost their jobs due to
demonetization.”
Listing the good works her
Government had done notwithstanding an unfriendly and
non-cooperative Central
Government up there in Delhi
Mamata said “we have introduced Kanyashree (providing
cycle to lakhs of girl students),
Rupashree (providing monetary
help for higher studies), Sabuj
Saathi (providing bicycles to
boys), C2 per kg rice to about 8
crore people, old-age and
widow allowance scheme, apart
from free education, and medical health in newly built superspeciality hospitals.”
None of the Governments in
India could compete with the
good works her Government
had done in Bengal.
“But the BJP is trying to
undermine the development by
importing a new divisive culture
in our State. They are trying to
incite communal violence but we
will not allow them to do so,” the
Chief Minister said.
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ith the BJP-sponsored
triple Rath Yatras — the
W
first one scheduled to begin on
December 7 from Coochbehar
in North Bengal — hitting a
road block in the absence of
administrative clearance the
Bengal saffron leadership on
Wednesday moved the Calcutta
High Court seeking appropriate orders on the issue.
Approaching the Court of
Justice Tapobrata Chakrabarty
the BJP leadership said despite
repeatedly writing letters seeking permission from the State
Director General of Police,
Home Secretary and the
Inspectors General of Police
concerned they had not
received any communication
from the other side.
The BJP’s Yatras are scheduled to start from Coochbehar
on December 7, Ganga Sagar
on December 9 and Birbhum
on December 14. All the Yatras
will be inaugurated by party
president Amit Shah and will
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be addressed by top party leaders like UP and Assam Chief
Ministers Yogi Adityanath and
Sarbananda Sonowal. Prime
Minister Narendra Modi will
also address four rallies at
Siliguri, Durgapur, Malda and
Birbhum during the Yatra.
Responding to the petition
State Advocate General Kishore
Dutta said that the BJP had not
written to the appropriate
authorities for permission to
which the saffron outfit said
similar letters had also been
written to the SPs of the districts concerned. The Judge
however advised the parties to
settle the issue amicably before
returning to the Court. The
matter would be taken up for
hearing on Thursday noon.
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Agartala: Ruling BJP’s ally
IPFT has postponed its
Wednesday’s shutdown in
Tripura following a meeting
with Chief Minister Biplab
Kumar Deb, an Indigenous
People’s Front of Tripura
(IPFT) spokesman said here on
Wednesday.
They will, however, go
ahead with a proposed sit-indemonstration in Delhi next
week to press for its decade-old
demand for separate State for
the tribals, introduction of
NRC in Tripura, he added.
"After a high level meeting
between Chief Minister Biplab
Kumar Deb, Deputy Chief
Minister Jishnu Dev Varma
and our top party leaders the
strike was postponed last
night (Tuesday)," IPFT
spokesman and Assistant
General Secretary Mangal
Debbarma said.
The party delegation was led
by Revenue Minister and IPFT
President Narendra Chandra
Debbarma. "However, we are
firm to hold a sit-in demonstration in Delhi next week and
submit a memorandum to
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
and Home Minister Rajnath
Singh highlighting the party's
demands," Debbarma said.
The IPFT, a tribal based
party, as part of its agitations earlier announced to observe a 12hour shutdown in the Tripura

Tribal Areas Autonomous
District Council (TTAADC)
areas on Wednesday.
"The IPFT and its seven
frontal organisations had called
for the strike in the TTAADC
areas in support of the party's
long pending demands." The
other IPFT demands include
introduction of the National
Register of Citizens (NRC) in
Tripura, withdrawal of the
Citizenship (Amendment) Bill,
2016, introduction of inner-line
permit in the TTAADC areas
and inclusion of tribals'
Kokborok language in the 8th
Schedule of the Constitution.
The IPFT has been agitating since 2009 for a separate
State to be carved out by
upgrading the TTAADC,
which has a jurisdiction over
two-thirds of the State's 10,491
sqkm area, home to over
12,16,000 people.
In the nine-member
Council of Ministers, headed
by Chief Minister Biplab
Kumar Deb, there are two
IPFT ministers — Debbarma
and Tribal Welfare and Forest
Minister Mevar Kumar Jamatia
(General Secretary).
Meanwhile, another tribal
based party — Indigenous
Nationalist Party of Tripura
(INPT) — has also called a
road and rail blockade in Tripura
on December 10 on almost the
same issues.
IANS
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atidar leader Hardik Patel
on Tuesday urged the
P
Congress party to move a private member's bill in the next
session of the Gujarat
Legislative Assembly for reservation to his community.
Patel met Leader of
Opposition in the Assembly,
Paresh
Dhanani,
in
Gandhinagar to discuss
the issue. During their meeting,
Dhanani told him that his party
had already moved a private
member's bill seeking 20 per cent
reservation for economically
weaker sections among the unreserved category.
Addressing a press conference in Gandhinagar after the
meeting, Patel said, "We have
come to the leader of opposition with a demand that in the
next session of the state legislative assembly, they should
bring a bill for quota."
He said he urged the
Congress to table a bill in the
House as the BJP Government
in the State was "not paying
heed" to their demands.
"In Maharashtra also there
is a BJP Government. But
there, the Maratha community has been given reservation.
In Gujarat, the BJP has been
ruling for the last 25 years still
they have not provided any

quota to us," he said.
A bill that grants 16 per
cent reservation to Marathas in
Government jobs and education was unanimously passed
by both the Houses of the
Maharashtra legislature on
Thursday, meeting a longpending demand of the influential community, which constitutes 33 per cent of the state's
population of around 13 crore.
"If a private member's bill
comes up for discussion, then
the BJP will have to make its
position clear on quota for our
community," Patel said.
Dhanani, who was also
present at the press conference, said in March this year
his party's state unit chief
Amit Chavda (who is also an
MLA) had moved a bill for
reservation to economically
weaker sections among the
unreserved category.
"I told Hardik that the
opposition party has already
done this," he said.
However, before every session of the Assembly a draw is
conducted to randomly select
the private members' bills for
discussion in the House,
Dhanani explained.
"I would request the ruling
party to take up the reservation
bill without holding a draw in
the next session of the assembly," he said.

"In the bill, we have sought
20 per cent quota for the economically backward among
the upper castes," he said.
In May 2016, the Gujarat
Government had issued an
ordinance for 10 per cent
reservation to economically
weaker sections among the
unreserved category in educational institutions and
Government jobs.
The decision was taken
following an agitation by the
Patel community. The reservation was to be given over and
above 50 per cent reservations
for SCs, STc and OBCs.
However, that ordinance
was quashed by the Gujarat
High Court in August 2016,
terming it as "unconstitutional" and "illegal".
From August 2015, Patel
has been spearheading a
protest against the state government for quota to the
Patidar community.
"It is good that after the
Patel community gave an application last month to the chairman of OBC commission
Sugnaben Bhatt with a demand
to conduct a survey of the community to establish its social
backwardness, some members
of the Rajput and Brahmin
communities have also
approached the same commission for a survey of their castes
also," Patel said.
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he DMK-led Opposition
parties in Tamil Nadu have
T
warned the Centre that they
would break India and get the
State seceded from the Union.
The ultimatum was issued by
Vaiko, founder of the MDMK
and K Veeramani, the Dravida
Kazhakam leader, during a
mammoth rally held at
Tiruchirapalli late on Tuesday
evening.
MK Stalin, president,
DMK, who was the chief guest
of the rally declared that he
fully endorsed the demands
made by Vaiko and Veeramani.
The DMK chief went one step
further and declared that his
party would not allow Prime
Minister Narendra Modi to
enter Tamil Nadu.
The root cause for the
outbursts of the Dravidian
leaders was the permission
given by the Central Water
C ommission
to
the
Government of Karnataka to
prepare a detailed project
report (DPR) on the dam to
be built at Mekedatu across
the Cauvery River.
“We will break India. We
will not allow Narendra Modi

to enter Tamil Nadu even for
an election campaign,” said
Vaiko. Others who were present during the occasion
included S Thirunavakarassar,
president, TNCC.
“Secession from India will
become inevitable for Tamil
Nadu if Karnataka is allowed to
build a dam across Cauvery,”
declared Vaiko and Veeramani.
The DMK leader reminded
the Centre that DMK founder
CN Annadurai had said that his
party would give up the
demand for secession but he
had announced that the reasons
for secession were still alive.
Tamil Nadu Chief Minister
Edappadi Palaniswamy has written a letter to Prime Minister
Modi informing him about the
concerns of the State over the
move by Karnataka to go ahead
with the preparation of the
DPR to build the Mekedatu balancing reservoir-cum-drinking
water project, Palaniswamy had
alleged in his letter that
Karnataka’s motive behind
building the dam was not only
to provide drinking water but to
increase the extent of irrigation
in that State and this was against
the verdict of the Cauvery Water
Dispute Tribunal.
Vaiko’s call for secession

and Stalin’s support for the
same has come at a time
when the Tamil Nadu
Legislative Assembly is meeting to discuss the contentious
issue. Governor Banwarilal
Purohit ha convened a special
session of the legislative
assembly on Thursday to discuss the proposal of the
Karanataka Government to
build a reservoir.
What is to be noted is that
the call by Dravidian leaders
to secede from India has
become quite frequent in the
last one year. Stalin, while
addressing a meeting at Erode
in March declared that south
Indian States should stand
together and demand a separate Dravida Nadu.
“If such a situation comes,
it would be welcome. We hope
that such a situation arises,”
Stalin had said. The DMK historian K Thirunavukarassu
pointed out that the demand
for separate Dravida Nadu was
a live issue and it still figured
prominently
in
the
Constitution of the party.
Govind Bharathan, senior
lawyer, pointed out that Stalin,
Vaiko and Veeramani have
landed in trouble with the declarations they made on
Tuesday. “They could be hauled
into a court of law under the
provisions of the Sedition Act.
It will cost them dear,” said
Bharathan.
The threat of Dravidian
leaders to break from India has
come at a time when Tamil
Nadu is preparing to host the
second edition of the Global
Investors Meeting in the month
of January 2019.
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"The best tribute to Shere-Kashmir would be to leave
no stone unturned to fight for
the honour and dignity of our
people who have suffered
immensely due to various
political machinations, instability
and
turmoil,"
Farooq Abdullah said after

Srinagar: National Conference
on Wednesday paid tributes to
the party founder Sheikh
Mohammad Abdullah, popularly known as Sher-eKashmir, on this 113th birth
anniversary.
Commemorative functions
were held across the State,
with main congregational
function held at his mausoleum at Naseem Bagh on the
banks of Dal Lake.
National Conference president Farooq Abdullah and vice
president Omar Abdullah led
the senior party leaders and
functionaries in paying tributes
to Sher-e-Kashmir.

offering 'fatiha' at his father's
grave.
Omar Abdullah, while
paying tributes to his grandfather, said the party is committed to nurture his legacy of
secular thinking and inclusive
approach for one and all.
PTI
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n a relief to the Maharashtra
IHigh
Government, the Bombay
Court on Wednesday
refused to grant an interim
stay on its new legislation granting 16 per cent reservations in
education and Government jobs
to the Maratha community.
Two days after Advocate
Gunaratna Sadavarte filed a
Public Interest Litigation (PIL)
on behalf of his client Jayashree
Patil, a member of the Indian
Constitutionalist Council (ICI)
challenging the new Maratha
Reservations Act, a HC bench of
Chief Justice Naresh Patil and
Justice MS Karnik briefly heard
the petitioner and the state government, before adjourning the
petition for a detailed hearing on
December 10.
While refusing to order an
interim stay on the new
Maratha Reservations Act, the
HC agreed to grant a detailed
hearing on all pending petitions
on Maratha reservations on
December 10.
The PIL, filed by Sadavarte,
says that the new Maratha
Reservations – better known as
the Maharashtra State (of seats
for admission in educational
institutions in the state and for
appointments in the public services and posts under the state)
for Socially and Educationally
Backward Classes (SEBC) Act,
2018 — is in violation of the 50

per cent cap imposed by the
Supreme
Court
on
reservations.
Among other things, the
petition States that the Maratha
community — the KunbiMarathas — have already been
given a reservation under the
Other Backward Classes (OBC)
category and the additional
reservations will only create a
class within a class, affecting
those who do not belong to any
reserved category.
Opposing a stay on the
new Maratha Reservation Act
sought by Sadavarte, State’s
counsel VA Thorat told the
court that the petitioner could
not seek a stay on the state legislation through a PIL.
In his argument, Thorat
said that most of the pending
petitions pending in the high
court opposed the Maratha
quota on the basis of the 2014
Act that provided for reservation to those belonging to
socially backward communities in the State. However, the
2014 Act now stood repealed
and the state legislature had
recently ratified the new
Maratha Reservation Act to
cover the issue of quota for the
community. "The new legislation takes care of all legal
grievances that existed in the
2014 Act," Thorat told the
HC bench.
After hearing both sides, the
HC bench decided to combine

together all the pending petitions
on the issue of Maratha reservation and hear them collectively
on the next date.
With the high court agreeing to a PIL challenging the
Maratha Reservations Act, there
is considerable apprehension in
the minds of the ruling BJP,
Opposition parties and Maratha
community that the new reservation might get entangled in
the legal complications.
Their apprehension stems
from the fact that by enacting
a law granting 16 per cent
reservations to Marathas, the
Maharashtra Government has
exceeded the 50 per cent cap on
reservations imposed by the
Supreme Court and in the
process followed the suit of the
Tamil Nadu Government.
Currently Maharashtra
has 52 per cent reservations in
jobs and educational institutions. Of the total 52 per cent
reservations, SCs and ST communities account for 13 and 7
per cent, respectively, while
OBCs have 19 per cent per
cent reservations, Together,
Special Backward Class and
Nomadic Tribes account for 13
per cent.
The Marathas, who have
now been accorded 16 per cent
reservations in education and
Government jobs, account for
nearly 33 per cent of the total
11.25 crore population of
Maharashtra.

Once the Maharashtra State
SEBC Act comes into force,
then the total reservations in the
State will go up to 68 per cent
— next only to Tamil Nadu that
has 69 per cent reservations.
Though Devendra Fadnavis
dispensation has not clarified as
to how it would face the scrutiny of the new law in the
Supreme Court, it looks like the
Maharashtra Government will
take the route taken by the
Tamil Nadu Government under
late chief minister Jayalalithaa,
which achieved its objective of
increasing reservations to 69 per
cent by passing the Tamil Nadu
Act of 1994 and adding the 1994
Act to the Ninth Schedule of the
Constitution.
Article 31B of the
Constitution stipulates that the
legislation in the Ninth
Schedule cannot be challenged
in courts. However, in 2007, the
Supreme Court in IR Coelho v.
State of Tamil Nadu ruled that
even those laws which are
placed in the Ninth Schedule
are subject to judicial review if
the laws violate the basic structure of the Constitution.
Interestingly enough, a petition
challenging the Tamil Nadu
Reservation policy is expected
to come up for hearing before
the Supreme Court in the
near future.
Even for getting its
Maharashtra Reservation Act
2018 included in the Ninth

Schedule of the Constitution,
the BJP-led Maharashtra
Government will have to
involve the BJP-led Narendra
Modi Government which of
course will be more than willing to help the Devendra
Fadnavis dispensation. But, the
move will have to undergo due
Constructional processes which
will take time – a thing the BJPled Maharashtra Government
does not have on hand.
As a precautionary measure, the Maharashtra had on
Monday filed a caveat in the
Supreme Court seeking a hearing in the event of anyone challenging the new Maharashtra
Reservation Act granting 16 per
cent reservations to Marathas in
education and jobs.
The move came three days
after Maharashtra Governor C
Vidyasagar Rao signed the
Maratha reservation bill enacting the law. The bill had earlier been passed unanimously by
both the Houses of Maharashtra
on November 29.
The caveat, f iled by
Advocate
Nishant
Katneswarkar on behalf of the
Maharashtra Government in
the apex court, reads thus: “No
order be passed in the matter
without notice to the
Maharashtra Government.
The caveator (Maharashtra
Government) was the authorised party who issued the
Maharashtra Act.”
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omer Jammu & Kashmir
Chief Minister Farooq
Abdullah on Wednesday
lauded Pakistan premier
Imran Khan’s latest peace
overtures and urged upon
the Government of India to
respond positively to find out
solutions to the long-pending
issues between the two neighbouring countries.
Abdullah who represents
Srinagar in Lok Sabha while
addressing a gathering at
annual day function of Shere-Kashmir Institute of
Medical Sciences (SKIMS),
said that Khan’s recent statements have rekindled hope
among the people of Kashmir
that a day would dawn when
they would be able to live in
a free atmosphere.
“I foresee a time when my
colleagues, friends and family
members move around without security. It is perhaps for
that day, God has kept me
going. I wish that day comes
when the two neighboring
countries of India and Pakistan
live in camaraderie,” he said.
The SKIMS was founded
by his father Sheikh
Muhammad Abdullah and
was named after him during
his lifetime.
Abdullah asserted that
only democratically elected
Governments will advance

F

the cause of development and
will work for the socio-economic emancipation of the
underprivileged.
“I look forward to elections
for the state assembly at an earliest. Only a popular
Government can mitigate the
mounting woes of the people.
And it is the duty of people to
elect honest people to the legislature,” he said.
Abdullah said that secular
fabric of the country was under
constant threat and polarisation
of the population is done to
meet political goals.
“Many powers that are inimical to the secular character of
India are making bigoted
attempts to polarise the people on
religious lines to garner support.
This is dangerous for a country
like India,” he said.
“People want answers for
all those fanciful promises that
were made by the BJP. People
cannot forget the ordeal that
they had to undergo due to
demonetization. Small business men and small enterprise
holders too are at the receiving
end due to the promulgation of
GST,” he said.
Earlier, addressing a gathering at the grave of his father
on his 113 birth anniversary,
Abdullah accused the
Governor administration in
Jammu & Kashmir for fiddling with the autonomous
institutions.
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soldier sustained injuries
in north Kashmir’s Uri
A
sector after artillery troops
from Pakistan resorted to
small arm firing during a
ceasef ire violation on
Wednesday.
Security sources said that
the ceasefire violation was
reported from Kamalkote village along the Line of Control
(LoC) in Uri sector of north
Kashmir’s Baramulla district,
around 100 kilometers
from here.
Reports said that
Pakistani forces used Sniper
rifle to target Indian Army
jawan guarding the fence.
The jawan was injured in
the incident and investigation
was launched to ascertain the
facts about the attack.
The Indian troops also
repulsed the attack. There
was no conformation on
damaged caused on the other
side of the LoC.
Meanwhile, unknown
gunmen shot at and injured a
civilian Hilal Ahmad
at Gangarpora village in south
Kashmir’s
Pulwama
district late on Wednesday.
Sources said that Ahmad
received a bullet in his leg and
was immediately shifted
to nearby hospital for
treatment.
His condition was stated
to be stable.
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statement made by Union Minister
Prakash Javadekar anticipating a political
A
dhamaka in Karnataka has churned the saffron
brigade which has been setting eye on poaching a few MLAs to destabilise the coalition
Government of the JD(S) and the Congress in
the State. Speculation is rife about luring some
MLAs through ‘operation Lotus’, a BJP strategy to poach leaders to topple the
Kumaraswamy Government.
Javadekar had claimed that the “unholy
alliance” between the JD(S) and Congress
was set to fall soon. “We were the singlelargest party in Karnataka, but fell short of
forming the Government by just seven
seats. The JD(S) and Congress are known for
opportunistic politics and can never give a
stable Government in the State,” he said.
Javadekar was the BJP Karnataka in charge
for the 2018 elections.
Meanwhile a Cabinet Minister in
Kumaraswamy Government Ramesh Jarkihole
a powerful leader from Belagavi did not attend
the cabinet meeting on Wednesday giving teeth
to lot of speculations.
Leader of Opposition in the Legislative
Council and BJP leader Kota Srinivas
Poojary fanned rumours, claiming that
state cabinet minister Ramesh Jarkiholi
was likely to switch sides. "Ramesh Jarkiholi
is mentally away from the current government. He has talked about his pain. Whoever
comes to the BJP, we will welcome them".
Union Minister DV Sadananda Gowda,
also said the Kumaraswamy led coalition
Government will fall on its own. He said
"The Government would collapse because of
its internal rifts. We will have to wait and see
if the upcoming Belagavi session is completed”.
Meanwhile Chief Minister HD
Kumaraswamy who is running a fragile
coalition rubbished the BJP’s predictions
and said,
“ T h i s
earthquake

by the BJP has been happening for the past six
months. It’s only about making noise. Our
Government is strong as a rock. This topic is
dead. We will continue to rule for the full term
in office.”
Another Congress leader and a Minister DK
Shivakumar a powerful vokkaliga leader said
"BJP leaders are frustrated. Javadekar’s statement
suggests that they are indulging in horse-trading. We have given our word to CM
Kumaraswamy that the coalition Government
will complete its full term.” Former Karnataka
chief minister and the convener of the CongressJD(S) coordination committee Siddaramaiah hit
out at the BJP for its alleged attempts to dislodge
the Government.
"These people are trying to come to power
through unethical means from day one.
Already they failed once. Now they (BJP) are
trying again by investing money," he said.”
Aren't they ashamed for trying to topple the
Government? This Government will continue
despite their attempts," he added.
Ahead of cabinet expansion the demands
for berth has led to visible rebellion within the
century old party. But according to sources the
party high command has asked Kumaraswamy
and Siddaramaiah to douse the fire.
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he Reserve Bank of India
(RBI) on Wednesday
expectedly kept interest rates
unchanged but held out a
promise to cut them if the
upside risks to the inflation do
not materialise.
It also coaxed banks to lend
more in order to support the
slowing economy.
With all the six member of
the monetary policy committee (MPC) voting for a hold on
rates, the RBI kept benchmark
repurchase (repo) rate at 6.5
per cent.
Having raised rates twice
this year, the central bank
retained its ‘calibrated tightening’ policy stance.
“Even as inflation projections have been revised downwards significantly and some of
the risks pointed out in the last
resolution have been mitigated,
especially of crude oil prices,
several uncertainties still cloud
the inflation outlook,” it said in
a statement.
While the statement was
silent on future outlook on
interest rates, RBI Governor
Urjit Patel at the customary
post MPC meeting press conference held out hope of a

T

reduction if upside risks to
inflation did not materialise.
“If the upside risks we
have flagged do not materialise
or are muted in their impact as
reflected in incoming data,
there is a possibility of space
opening up for commensurate policy actions by the
MPC,” Patel said.
He said the MPC retained
its stance at calibrated tightening “so as to buy time to pause,
reflect and undertake future
policy action with more robust
inflation signals”.
The RBI lowered inflation
forecast for the second half of
the fiscal year that ends in
March 2019 to 2.7-3.2 per cent
from a range of 3.9-4.5 per cent.
The projection is below the
medium-term target of 4 per
cent.
Inflation in October eased
to a 13-month low of 3.31 per
cent.
It retained GDP growth
forecast for the current fiscal
year at 7.4 per cent.
In a bid to boost lending
by banks by freeing up
resources, the RBI lowered
the reserves lenders are compulsorily required to hold in
the form of Government securities.
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he Reser ve B ank on
Wednesday lowered retail
T
inflation projection in the
range of 2.7-3.2 per cent for
the second half of the current
fiscal, citing normal monsoon and moderate food
prices.
The broad-based weakening of food prices imparts
downward bias to the headline inflation trajectory going
forward, the RBI said in its
fifth bi-monthly monetary
policy announced here.
Meanwhile, the central
bank maintained status quo
in
monetar y
p olic y
announcement, leaving the
key interest rate unchanged at
6.5 per cent.
In its previous policy
review in October, the apex
bank had projected the retail
inflation to be around 3.9-4.5
per cent in the OctoberMarch period of 2018-19.
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he Foundation Stone for the
Construction of New
T
Integrated Terminal Building of
Vijayawada Airport was laid by
the Vice President of India, M
Venkaiah Naidu on December
4, 2018.
The Ceremony took place
in the August presence of
Suresh Prabhu, Union Minister
of Commerce&Industr y
andCivil Aviation, Jayant Sinha,
Union Minister of State for
Civil Aviation and other
esteemed dignitaries. The first
international flight from

Vijayawada
t
o
Singapore
was also
inaugurated
the same
day.
T h e
N e w
Integrated
Te r m i n a l
Building of
Vijayawada
Airport will spread over 35000
Sqm and is being developed by
the Airports Authority of
India(AAI) at the cost of C611
crores. The airport would be a
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eserve Bank Governor Urjit
Patel on Wednesday refused
comments on the friction with
the Government, including the
invocation of the never-beforeused Section 7 or the proposed economic capital framework for the central bank.
Speaking at the customary
post-policy presser rpt presser
after the fifth bi-monthly policy
review, wherein the policy rates
were left unchanged, Patel parried
three questions on these issues.
“I would avoid those questions because we are here discussing the monetary policy
resolution,” the Governor said.
Another questions seeking
his views on deputy governor
Viral Acharya’s public posturing on RBI autonomy and on
the economic capital management framework were also met
with similar replies.
“Is this related to the MPC
resolution? I don’t think so. We
are here to discuss the MPC
resolution and the macroeconomy,” said Patel, who was

R

time since the issues came out
into the open in October.
Relations between the Mint
Road and North Block soured
since late October, after the
finance ministry mandarins
started consultations under the
never-before-used Section 7 of
the RBI Act which empowers
government to direct the central
bank to undertake certain policy measures in public interest.
According to central bank
sources, the Government had
sent three letters to the RBI
before October 10 with nearly
a dozen demands, which were
replied to within a week.
The Government primarily wants the RBI to help the
struggling non-bank lenders
and MSMEs get some liquidity support, liberalise the
prompt corrective action
framework on 11 of the staterun banks and undertake other
steps which will help push
growth, while RBI has been
maintaining a conservative
stance avoiding any bad precedents.

turned weak following uncertainty over negotiations
between the US and China on
their trade dispute.
US President Donald
Trump and his Chinese counterpart Xi Jinping had agreed to
a truce at the G20 meet.
Trump, however, muddied
the waters by suggesting the
possibility of an extension of
trade talks.
“The negotiations with
China have already started.
Unless extended, they will end
90 days” from Saturday, Trump
tweeted.
On a net basis, foreign
portfolio investors (FPIs) sold
shares worth C55.89 crore
Tuesday, while domestic institutional investors (DIIs) were
net sellers to the tune of
C521.38 crore, provisional data
available with BSE showed.
Brent crude, the international benchmark, was trading
0.53 per cent lower at $61.75
per barrel.
Elsewhere in Asia, Korea’s
Kospi fell 0.62 per cent, Japan’s
Nikkei dropped 0.53 per cent,
Hong Kong’s Hang Seng shed
1.62 per cent and Shanghai
Composite Index gained 0.61
per cent.
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steel and glass structure with
state-of-the-art passenger
friendly facilities with peak
hour handling capacity of 1200
passengers.

the RBI left the repo rate
unchanged, while global markets wobbled on renewed concerns over the US-China trade
dispute.
The BSE Sensex tumbled
249.90 points, or 0.69 per cent,
to close at 35,884.41. Similarly,
the broader NSE Nifty fell
84.55 points, or 0.74 per cent,
to end at 10,784.95.
All sectoral indices on the
BSE finished with losses, led by
metal, pharma and rate-sensitive auto and banking stocks.
The Reserve Bank of India
Wednesday left the repo rate
unchanged at 6.5 per cent
while maintaining the stance of
‘calibrated tightening’ of policy.
In a bid to boost lending,
the RBI lowered the reserves
lenders are compulsorily
required to hold in the form of
government securities.
However, it failed to
enthuse the markets, which had
opened weak and dropped further after RBI’s policy
announcement.

Weakness in the rupee
against the US dollar also
weighed on sentiment, traders
said. The local unit fell 11
paise to 70.60 against the US
dollar intra-day.
“Nifty performed in line
with the weak international
cues and shut the shop with
losses... Nifty Midcap and
Small-cap indices fell even
sharply by 1.5 per cent and 1.8
per cent respectively.
“Key US indices tumbled
more than 3 per cent on
Tuesday on the combined
onslaught of inversion in bond
yields and fresh jitters on trade,”
said VK Sharma, Head PCG
and Capital Markets Group,
HDFC Securities.
Sun Pharma, under the
regulatory lens for alleged corporate governance lapses, was
the biggest loser in the Sensex
pack, declining 6.59 per cent.
Other laggards included
Tata Steel, Vedanta, Tata
Motors, M&M, Coal India and
ITC, falling up to 4.27 per cent.
Top gainers included HUL,
HDFC, HDFC Bank, Wipro,
Reliance Industries and Adani
Ports, spurting up to 2.07 per
cent.
Global investor sentiment

under the Ministry
of Coal, Governmet
of India has about
10,000 employees
on the rolls under
the Non-Executive
category.
The revision
of wages, allowances and incentive schemes benefiting the
10,000 employees was due since
01.01.2017. To revise the same,
a Joint Negotiation Committee
was formed comprising the
representatives of the
Management and the Trade
Unions (CITU & LPF) based
on guidelines receiving from
DPE, Govt. of India.
The Committee after holding several rounds of negotiations had arrived at a consensus and the same was finalised
by the Senior Management
team consisting of Functional

usted Nissan chairman
Carlos Ghosn will face a
O
further accusation of under-

Directors and CMD. Based on
the
agreement,
a
Memorandum
of
Understanding (MoU) for the
revision of wages, allowances
and incentive schemes has
been inked Wednesday at
Chennai between the
Management of NLC India
Limited and Trade Unions in
the presence of the CMD and
the Functional Directors of
NLCIL and the Senior Central
Leaders of the Trade Unions
(CITU & LPF).This will be
implemented after the approval
of Board of directors of NLCIL.

reporting his salary by about
four billion yen ($35.5 million)
over the last three years,
Japanese media reported
Wednesday.
Tokyo prosecutors plan to
“rearrest” the business tycoon
along with his right-hand man
and former Nissan representative director Greg Kelly by
Monday, according to major
media including the Nikkei
and the Mainichi newspapers.
If confirmed, the new allegation would come on top of an
existing accusation that the
pair conspired to understate
Ghosn’s pay by some five billion
yen in official filings during the
five years up to March 2015.
Japanese prosecutors
declined to comment on the
reports regarding the duo, who
were arrested on November 19
and remain in custody.
In Japan, a suspect can be
kept in custody and “rearrested” several times on different
allegations, a system that has
sparked some criticism in the
international media.

They have yet to be officially charged with any crime
and deny the allegations,
reportedly insisting they had
checked with authorities about
the way they declared the
money.
In a move that stunned the
business world, Ghosn was
arrested at a Tokyo airport on
November 19 on suspicion of
under-declaring his income.
Authorities then had 22
days to question him over
these suspicions. That period
runs out on Monday, meaning
they are likely to rearrest him
over the new allegations, giving
them a further 22 days to
interrogate the tycoon.
He is therefore likely to
remain in detention until early
next year at least. Japan had
long celebrated Ghosn as a
charismatic business leader
who saved Nissan from the
brink of failure and rebuilt it as
a money-making subsidiary of
Renault.
But since his unexpected
arrest, he has been removed
from the boards of Nissan
and Mitsubishi Motors — the
third company in the alliance
that outsold all its rivals last
year.

ith elections around the
corner, SKOCH Group,
W
India’s topmost independent
think-tank for socio-economic issues with a focus on inclusive growth, on Wednesday
organised 54th SKOCH
Summit on the state of Power,
Oil and Gas to take stock of the
power sector and discuss the
reforms carried out in the last
four years of the current
Government.
The Summit witnessed a
large gathering of eminent
industry leaders and dignitaries
from State and Central government organizations including,
Anand Kumar, Secretary,
Ministry of New & Renewable
Energy, Saurabh Chandra,
Former Secretary-Petroleum
and Natural Gas, Government
of India and Chairman, MCX,
NK Verma, Managing Director
of ONGC Videsh, and BP
Yadav, Joint Secretary, Ministry
of New & Renewable Energy to
name a few.
The country’s power sector
has been going through a massive transformation.
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Moscow: Moscow on
Wednesday dismissed US
claims that Russia is violating
a major Cold War treaty limiting mid-range nuclear arms,
from which Washington is
planning to withdraw.
"Groundless accusations
are again being repeated," foreign ministry spokeswoman
Maria Zakharova said, after US
Secretary of State Mike
Pompeo declared Russia in
"material breach" of the
Intermediate Range Nuclear

Forces (INF) treaty.
"No proof has been produced to support this
American position," Zakharova
said.
She described the treaty as
a "cornerstone of global stability and international security".
Kremlin spokesman
Dmitry Peskov meanwhile said
facts had been distorted "in
order to camouflage the true
goal of the US withdrawing
from the treaty".
Pompeo said during a

meeting with fellow NATO
foreign ministers on Tuesday
that the US would withdraw
from the deal within 60 days if
Moscow does not dismantle
missiles that Washington says
violate it.
NATO said it was now "up
to Russia" to save the treaty.
In October, President
Donald Trump sparked global concern by declaring the
United States would pull out of
the treaty and build up
America's nuclear stockpile

DBB_TRXP[2^d]bT[<dT[[Ta
aTR^\\T]Sb]^YPX[cX\TU^a5[h]]
Washington: Robert Mueller,
the special prosecutor in charge
of the Russia election meddling
probe, recommended on
Tuesday that President Donald
Trump's former national security advisor Michael Flynn face
no jail time due to his "substantial" cooperation with the
investigation.
Mueller said in a court filing that Flynn, who admitted

last year to lying about his contacts with Russians following
Trump's November 2016 election victory, had helped in his
and other unspecified federal
criminal investigations, including being interviewed 19 times.
Mueller also told the
Washington Federal court that
despite his "serious" offense, the
retired three-star general and
former Pentagon intelligence
chief had a strong record of
military and public service.
The surprise recommendation came ahead of Flynn's
upcoming sentencing, which
had been postponed four times
over the past year.
Those postponements
indicated that, once hostile to
the investigation that threatens
Trump and his inner circle, he
had possibly become a valuable
witness.
"Given the defendant's substantial assistance and other

considerations set forth below,
a sentence at the low end of the
guideline range —including a
sentence that does not impose
a term of incarceration —is
appropriate and warranted,"
Mueller said in a memorandum to the court.
Flynn's was the first guilty
plea secured by the Mueller
investigation into alleged collusion between Trump's election campaign and Russia.
His position as a top-level
insider in the campaign,
accompanying Trump to key
events, making a keynote
speech at the July 2016
Republican convention, and
then taking hold of the White
House national security apparatus in Trump's first weeks in
office, made him a potentially
extremely valuable witness.
But many thought his own
problems had likely compromised that value.
AFP

ing Western capitals.
But it was a bilateral treaty
between the US and the then
Soviet Union, so it puts no
restrictions on other major
military actors like China.
Pompeo on Tuesday said
there was no reason why the
US "should continue to cede
this crucial military advantage" to rival powers.
The Trump administration has complained of
Moscow's deployment of
Novator 9M729 missiles, which

"until people come to their
senses".
But on Monday, the US
leader said he wants talks with
his Chinese and Russian counterparts Xi Jinping and
Vladimir Putin "to head off a
major and uncontrollable
Arms Race".
Signed in 1987 by then US
president Ronald Reagan and
Mikhail Gorbachev, the last
Soviet leader, the INF resolved
a crisis over Soviet nucleartipped ballistic missiles target-

Washington says fall under
the treaty's ban on missiles that
can travel distances of between
310 and 3,400 miles (500 and
5,500 kilometres).
US-Russia ties are under
deep strain over accusations
Moscow meddled in the 2016
US presidential election.
The two states are also at
odds over Russian support for
Bashar al-Assad's regime in
Syria's civil war, and the conflict in Ukraine.
AFP
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Noumea (New Caledonia): A
powerful 7.5-magnitude earthquake shook off the coast of the
Pacific island of New Caledonia
on Wednesday, triggering a
tsunami warning that was later
lifted. No significant damage
was reported.
New Caledonia is a French
territory in South Pacific with
a population of about 270,000.
It is a part of the Pacific's "Ring
of Fire", where many earthquakes occur.
The earthquake struck at a
depth of 10 km, with its epicentre 168 km east-south-east of
Tadine, a town on one of New
Caledonia's Loyalty Islands, the
BBC reported. "Based on all
available data, the tsunami threat
from this earthquake has now
passed," the US-based Pacific
Tsunami Warning Centre said in
a statement.
IANS

Istanbul: A Turkish prosecutor has demanded that arrest
warrants be issued against
two Saudi nationals close to
Crown Prince Mohammed
bin Salman over the murder
of journalist Jamal Khashoggi,
a Turkish source close to the
probe said on Wednesday.
Khashoggi, 59, was killed
shortly after entering the Saudi
consulate in Istanbul on
October 2 to obtain paperwork
for his upcoming marriage.
The chief prosecutor's
office in Istanbul filed an
application on Tuesday to
obtain the warrants for Ahmad
al-Assiri and Saud al-Qahtani,
described in court documents
as being "among the planners"
of the murder of the
Washington Post contributor
Khashoggi.
Assiri often sat in during

Prince Mohammed's closeddoor meetings with visiting
foreign dignitaries and
Qahtani was a key counsellor
to the crown prince. Both
were sacked after Riyadh
admitted Khashoggi was killed
in the Saudi consulate.
According to Turkey, a 15member Saudi team was sent
to Istanbul to kill Khashoggi.
Turkish President Recep
Tayyip Erdogan has said the
order to kill Khashoggi came
from the highest levels of the
Saudi government, but has
insisted it was not King
Salman.
Riyadh has since detained
21 people over the murder.
Despite speculation that the
powerful crown prince
ordered the hit, the kingdom
has strongly denied he was
involved.
AFP
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Rimbo (Sweden): Yemeni
Government representatives were expected to join
a rebel delegation in
Sweden on Wednesday for
high-stakes peace talks
aimed at ending four years
of devastating war.
A 12-member team
from the Saudi-backed
government headed by
Foreign Minister Khaled
al-Yamani left Riyadh early
Wednesday, sources told
AFP, a day after rebel delegates landed in Stockholm
accompanied by the UN
peace envoy.
The first Yemen talks
since 2016 are widely seen
as the best chance yet for
peace, as the international
community throws its
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weight behind efforts to
resolve a conflict that has
pushed the Arab world's
poorest country to the
brink of famine.
The Government delegation was carrying the
"hopes of the Yemeni people to achieve sustainable
peace", the head of exiled
President Abedrabbo
Mansour Hadi's office,
Abdullah al-Alimi, said in
a tweet.
The delegation had
delayed its departure until
the rebels had arrived in
Stockholm after they failed
to show up for the last UN
bid to convene peace talks
in September, sources close
to the Government told
AFP.
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Washington: Pakistan continues to
use Afghan Taliban as a "hedge"
against India, a top US commander
has told lawmakers, as he expressed
America's frustration over Islamabad's
failure to take concrete steps to deny
safe havens to terrorist groups.
Marine Corps Lt Genenral
Kenneth McKenzie's remarks came
days after US President Trump sought
Pakistan PM Imran Khan's help in the
Afghan peace process.
The Trump administration, in the
recent months, has intensified its
efforts to seek a negotiated settlement
of America's longest war in
Afghanistan where the US has lost
over 2,400 soldiers since late 2001,
when it invaded the country after the
9/11 terror attacks.
PTI
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wo-time champions Germany
outclassed last edition Silver
medallist Netherlands 4-1 in
their second Pool D match to inch
closer towards booking a direct quarterfinal berth.
Germany came back from a goal
down and scored through Mathias
Muller (30th minute), Lukas
Windfeder (52nd), Marco Miltkau
(54th) and Christopher Ruhr (58th)
to register their second consecutive
win in the pool.
Netherlands, however, took the
early lead through Valentin Verga in
the 13th minute.
By virtue of this win, Germany is
atop Pool D with six points from two
wins ahead of Netherlands, who are
on three points.
Germany had earlier defeated
Pakistan 1-0 in their opening match,
while Netherlands had mauled
Malaysia 7-0.
In the battle between world number 4 Netherlands and number 6
Germany, the Dutch were the early
aggressors but the Germans came to
the party as the match progressed.
Netherlands captain Billy Baker
had the first real scoring opportunity in the eighth minute but his shot
from a close range was brilliantly
saved by German keeper Tobias
Walter.
But the Netherlands, who were
the better team at least in the first
quarter, were not to be denied the lead
as Verga broke the deadlock in the
13th minute, tapping in Mirco
Pruijser's reverse hit cross from close
range.
The Germans got their first
penalty corner seconds before the end
of first quarter but were unlucky as
Mathias Muller's strike from a superb
variation struck the post. Another

our-time champions Pakistan
played out a hard-fought 1-1
F
draw with Malaysia in a Pool D

T
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Germany attempt, this time from
Niklas Wellen's reverse hit was saved
by Dutch goalkeeper Pirmin Blaak.
Germany continued to press hard
and at the stroke of first quarter
secured back-to-back penalty corners,

the second of which resulted in a
beautiful goal by Muller from a
superb, well-executed variation.
The Germans continued to be
aggressive after the change of ends but
it was Netherlands who got four

penalty corners in a span of two minutes but wasted all the opportunities.
The missed opportunities cost
Netherlands dear as Germany scored
from their fourth penalty corner
with Windfeder finding the back of
Dutch goal with a low grounded flick.
Two minutes later, Germany
made the scoreling 3-1 in their favour
when Miltkau deflected in a Niklas
Wellen pass from the right flank. As
if that was not enough for the Dutch,
Germany struck again two minutes
from the final hooter from a penalty
stroke which was converted by Ruhr.

match as both the teams remained
in the hunt for a knock-out round
berth on Wednesday.
After failing to break the deadlock for a long time, Pakistan drew
the first blood in the 51st minute
through Muhammad Atiq's field
strike before Malaysia restored
parity four minutes later when
Faizal Saari converted a penalty corner to stay afloat in the competition.
The draw meant both Pakistan
and Malaysia remained in the fray
for the knock-out rounds, having
garnered a point each from two
outings.
Germany are leading the pool
with six points ahead of
Netherlands and Pakistan. Malaysia
are placed last because of an inferior goal difference.
Pakistan had earlier lost by a
solitary goal to Germany, while
Malaysia were thrashed 0-7 by the
Netherlands.
Pakistan will round off their
pool engagements against
Netherlands on December 9 while
Malaysia, with a goal difference of
minus 7, have an uphill task against
the Germans the same day.
In the encounter between
world number 12 Malaysia and
number 13 Pakistan, there were
hardly anything to separate the two
sides.
Malaysia started brightly earning two penalty corners in the third
minute. While the first attempt was
blocked by the Pakistani runner, the
next try was kept at bay by keeper
Imran Butt.
Next, it was Pakistan's turn to
earn a penalty corner but Aleem
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anchester City opened up
M
a five-point lead at the top
of the table with a seventh
straight Premier League victory,
but was made to work for a 2-1
win at Watford on Tuesday.
City's goals came either side
of half-time as Leroy Sane chested home to end Watford's resistance before Riyad Mahrez
swept home early in the second
period. However, they had to
withstand a nervy finish after
Abdoulaye Doucoure bundled
home five minutes from time.
Pep Guardiola made six
changes to his starting line-up
despite also missing Sergio
Aguero and Kevin De Bruyne
through injury.
Yet, City were still far too
strong for the dogged hosts, who
had goalkeeper Ben Foster to
thank for the visitors not racking up the 5-0 and 6-0 thrashings they did on their two previous visits to Vicarage Road.
Guardiola changed his
entire back four from Saturday's
3-1 win over Bournemouth and
left the in-form Raheem Sterling
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on the bench for the full 90 minutes.
Mahrez came in for the
England international and the
luxury of options on offer to
Guardiola was obvious as both
his wide men found the net in
Sterling's absence.
However, Watford were left

to rue their chances before the
break against a City defence that
appeared to miss Aymeric
Laporte as the Frenchman was
rotated for the first time in the
league this season.
City got uncharacteristically slack in the final quarter,
though, and were made to pay

when Doucoure finally turned
home after a goalmouth scramble.
Guardiola was forced to
throw on Laporte and Nicolas
Otamendi in the closing stages
to repel Watford's aerial assault,
but City held on.
Elsewhere, Bournemouth
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erena Williams will make
her return to the Australian
Open for the first time since
winning in 2017 when eightweeks pregnant, it was confirmed on Wednesday, with
virtually all the world's top 100
players due at Melbourne Park.
That includes injury-prone
Rafael Nadal and Andy
Murray.
Williams returned from
giving birth to her first child to
reach the 2018 Wimbledon
and US Open finals, but suffered upset losses in both to
leave her stuck on 23 major
wins.
Australian Open organisers said she was among the
entries for the opening Grand
Slam of the year as she attempts
to equal Margaret Court's
record of 24.
Her appearance will mark
her first major since her controversial rant at an umpire

S
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during the US Open final loss
to Naomi Osaka, which overshadowed the Japanese star's
biggest ever win.
In the aftermath, Roger
Federer said Williams "went
too far".
"Serena Williams, currently ranked 16, will make her
highly anticipated return to

Melbourne for the first time
since winning in 2017 when
eight-weeks pregnant with
baby Alexis Olympia," said
tournament organiser Craig
Tiley.
The evergreen Federer will
be back to defend his title,
along with long-time adversary
Novak Djokovic. Caroline

Wozniacki defends the
women's crown. Organisers
said the world's top 102 women
and top 101 men have all confirmed they will be playing.
The only top-100 absentee
from the women's draw is
74th-ranked
Agnieszka
Radwanska of Poland who
recently announced her retirement.
"It's always special to see
our defending champions —
Caroline had her first Grand
Slam win here last year so will
be keen to start 2019 on a
high," said Tiley.
"And of course Roger
Federer has special memories
of Melbourne, having won
here six times, something only
Novak (Djokovic) and Roy
Emerson have done in the
past.
"I've been in touch with
Rafa and he's back to full fitness
after cutting his season short
after Paris and can't wait to
arrive in Australia," he added.

moved above Manchester
United, who host Arsenal on
Wednesday, up to sixth thanks
to a 2-1 win over Huddersfield.
Brighton edged into the top
half as despite playing for over
an hour with 10 men, they beat
Crystal Palace 3-1.
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engaluru FC's unbeaten run
in the Indian Super League
B
remained intact after a dramatic 1-1 draw against NorthEast
United FC at the Indira Gandhi
Athletics Stadium here on
Wednesday.
After a tightly-contested
first half, Eelco Schattorie's
home side took the lead though
Federico Gallego (64th minute)
midway through the secondhalf. However, a late acrobatic
effort from Bhutanese striker
Chencho Gyeltshen (90th)
ensured the Blues shared the
spoils.
The result kept Bengaluru
FC's four-point advantage over
NorthEast United at the top of
the table intact.
On Thursday, Mumbai City
FC will be keen to continue with
their winning streak when they
take on a beleaguered
Chennaiyin FC.

Bilal's drag-flick directed at the top
right corner was blocked by
Malaysia goalkeeper Kumar
Subramaniam.
Malaysia came close to scoring
in the ninth minute but Butt came
up with yet another great save to
stop Razi Rahim's drag-flick directed at the bottom centre.
It was an end-to-end battle as
experienced Subramiam made
another smart save to keep away a
reverse flick from a midfield pass
of Tasawar Abbas.
Pakistan attacked mostly
through the centre with 80 per cent
of their circle entries coming from
that area, while Malaysia tried to
find spaces on the right side.
Faizal Saari earned Malaysia
their fourth penalty corner in the
23rd minute but Butt once again
made a good save to deny Saari.
Both the teams made forays
with pace and trickery on either
ends but they lacked the final pass
inside the box.
Two minutes from half-time,

Umar Bhutta earned Pakistan their
second short corner but Bilal's
drag-flick hit the runner's foot
resulting in another set piece,
which they wasted while going for
a variation. Both the teams failed
to break the deadlock in the first
two quarters.
Ten minutes into the third
quarter, Malaysia won their fourth
penalty corner but to no avail.
Pakistan finally tasted success
in the 51st minute, courtesy skipper Muhammad Rizwan's inch
perfect pass to Atiq inside the box.
The striker first received the pass,
created space on the right, took a
360 degree spin to shoot the ball
past Subramaniam.
Malaysia desperately needed a
goal to stay afloat in the tournament
and five minutes from the final
hooter their efforts succeeded when
they earned their fifth penalty corner and Saari was up to the task,
flicking the ball high to the top right
corner of Pakistan goal to share the
spoils.
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adamel Falcao scored a pair of penalties as
R
Thierry Henry's Monaco won 2-0 at fellow
strugglers Amiens to climb out of the bottom
three in Ligue 1 on Tuesday.
The Colombian had missed twice from the
spot this season but calmly converted on 43
minutes at the Stade de la Licorne after Emil
Krafth upended Benoit Badiashile. Amiens
defender Bakaye Dibassy was sent off for catching the Monaco captain with a raised boot in
the 90th minute, and Falcao wrapped up a second victory in three games with another
penalty deep into stoppage time.
Henry said he wasn't getting too
carried away with his team's victory.
"From our side of things in terms
of how we played it wasn't extraordinary but we held on. Fortunately
Falcao was there when we needed
him," Henry said.
"We must not overreact, we need to continue to work and use the positive aspects of

each match to inspire us," he added.
The result provisionally bumped
Henry's side up to 17th place above
Dijon and Amiens on goal difference,
confirming their recent upturn under
the former France star in recent weeks.
Nice extended their unbeaten run
under Patrick Vieira to six games with
a 0-0 draw at home to Angers, who saw goalkeeper Ludovic Butelle dismissed in the closing stages.
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enyan marathon master
Eliud Kipchoge and
K
Colombian jumper Caterine
Ibarguen won the IAAF men
and women's 2018 awards on
Tuesday.
Kipchoge set a new
marathon world record in
Berlin in September, smashing
the previous best by an incredible 78 seconds as he clocked
2hr 1min 39sec.
The 34-year-old Olympic
champion's effort was the
largest single improvement on
the marathon world record
since Derek Clayton improved
the mark by 2:23 in 1967.
Acclaimed as the greatest
marathon runner of the modern era, Kipchoge has dominated marathon racing since
making his debut in Hamburg
in 2013 after a successful track
career that saw him win world
Gold and Silver (2003, 2007) in
the 5000m and Olympic Silver
and Bronze (2008, 2004) over
the same distance.
He has notched up 10 wins
from the 11 marathons he has
raced, winning three times not
only in Berlin but also London,
with victories in Rio for
Olympic Gold as well as in
Hamburg, Rotterdam and
Chicago.
Ibarguen, also 34, won

both horizontal jumps at the
Central American and
Caribbean Games, the IAAF
Continental Cup and at the
IAAF Diamond League finals
- winning the latter two titles
in two different cities within
the space of 24 hours.
Sweden's 19-year-old pole
vaulter Armand Duplantis won
the men's rising star award
after equalling the second best
ever vault with 6.05m at the
European champs in Berlin in
August.
"Pole vaulting's a very
strange discipline," said
Duplantis. "All the stars aligned
for that one meet." Handed the

award by France's Renaud
Lavillenie, the world record
holder with a best of 6.16m,
Duplantis was in a playful
mood.
"I think I can jump higher
than you," he said when asked
by Lavillenie on how high he
could go.
American
Sydney
McLaughlin won the women's
rising star award after setting
a world junior indoor 400m
record of 50.36sec in March.
That was followed up two
months later with an outdoor
400m hurdles mark of 52.75sec
- a world junior record and the
fastest time recorded this year.
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ating out can be a very pleasurable
experience. Having dinner with a
friend, eating a romantic meal while
on a date or celebrating some special event
with a party at a restaurant are all things
we enjoy doing.
Even so, there are few people who eat
out all the time and eating at home has
many points in its favor. It is cheaper to eat
at home. It is healthier to eat at home and
it is usually much more comfortable.
Firstly, eating at home is much less
expensive than eating in a restaurant.
Obviously, when we eat at home we
do the preparation, cooking and serving
of the food ourselves and, therefore, do not
need to pay the labor costs of cook, waiter and other restaurant staff.
Similarly, we have no other overheads
to pay for such as restaurant rent and high
utility bills. A further cost saving is that we
shop for the ingredients of our homecooked meals ourselves and can choose
those which are cheaper in price.

E

your phone.
Tally it all up, and you’ll probably find
you have more free time than you realized.
Use some of that down time to cook delicious meals.
A functional and cared-for kitchen is
a much more appealing place than one
Secondly, eating at home is much bet- that’s grimy and uninviting. Create a
ter for our health and general wellbeing space you feel good in by investing in some
than dining outside. At home, when cook- basic cooking equipment and developing
ing for ourselves, we can ensure that what an organizational system that works for
you.9
goes into our meals is not bad for us.
Cooking feels much less daunting if
We can control the amount of oil we
use. We can control the amount of salt we you don’t have to run out to the store every
use and we can balance our diet to suit our time you need a single ingredient. Stock the
own individual needs. When we eat at a pantry with your most commonly used
restaurant, none of these things are possi- items (such as flour, pasta, baking soda,
spices, and cooking oils) so you can
ble.
At home we can also cook just enough always cook something without needing to
food to satisfy us. In a restaurant we are shop.
Don’t feel pressured to get fancy just
often given too much or too little food on
because you’re in charge of a meal. If you
our plate.
Finally, eating at home is much more like chicken-stuffed duck breast coated in
comfortable than having dinner or lunch truffle oil, then go for it. But there’s no need
in a public place. At home, we can be more to reinvent the meal.
If pizza is more your style, then make
relaxed than in a restaurant.
yourself a homemade option.
We can wear comfortable,
By preparing meals you like
casual clothes; even pyjamas.
to eat, you’ll be more likeWe can sit in a comfortable
ATbTPaRW
ly to stick with home cookposition on our favorite
UX]SbcWPc
ing.
chair, on the sofa or on the
_T^_[TfW^TPc
Cooking doesn’t need
floor. If we wish, we can
to be a solo affair. Invite
watch TV or a video, or lisW^\TR^^ZTS
your partner, kids, or
ten to a radio program.
\TP[b^]P
friends into the kitchen to
None of these can be done
aTVd[PaQPbXb
cut down on the time and
at a restaurant.
energy required to make a
Furthermore, at home
cT]Sc^QT
meal and to make it fun.
we do not have to worry
WP__XTaP]S
Cooking together is a great
about disturbing other dinWTP[cWXTaP]S
way to solidify relationers and can talk and laugh
ships, share food knowlas loudly as we want withR^]bd\T[Tbb
edge, and make new disout fear of upsetting peobdVPaP]S
coveries in the kitchen.
ple sitting nearby us.
_a^RTbbTS
Food is a cornerstone
There are so many reaof culture. Reconnect to
sons to cook at home, it’s
U^^SbfWXRW
your family history by
surprising that we aren’t all
RP]aTbd[cX]
exploring recipes from your
doing it at least some of the
WXVWTaT]TaVh
own cultural heritage. If
time. For starters, research
you’re not sure where you
shows that regularly eating
[TeT[bP]S
come from, use this as an
home-cooked meals as a
QTccTa\T]cP[
exciting opportunity to find
family is linked to healthWTP[cW
out.
ier and happier kids, and
Growing your own proteens who are less likely to use
duce and herbs is a sure-fire way
alcohol, drugs, or cigarettes.3
Adults also reap considerable benefits to feel more connected to the food you eat.
There’s nothing more satisfying (or
from eating home-cooked meals. Research
finds that people who eat home-cooked nutritious) than making a salad from
meals on a regular basis tend to be happi- greens and vegetables you grew yourself.
While you’re at it, consider learning
er and healthier and consume less sugar
and processed foods, which can result in how to preserve food for the winter and
higher energy levels and better mental compost leftovers. Kicking up your home
health.4 Eating home-cooked meals five or cooking is just one benefit of investing in
more days a week is even associated with your land.
Seek out different cookbooks and
a longer life.
Those mental health benefits increase recipe sites – or even invest in a few classconsiderably when we eat home-cooked es – to expose yourself to diverse cooking
meals with other people. In fact, commu- styles and discover ways of cooking that
nal meals can make us feel happier even work best for you.
Deciding to make most meals at
outside of meal times. That’s partly because
social connections reinforced over meals home doesn’t mean you can’t ever enjoy
can help us cultivate a sense of belonging eating out again. Schedule meals out – once
and even reduce symptoms of depression. a week, once a month, or whatever schedSharing the joy of home cooking also ule works for you – so that cooking at home
preserves cultural knowledge and history never feels like a chore.
Whether you’ve never cooked a meal
as we pass recipes from generation to genin your life or you want to get back to the
eration.
If you fall into the trap of thinking kitchen after a busy schedule drew you
you’re too busy to cook, evaluate whether away, give a few of these tips a try, and comthat’s really the case. Take a week to write mit to a few small lifestyle changes. You’ll
down how long you spend browsing the be on your way to living a healthier, hapinternet, watching TV, or playing games on pier life.
C M Y K
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here are more than a
hundred people — the
swish set of Delhi kitted out in their best to
safeguard against the
vagaries of nature while answering suitably to the demands of
fashion, tinkling their glasses
while talking about books, literature and more. But in the sea of
humanity, one person is hard to
miss. He greets everyone with
equal warmth, asks appropriate
and specific questions of each
person and tells them to help
themselves to the hors d’oevre
that are circulating on the garden
terrace of a hotel in central Delhi.
And it seems that it is around the
shock of grey white hair sported by founder and director of
Teamwork Arts Sanjoy K Roy,
that most of the action circumambulates at the curtain raiser of the
Jaipur Litfest. Roy along with codirectors, noted historian William
Dalrymple and writer Namita
Gokhale, are the most prominent
faces of the Jaipur Literary Festival
which will be held between
January 24 and 28 next year.
This year’s constellation of
speakers includes Colson
Whitehead, author of nine books
of fiction and non-fiction, including the Pulitzer Prize winning The
Underground Railroad, Markus
Zusak, the international bestselling author of The Book Thief,
which was on New York Times
bestseller list for a decade and has
been translated into more than 40
languages, Andrew Sean Greer,
bestselling author of six works of
fiction, including the 2018
Pulitzer Prize winning novel Less
among others.
So when one asks Roy how
does he manage to have such a
wide variety of names each year,
pat comes the reply, “People want
to come to us. That’s the big news.
The way we look after people is
one reason. It is not just an expe-
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rience but also because it is an
important place to be for books.”
And with the business of books
having practically exploded over
the years, JLF is certainly a place
to go to. “Ten years ago, a bestseller was 3,000 hardback copies
maximum. Today you are talking
of 30,000. We sell about a 1,00,000
from the bookstore over five
days which is the number that five
bookstores sell in a month in a
main city,” he adds.
The mammoth size of the festival, which has been the subject
of study at the Harvard Business
School, “was an accident” says
Roy. They never started out to
become the largest festival of its
kind. “The five pillars that we
stand on include that today India
across the world is seen as a place
that one should get to know. But
it is seen as way too confusing.
Maybe the festival gives the audience a sense of what India is. It is
a window to another world and
another philosophy,” says Roy.
The setting of Jaipur with its
old world charm and forts further
adds to the pull of the place along
with the Indian hospitality. “It is
like the great big Indian wedding
of the literature festival. Everyone
goes away as an ambassador after
attending it,” says Roy. Besides the
hospitality, heritage, great programming, what made the number of visitors swell from 5,0006,000 in the initial year to about
half a million last year, is the fact
that, “We are able to bring the
world to India and take India to
the world. All of that has combined to create the pillars on
which the festival sits on. We are
not precious about reserving seats
as it is first come, first serve irrespective of whether it is a Chief
Minister or a Minister. The fact
that it is open access and there are
no reservations also makes it
special. Often some celebrated
people told me that they did not
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the vast sea of humanity, they step
up to the vast table and conversations change,” says Roy.
JLF is also known to openly
accept dissent. “We don’t accept
it, we openly celebrate it,” asserts
Roy and by way of example says,
“The left, right, centre, far left, far
right — everyone can take centrestage. Of course that means we
do get bashed by all sides but that
is our job, for I believe that we
need to give as many platforms to
people as possible to give them a
perspective so that they can make
up their own mind.”
And his vision is in a way
being realised as since the inception of the JLF, many more festivals have sprouted on the same
lines. Roy says, “We support
many of the festivals that happen
around us. We share the authors
and we believe that there can be
more platforms in the sub continent. Our only advice is that they
should find their USP. Every festival can contribute to its local
economy to the publishing,
music, theatre and more because
there is an economics around it,”
he says.
He believes that the idea of
JLF is that one can come here and
discover the world, listen to
incredible ideas and go away
feeling amazed with it all. “You
can disagree, you can have dissent, you can do whatever but if

you go away with five, 15, 50 or
500 different viewpoints, that is
what make the festival great,” he
says.
However, many of its dissenters say that over the years the
JLF has descended into a massive
jamboree which has to do with
everything but books. Roy counters, “You can come for whatever reason that drives you. You can
come to take a selfie, eat whatever food that we offer. Of course,
we could have held it an India
International Centre or India
Habitat Centre or their equivalent
but this is about celebrating our
built heritage and culture and the
legacy of writing which we had
forgotten for a long time.”
JLF has also travelled to a
number of places outside the
country and while each destination has contributed to its growth,
each location has also made it
specific to that place. “In London,
it is programmed for London. In
Boulder, it is very specific to
America so you will have Latino,
African, Caribbean and Native
Americans and issues that are
local. We have a local, national
and international perspective
which is what makes it different.
This helps us to discover amazing writers that otherwise we
would have had no access to,” he
says with a satisfied smile.
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get seats while all the kids were
sitting there. I believe that the festival is for younger people, which
is evident from the fact that 61 per
cent of visitors are below the age
of 25. When writers look at this,
it is an awakening for them
because everywhere else it is a sea
of this,” he says pointing to his
grey hair. He also says that some
of the best questions and the most
intelligent ones at the sessions are
asked by younger people.
Roy feels that it’s the audience
that lends JLF its incredible vibe.
“The joint energy and its effusion
that you feel at JLF is something
similar that that you feel during
a Kumbh Mela or when you go
for a pilgrimage. It is what makes
the festival what it really is,” says
Roy whose Teamwork Arts has
several other successful cultural
festival including Ishaara Puppet
Theatre, Mahindra Kabira
Festival, The Sacred Pushkar and
many other national and international ones under its ever-expanding belt.
The JLF is certainly the
biggest of their brands and Roy
has actively worked to ensure that
its philosophy has remained
unchanged. “We try and ensure
that the speaker is presented
with a platform where he or she
doesn’t have to say what he or she
has already said on 500 other platforms. Moreover, when they see
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ollywood superstar Salman
Khan is the richest Indian
celebrity, according to the
2018 Forbes India Celebrity 100
list, which he has topped for the
third consecutive year. Shah
Rukh Khan has fallen out of the
top 10 list.
The 2018 Forbes India
Celebrity 100 List ranking are
based on estimates of entertainment-related earnings of celebri-
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ties. The period under consideration is October 1, 2017 to
September 30, 2018.
The actor’s earnings are
pegged at C253.25 crore. Salman,
52, cemented his place in the top
spot thanks to the success of his
movies Tiger Zinda Hai and
Race 3. His earnings were
backed by endorsements of several consumer-facing brands,
and constitute 8.06 per cent of

the total earnings — C3,140.25
crore — of the top 100 celebrities for the year.
Indian cricket captain Virat
Kohli jumped one spot to the
second rank, with total earnings
of C228.09 crore, a sharp
increase of 116.53 per cent from
the previous year. Actor Akshay
Kumar completed the top three,
with C185 crore in earnings.
With no movie releases in
2017, Shah Rukh Khan, who was
at the second spot on the 2017
Forbes India Celebrity list, fell
out of the top 10. His earnings
were down 33 per cent this
year, at C56 crore from endorsements, placing him at rank 13 on
the list.
Newly-wed actress Deepika
Padukone broke into the top five
as per the Forbes — the first
woman celebrity to find place in
the top five with earnings of
C112.8 crore, placing her firmly at rank 4.
Cricket star Mahendra Singh
Dhoni rounded up the top five
with C101.77 crore, followed by
Aamir Khan (C97.50 crore),
Amitabh Bachchan (C96.17
crore), Ranveer Singh (C84.7
crore), Sachin Tendulkar (C80.00
crore) and Ajay Devgn (C74.50
crore) making it to the top 10.
There is mixed representation from the prolific South
Indian film industry. There are
17 celebrities from the South this
year against 13 on the 2017 list.
The number of Bollywood
actors is down from 33 to 31,
despite their cumulative earnings increasing by 12.89 per
cent from the previous year.
Indian cricket team allrounder Hardik Pandya, with
earnings to the tune of C28.46
crore, was the highest gainer (in
percentage terms), with his
annual earnings rising nearly
nine times.
Actress Nayanthara, whose
earnings stand at C15.17 crore, is
the only woman from the South
Indian film industry to make it
to the list, following the success
of her dark comedy, Kolamavu
Kokila and the thriller Aramm.
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ndian celebrities like Sonam Kapoor Ahuja and
Swara Bhasker, and singer Sona Mohapatra, have
Icriticised
journalist Mariah Smith for writing a
“racist” article about actress Priyanka Chopra and
American singer Nick Jonas’ wedding.
In The New York Mag’s TheCut article, the
journalist called Priyanka, a “global scam artist”,
who tricked young Jonas, into a lifelong commitment when all he really wanted was a fling.
“Priyanka: She is a modern-day scam artist,
in my opinion. That’s right: Nicholas Jonas married into a fraudulent relationship against his will
this past Saturday,
December the 1st,
and I’ll tell you why
I think so...,” it read.
After the article
got circulated on
social media, it garnered huge flak
from some of the
members of Indian
film fraternity.
“For a publication that ‘shows
women what they
are made of ’,
TheCut has a lot to
answer for. The article on Priyanka was
sexist, racist and disgusting. Also it’s written by a
woman which is so sad. It reeks of envy and bitterness. Mariah, shame on you,” Sonam wrote on
social media.
Swara also expressed her disappointment on
the micro-blogging site.
“Depressed with the state of the world and current affairs? Here is some good old fashioned
puerile filth published by TheCut to add some
pointless venom to your day. Also someone
invite Mariah to an Indian wedding, might
assuage some of her misguided angst! Yellow
Journalism,” wrote the Tanu Weds Manu actress.
In the article, Smith also said, “Priyanka’s
indulgences and what she views as necessities speak
volumes to her personality and what she’ll do, or
think she needs to do, for her career....”
Smith also slammed the couple, who got married in Jodhpur last week, saying they had their
high profile wedding just to make money.
“Priyanka and Nick are finding ways for their
‘love’ make them money — circumventing the
methods used by the celebrities of yore, who stuck
to selling their wedding or baby photos to magazines,” the article added.

?TT2TT\PSTWTaUXabc_a^UTbbX^]P[P__TPaP]RTPUcTaWTafTSSX]V
U^acWT[Pd]RW^UcWT1d\Q[TP__X]=Tf3T[WX^]FTS]TbSPh

Veteran writer-producer Vinta Nanda was left
“shocked” after reading Smith’s write-up.
“What does the writer mean by saying that he
is gotten married against his will to a fraudulent
relationship? Does the writer not see in pictures
that it was one of the most beautiful weddings
ever?” added Nanda.
Sona found the article “deeply disgusting.”
“To character assassinate a hardworking, driven, achiever like Priyanka Chopra in this warped,
petty manner and for TheCut to publish such a
low-brow piece is the lowest of the lows. ‘Priyanka’s
plan to make this Nick Jonas opportunity her forever b***h?’ Sick,” Sona sighed.
The former Miss World was in New Delhi on
Wednesday for the launch of the dating app
Bumble, in which she is an investor as well.
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● Is artificial rain a solution to tackle air pollution in Delhi?
There are multiple factors that contribute to the air pollution in Delhi.
The local emissions are already very
high in the capital where the transport
sector contributes the maximum.
Though NASA regularly gives out
satellite images of burning of the crop
residue, they were given more consideration when it started to affect the air
quality of Delhi about two years ago.
Apart from this, the transfer of dust
from the Gulf also contributed to this
issue. One has to understand that this
is a winter phenomenon in the city
since the air is denser and thus the pollution settles. However, artificial rain
is not a solution. For artificial rains, the
clouds are injected to produce rains but
in winters there is hardly any cloud formation and thus it is not a workable
option.
● What are some of the proposed
solutions to combat poor air quality in Delhi?
There are multiple actions required to
address this issue which have to be
both long term and short term. We
have to first monitor the pollution to
know which part of the day, which part
of the city is facing the issue, or if the
hot spots are static or dynamic before
we can come up with a solution. To
monitor the same, we have 44 stations
in the city to keep a check on the air
quality and identify the emission
sources. We also have to update the
emission inventory to accommodate
the new contributors. A high level
committee has been formed which will
advise steps to the capital and the
neighbouring state governments to
combat this issue. The Graded
Response Action Plan (GRAP) is also
put in place to come up with short
term fixes so that emissions can be
modulated. Implementation of OddEven, shutting of thermal power
plants, avoiding the movement of
debris and trucks are some of the short
term solutions.
● Has accuracy of weather
improved over the years? What has
brought about this improvement?
The accuracy depends on the quality of input data from observation systems. We not only measure the surface temperature but to measure
temperature, humidity and wind
speed above the surface, we use the
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balloon and payload method. This
technology has undergone improvements in the last few years. We track
a payload which is attached to a balloon filled with hydrogen gas and
then released in the atmosphere.
When the inside pressure of the balloon is more than the external pressure, the balloon bursts, which is
mostly at 20 to 22 km and then the
measurements are taken from 43
locations across the country, twice a
day. We plan to increase this to 55
locations in a year’s time. During
afternoons and nights, we measure
only the wind speed from 60 stations.
Almost 40,000 payloads are required
per year and as per the global rate
contract, currently we pay $59 dollars
per payload, which is a heavy investment made only on upper air measurements as the data received from
these activities are the lifeline of most
of the services.
● How are IMD services helping the
agriculture sector?
Improvements in weather forecast

have had a significant impact on the
agriculture industry. We have identified 130 agriculture monitoring
stations, set up in the agriculture university campuses, research farms and
Indian Council of agricultural
Research (ICAR) labs to generate
forecasts. Under the Gramin Krishi
Mausam Seva, agro-advisory services are provided where these 130
stations cover four to six nearby districts and generate customised weather forecasts, twice a week on Tuesday
and Friday for the next four days, for
four major crops. This way, we cover
all 656 districts of the country. A
weekly outlook is also provided by the
ICAR. Apart from this advisory, 42
million registered farmers receive
their crop related advisory through an
SMS and on the m-Kisan portal.
When we had started this service,
only three million farmers were taking the benefit which has now
become 42 million. We are now
working with states to generate the
database of the remaining farmer

households and then disseminate
this information further. In 2015,
according to a survey conducted by
the National Council of Applied
Economic Research, to assess the economic impact of this service, it was
found that the total GDP contribution
was C48,000 crore. It was also
observed that if this service was
expanded to 22 crops and penetrated to the block level, then it had the
potential to have an economic impact
of C3,50,000 crore. Keeping this in
mind, we are now expanding the
monitoring units to each of the 656
districts. We are going to use the
ICAR’s Krishi Vigyan Kendras
(KVKs) to set up these units. We have
130 stations already in place and of the
remaining units we plan to open 200
units by the end of this year.
● The loss of lives of fishermen at
sea has been attributed to the lack
of timely information about weather changes. How are you addressing
this issue?

Open sea communication is a challenge and to address that we have
come up with some measures to warn
the fishermen of changes in weather
conditions. The GPRS system delivers alerts up till 12 nautical miles but
beyond that, it is difficult to inform
the fishermen about possible calamities. We are linking the VHF frequencies at lighthouses with the fishermen
boats to reach a larger radius with
NAVTEX, wirelessly. This network
can cover a distance of 12-30 nautical miles. The Tamil Nadu government has also brought around 1,000
satellite phones to inform the fishermen not only about sea roughness but
also the atmosphere condition. The
fishermen can also be alerted about
natural disasters while they are at the
sea using the NaVIC system, a homegrown GPS. Since there is no mobile
network coverage in the deep seas
beyond 12 nautical miles, we have
introduced NaVIC, which can be
mounted to the mobile device and will
have bluetooth connectivity.
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he ancient civilisations
of both Turkey and
India have a similar
passion for the woven textile.
The exuberant use of metallic thread embedded in the
softest silk, the great care
given to stylised motifs and
precision weaving were their
shared hallmark and imagery
and iconography transcended
geographical borders, including the Buddhist influences,
reflecting in the Ottomon
textiles.
The exhibition aimed to
introduce the audience to the

T

Banarasi process of weaving,
the hands that work the looms
and the mind that plans the
context of the textile. In an
unusual gesture, female members of the weavers’ families
were also present, and
endorsed their age-old artistic excellence. The exhibition
also showcsed a threeminute
trailer to a documentary film
titled—‘Bunkar–The Last of
the Varanasi Weavers’, that
premiered in the Indian
Panorama at IFFI this year.
Morarka and her team of
weavers staged live looms as

master weavers showcased
their skills. As live classical
musicians played tunes to
export the audience to the

land of Ghats, there were
small salons where the original weavers from Varanasi
along with a woman member

of their family were spotted
casually interacting with each
other. The women were
dressed in TANTUVI Sarees
by Smriti Morarka.
“Being able to showcase
the very best from the looms
of Banaras to the discerning
patrons in Delhi is always a
privilege. This time it was
even more special as we were
able bring to the fore the
hands behind the looms that
work tirelessly to create these
magnificent works of art,”
said Morarka.
While on one hand, there
was a setup of a Banarasi shop
to exhibit sarees, on the other
hand, a fashion consultant
from Mumbai tutored the
audience about modern,
interesting ways of draping a
Banarsi by demonstrating the
same on the contemporary
Indian models. What made
this exhibition even more
special was the array of
Banarsi delicacies, specially
curated for the evening.
Delhi’s prominent citizens
including spouses of
Ambassadors of various
nations to India, historians,
fashion designers, blue-chip
entrepreneurs, socialites, art
curators, textile connoisseurs
and patrons were spotted
enjoying this authentic experince.
Sharing details about the
brand, Morarka informed that
she started TANTUVI, which
means ‘weaver’ in Sanskrit, in
1998 as an attempt to revive

the dying weaving traditions
of Varanasi. She said, “The
original famed techniques of
weave were no longer in use
since the weavers found them
economically unfeasible.
TANTUVI worked closely
with them to move from disclosing these techniques used
by their ancestors to then
actually producing pieces
made in these ways. The challenges were to make the
designing sensibilities one
that would appeal to the new
and still toe the line with the
traditional, as well as the cost
of using these laborious techniques. It is my endeavor at
TANTUVI, to bring before
my buyers the very best, using
classic and timeless patterns
and motifs along with due
thought given to the fabric,
texture and quality.”
The fabrics made under
the label of TANTUVI are
made in natural yarns of cotton and silk, its derivatives or
in the combination of both.
Providing support to the local
real zari industry, all the zari
used by the organisation is
pure. The primary pitch of
TANTUVI is sarees produced
with patience, skill and dedication. “By making the sarees
in limited numbers, we do our
bit to ensure its exclusivity. By
not falling into the rhythm of
mass production and commercialisation, we commit to
ensure that the unique charm
of each of our designs is sustained,” added Morarka.
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n Indian team brimming with
confidence will aim to finally
shed the poor travellers' tag
when it takes on a circumspect Australia
in what is being perceived as the
tourists' best opportunity to win a Test
series Down Under in 70 years.
While the narrative remained same
during the earlier tours of South Africa
(1-2) and England (1-4), Virat Kohli and
his men will like to walk the talk as
India's tough cycle of away assignment
ends with this four-Test series beginning
at the Adelaide Oval on Thursday.
The series is even more important
for Kohli as it would also define his legacy as a leader having
ploy in order to get 20
already established
1ecdbQ\YQfc 9^TYQ
himself as world's pre- <YfUVb_]%*# Q]9CD wickets.
Injured all-rounder
mier batsman.
D@?JD:IE6?$
Hardik Pandya's absence
India's past Test
record in Australia is quite abysmal. In does upset the balance of the side but
44 Tests on Australian soil, they have getting an Australia side, which is still
reeling under the after-effect of the ball
only managed five wins thus far.
In 70 years and over 11 tours, only tampering scandal with Steve Smith and
two drawn series, under Sunil Gavaskar David Warner serving their respective
in 1980-81 and with Sourav Ganguly in one-year suspensions.
Rohit Sharma is a prime contender
charge in 2003-04 is more a reflection
of temperament of touring sides over the for the extra batsman's slot in Pandya's
absence.
years rather than quality.
He last played Test cricket in South
While the idea will be to play
aggressive cricket but Indian team man- Africa, and had a torrid time, managagement's choice of 12 with both Rohit ing only 78 runs in four innings while
Sharma and Hanuma Vihari in the mix batting at number five. He is back in the
is an indicator that they have climbed mix, once again on the back of limiteddown from their aggressive five-bowler overs' form, and his ability to play hor-
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izontal bat shots well.
Tested against the English bowling
attack at the Oval, rookie Vihari looked
comfortable in scoring his maiden halfcentury there.
The Indian team management has
gone to great lengths trying to explain
that the two scorelines aren't necessarily true reflections of the contests, it
remains to be seen if the lessons from
those two prior tours have been learnt.
India has faced two key issues, and
the first has to do with the batting lineup not firing enough to support skipper Kohli.
While Kohli scored 286 runs in
three Tests in South Africa, the next
highest cumulative total was 119 by
Hardik Pandya and he scored 93 of those

in one innings at Cape Town.
Cheteshwar Pujara only managed
100 runs in three Tests, while Murali
Vijay (102 runs in three Tests) and KL
Rahul (30 runs in two Tests) came a
cropper.
Opening issues continued to plague
India in England as well. After only 26
runs in two Tests, Vijay was sent home.
While Rahul did scored 299 runs in
five Tests there, 149 of those came in the
final innings of the series at the Oval.
His previous nine innings on tour
yielded only 150 runs and 37 was his
highest score, again in the first innings
at the same ground. Shikhar Dhawan,
who is not part of the current Test squad,
scored 162 runs in four Tests.
In total, India used four different
opening partnerships in eight Tests,
including the Johannesburg Test wherein Parthiv Patel opened with Vijay.
In the second innings. Overall, the
opening pair averaged 18.16 in three
Tests in South Africa, and 23.70 in five
Tests in England.
Further, it didn't help that the middle-order didn't start scoring runs until
the third Test at Nottingham.
Pujara scored 278 runs in four Tests
in England, albeit only managed 146
runs in seven innings. Rahane too
scored 257 runs in five Tests there, but
only had two noticeable scores of 81 (at
Nottingham) and 51 (at Southampton)
therein.
That Kohli needs more support
from other batsmen is a fact that has
been noticed by Australia.
Prithvi Shaw's ankle injury has
opened doors for the Rahul-Vijay combination.
In the past, captain Kohli has gone
to great lengths to make room for Rahul
- dropping Rahane in South Africa
(2018), dropping Pujara and himself
moving up to number three against
West Indies (at St. Lucia in 2016), and
dropping Pujara against Australia
(Sydney 2015).
The bowling attack is predictable
with Ishant Sharma, Mohammed
Shami, Jasprit Bumrah and R Ashwin
making up four-pronged line-up.
It will go head-to-head with
Australia's similar foursome of Mitchell
Starc, Pat Cummins, Josh Hazelwood
and Nathan Lyon.

C40<B

India (12): Virat Kohli (capt), KL
Rahul, Murali Vijay, Cheteshwar
Pujara, Ajinkya Rahane, Rohit
Sharma, Hanuma Vihari, Rishabh
Pant (wk), R Ashwin, Ishant Sharma,
Jasprit Bumrah, Mohammed Shami.
Australia (playing eleven): Tim Paine
(capt & wk), Marcus Harris, Aaron
Finch, Usman Khawaja, Travis Head,
Shaun Marsh, Peter Handscomb,
Nathan Lyon, Mitchell Starc, Pat
Cummins, Josh Hazlewood.
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oung opener Prithvi
Y
Shaw is recovering
quickly from his ankle
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aining the respect of his
country is as big a priority
as taming India for Australian
skipper Tim Paine, who
Wednesday said that winning
matches and winning hearts
are not mutually exclusive tasks
for him.
Setting the tone for the
four-match Test series that gets
underway on Thursday, Paine
said the Australian team, still
recovering from the furore of
the ball-tampering scandal, has
identified the areas that needed some changes.
"Both (winning matches
and hearts). That's what we are
here for, we play Test cricket to
win, there is no doubt about that
and clearly we've realised we
need to do some work in some
areas. Gaining the respect of our
country is as high a priority as
is winning," said the wicketkeeper-batsman in the prematch press conference here on
Wednesday.
The hosts have named a
four-pronged attack with Josh
Hazlewood and Pat Cummins
returning to the side after missing the Pakistan series in UAE.
Paine said playing always helps
and he was confident that a
four-bowler attack would do the
necessary job in the first Test.
"Having Josh Hazlewood
and Pat Cummins back in as
well is going to be different. The
style of play in Australia compared to the UAE is completely different...We are going to go
about it the same way we did
over there, it's just going to be
tactically slightly different.
Paine expressed confidence
that the four-bowler attack will
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get through the four Tests without any fitness concerns.
"They got through the
Ashes last year I thought and
bowled a hell of a lot of overs.
So, they are fresh and ready to
go. They have had a great preparation and are ready to go.
"They are fine to go. They
will be bowling big overs if need
be, and they are totally comfortable with that," he said.
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injury and might return at
the Boxing Day Test in
Melbourne, India coach
Ravi Shastri said on
Wednesday.
The 19-year-old from
Mumbai was ruled out of
the opening Test after hurting his left ankle while trying to take a catch at the
deep mid-wicket boundary
during India's practice
match against Cricket
Australia XI at the Sydney
Cricket Ground last week.
"It was heartbreaking
to see him go down the way
he did but the good thing
is he is recovering well. He
has started walking, may be

if we can get him running
by the weekend, that will
really be a good sign,"
Shastri told Australian
radio channel SEN's
Whateley.
"With youth by his
side, he might recover
quickly, we will take a call
as we go close to Perth," he
added.
India will begin the
four-Test series against
Australia with the first
match here Thursday and
Shastri said he expects the
hosts to come hard at Virat
Kohli and his men.
"No team at home is a
weak team, every team at
home is a strong team, no
matter which opposition
you are playing against and
I would imagine Australia
to come out all guns blaz-

ing," he said.
"But we have the talent
and experience; in the
bowling department we
have the skills, so it will be
one heck of a series."
The India coach said
they need to do well consistently and not just in
some sessions.
"You can't have one or
two good sessions, you
have to compete the whole
distance because matches
can turn on its head in an
hour or so. So the boys are
aware of it and they know
they have to be top of
game at all times," he said.
"You need a collective
effort, you need at least 67 guys delivering all the
time and if that happens we
can well be in the winning
side."
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he Indian bowling attack, rated as the most balanced in recent years, will have its task cut in
T
all-rounder Hardik Pandya's absence but the additional workload on hard Australian wickets shouldn't be perceived as "burden", reckoned skipper Virat
Kohli.
Pandya is currently recuperating from a back
injury and many pundits believed that Baroda allrounder suited Australian conditions.
The Indian skipper agreed that four-man attack
led by Ishant Sharma will have to share those extra
overs amongst themselves, a cushion that allrounder Pandya would have given.
"Losing the all-rounder obviously has an impact.
I mean every side would like to have a fast-bowling all-rounder, which we don't have right now with
Hardik (Pandya) injured. That obviously is a great
luxury to have for any side," Kohli said on the eve
of the first Test starting Thursday.
"We don't so we have to go with best possible
combination. Again, the workload on guys who will
play in the absence of an all-rounder will be high
but that is something that has already been discussed," Kohli said.
The hard bouncy tracks and big grounds could
test a bowler's strength and stamina but the skipper believes that his bowlers won't treat it as an
adversity but a challenge.
"They (bowlers) should look forward to that and
not think of it as a burden or something which is
going to be tough. Because at international level,
things are tough. So, we will just have to embrace
that and make something out of the resources that
we have at present and try to put in the performances
that the team expects from the players," Kohli
explained team's mindset.
While admitting Pandya's absence is an issue but
not a major one, felt the skipper.
"I don't see it as a major one because in Australia
you still have to bowl really well even if you are an
all-rounder. To contain the batsmen is always a challenge here," he added.
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zhar Ali and Asad Shafiq hit
centuries to leave Pakistan in
A
command of the third and final
Test against New Zealand in
Abu Dhabi despite a batting collapse that curtailed their firstinnings lead.
Azhar hit an attractive 134
for his 15th Test hundred while
Shafiq scored 104, but debutant
New Zealand off-spinner Will
Somerville took four wickets to
restrict Pakistan to 348 all out.
Pakistan appeared set to
build a huge lead before collapsing from 286-3 to lose their
final seven wickets for the addition of just 62 runs.
The 34-year-old Somerville
finished with 4-75 while left-arm
spinner Ajaz Patel took 2-100
and pace spearhead Trent Boult
chipped in with 2-66.
That gave Pakistan a 74-run
lead — the same they got in the
first Test at the same venue
before losing by four runs.
New Zealand were then
reduced to 26-2 at stumps with
Kane Williamson unbeaten on 14
and nightwatchman Somerville
on one not out to leave them
trailing by 48 runs with eight
wickets intact.
Paceman Shaheen Shah
Afridi trapped Jeet Raval for
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nought while leg-spinner Yasir
Shah had Tom Latham caught for
ten, his 199th wicket in Tests.
Yasir needs just one more
wicket to become the fastest to
200 wickets, in his 33rd Test, a
record currently held by
Australian leg-spinner Clarrie
Grimmett who reached the milestone in 36 Tests, 82 years ago.

Azhar and Shafiq put on 201
for the fourth wicket, but once
they were dismissed only Sarfraz
Ahmed (25) and Babar Azam
(14) offered some resistance.
Azhar edged medium pacer
Colin de Grandhomme through
the slips to complete his first century since May 2017 against the
West Indies in Dominica — and
his first hundred against New
Zealand.
He took 210 balls to reach
the three-figure mark, before
being caught sweeping off
Somerville, just before tea.
Shafiq brought up his 12th
Test ton with a sharp single off
Somerville before falling legbefore to Patel to a straight
delivery.
Somerville then had Azam
and Hasan Ali (nought) bowled
and wrapped up the innings by
getting Sarfraz caught at midwicket.
Earlier, Azhar and Shafiq
frustrated New Zealand's search
for early wickets as they took
Pakistan to 224-3 at lunch.
New Zealand skipper
Williamson took the second new
ball in the 81st over with
Pakistan comfortably placed at
213-3, but the bowlers struggled
to extract much life from a flat
pitch at the Sheikh Zayed
Stadium.
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iddle-order batsman Darren Bravo
was recalled on Wednesday after
M
more than two years away from ODI
cricket as the West Indies named a 15man squad for their three-match series
against Bangladesh.
Left-handed Bravo won the last of
his 96 one-day international caps against
Pakistan in October 2016, but returns
after featuring in the West Indies' recent
Twenty20 series in India.
Regular T20 skipper Carlos
Brathwaite and Roston Chase were also
brought back for the ODI series starting
in Dhaka on Sunday.
Recent debutants Fabian Allen,
Chandrapaul Hemraj and Oshane
Thomas retained their places after the
ODI series against India last month.
In the absence of injured Jason
Holder, batsman Rovman Powell was
named interim captain as the visitors
seek to make amends for their 2-1 home
series defeat to Bangladesh in July.
"With two more ODI Series before
the 2019 World Cup, the Bangladesh
series allows us to narrow our search for
our final 15-member World Cup squad,"
chairman of selectors Courtney Browne
said in a statement.
"Darren's experience will add value
to the batting, which in turn will place
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selection pressure for spots in the squad."
The second and third matches of the
series will be held on December 11 and
14 in Dhaka and Sylhet.
Squad: Rovman Powell (Capt),
Marlon Samuels, Devendra Bishoo,
Roston Chase, Chandrapaul Hemraj,
Shimron Hetmyer, Darren Bravo, Shai
Hope, Carlos Brathwaite, Keemo Paul,
Kieran Powell, Fabian Allen, Kemar
Roach, Sunil Ambris, Oshane Thomas.

